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Abstract
This thesis addresses the problem of auto-adaptation of interfaces and interac-

tion strategies in human-machine interaction by formulating an approach that looks
into the complete combinations of components available to implement a functional-
ity and considers context information at each moment to optimize the sequence of
components (e.g. algorithms) that implement a given functionality. Our main purpose
was to understand how agent’s performance is a�ected when interaction work�ows
are incorporated in its information model and decision-making process.

In Human-Machine Interaction for Arti�cial Social Companions, we must incorpo-
rate features that allow an agent to be capable of delivering a sociable experience to
the user. The associated technological challenges include active perception features,
mobility in unstructured environments, understanding human actions, detect human
behaviours and predict human intentions, access to large repositories of personal
and social related data, adapt to changing context. These features are paramount
for applications in the �eld of Active and Assisted Living (AAL), where the primary
goal is to provide solutions that help people through ageing, by promoting active and
healthy living.

The research question being addressed can be stated as: What approach can we
follow to achieve adaptive interaction functionalities in arti�cial social companions?

To answer our research question, we conducted our study in four main phases
including literature revision, building an Arti�cial Social Companion using state of the
art development methodologies and technological components in high readiness lev-
els, designing our framework proposing adjustments to the development of Arti�cial
Social Companions, and concluding with integration and interoperability aspects.

Our hypothesis is that we can overcome limitations of current interaction func-
tionalities by integrating contextual information to improve agent’s performance when
performing under very di�erent conditions, to select most adequate algorithms to
provide a given functionality, and to adapt interfaces and interaction patterns ac-
cording to user intentions and emotional states.

To test our hypothesis, we started by assessing usability and user acceptance
of our initial development of a Virtual Arti�cial Social Companion. This assessment
was conducted together with end-users over a period of 12 weeks using validated
methods and metrics like the Thinking-aloud protocol and the System Usability Scale,
and showed a decreased acceptance of the system was mainly related with the lack
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of �exibility and variety in interaction possibilities and the frequency of fails being
higher than tolerable by end-users. After observing these results, we formulated our
concept for designing a framework that captures the expected behaviour of the agent
into descriptive scenarios, then translates these into the agent’s information model
and use the resulting representation in probabilistic planning and decision-making to
control interaction. Our expectation was that adopting this framework could reduce
errors and faults on agent’s operation, resulting in an improved performance while
interacting with the user.

To prove our concept, considering the needs and requirements typically reported
by end-users of two di�erent approaches of Arti�cial Social Companions, we designed
and implemented a scenario for person detection features. In both systems, the user
and agent could interact through multiple modalities, which included speech com-
mands, gestures, and touch screen, but initially, they require to detect the person.
Consequently, we described user’s expectations in a Gherkin Scenario and trans-
lated it into our knowledge representation by means of an ontology. Following, we
analyzed the performance of the selected algorithms for the person detection fea-
ture and modelled a decision process for planning and control the execution of the
interaction taking into account the context of the operation. We adopted a Partially
Observable Markov Decision Process to determine the interaction policy to be stored
in the knowledge representation, which completes the description of the scenario.

The results, from our di�erent experiments, con�rmed that our approach can
improve agent’s performance, maintaining precision while improving speci�city. Al-
though, we consider that designing and implementing interaction work�ows in arti�-
cial social companions is still challenging and it worth more research.

We believe this study will contribute to the �eld of Human-Machine Interaction,
with speci�c application to Arti�cial Social Companions for Active and Assisted Living.
It will help overcoming the limitations imposed by approaches that use pre-de�ned
static models for agent’s behaviour resulting in non-natural interaction, which will
result in improving the usability of these systems.

Keywords: Human-Machine Interaction, Context, Active and Assisted Living,
Arti�cial Social Companions, Adaptive Systems.



Resumo
Esta tese aborda o problema da auto-adaptação de interfaces e estratégias de

interação na interação homem-máquina, formulando uma abordagem que analisa as
combinações completas de componentes disponíveis para implementar uma fun-
cionalidade e considera informações de contexto em cada momento para otimizar a
seqüência de componentes. por exemplo, algoritmos) que implementam uma deter-
minada funcionalidade. Nosso objetivo principal foi entender como o desempenho
do agente é afetado quando os �uxos de trabalho de interação são incorporados em
seu modelo de informação e processo de tomada de decisão.

Na Interação Homem-Máquina para Companheiros Sociais Arti�ciais, devemos
incorporar recursos que permitam que um agente seja capaz de fornecer uma exper-
iência sociável ao usuário. Os desa�os tecnológicos associados incluem caracterís-
ticas de percepção ativa, mobilidade em ambientes não estruturados, compreensão
de ações humanas, detecção de comportamentos humanos e previsão de intenções
humanas, acesso a grandes repositórios de dados pessoais e sociais, adaptação a
mudanças de contexto. Esses recursos são fundamentais para aplicações no campo
da Vida Ativa e Assistida (AAL), onde o objetivo principal é fornecer soluções que aju-
dem as pessoas através do envelhecimento, promovendo uma vida ativa e saudável.

A questão que foi abordada pode ser enunciada como: Que abordagem pode-
mos seguir para alcançar funcionalidades de interação adaptativa em companheiros
sociais arti�ciais?

Para responder a esta questão, conduzimos o nosso estudo em quatro fases
principais, incluindo revisão de literatura, construção de um Companheiro Social Ar-
ti�cial utilizando metodologias de desenvolvimento e componentes tecnológicos em
níveis elevados de maturidade tecnológica, projetamos a nossa estrutura propondo
ajustes para o desenvolvimento de Companheiros Sociais Arti�ciais e concluímos
com aspectos de integração e interoperabilidade.

A nossa hipótese é que podemos superar as limitações das atuais funcionali-
dades para interação, integrando informações de contexto para melhorar o desem-
penho dos agentes a operarem em condições muito diferentes, selecionando os al-
goritmos mais adequados para fornecer uma determinada funcionalidade e adaptar
a interação de acordo com as expectativas do utilizador.

Para testar a nossa hipótese, começámos por avaliar a usabilidade e a aceitação
pelo utilizador de um Companheiro Social Arti�cial Virtual, desenvolvido inicialmente.
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Esta avaliação foi realizada em conjunto com utilizadores �nais durante um período
de 12 semanas usando métodos e métricas validados, como o protocolo Thinking-
aloud e a System Usability Scale, evidenciando uma aceitação reduzida do sistema
devido a causas relacionadas principalmente com a falta de �exibilidade e variedade
das possibilidades de interação e a frequência de falhas ser maior do que a tol-
erável pelos utilizadores. Depois de observar esses resultados, formulámos o nosso
conceito para projetar uma estrutura que recolhe o comportamento esperado do
agente em cenários descritivos, que posteriormente são incluídos no modelo de in-
formação do agente que é utilizado no planeamento probabilístico e na tomada de
decisões para controlar a interação. A nossa expectativa era que a adoção desta
abordagem pudesse reduzir erros e falhas na operação do agente, resultando num
melhor desempenho ao interagir com o utilizador.

Para provar o nosso conceito, considerando as necessidades e requisitos tipi-
camente mencionados pelos utilizadores �nais de duas abordagens diferentes de
Companheiros Sociais Arti�ciais, projetamos e implementamos um cenário para a
funcionalidade de deteção de pessoas. Em ambos os sistemas, o utilizador e o agente
podem interagir por meio de várias modalidades, incluindo comandos de fala, gestos
e ecrã táctil, mas que inicialmente exigem a detecção da pessoa. Consequentemente,
descrevemos as expectativas do utilizador num cenário Gherkin e traduzimos para
a nossa representação de conhecimento através de uma ontologia. Seguidamente,
analisamos o desempenho dos algoritmos selecionados para a funcionalidade de de-
teção de pessoas e modelamos um processo de decisão para planear e controlar a
execução da interação, levando em conta o contexto da operação. Adotamos um
Processo de Decisão de Markov Parcialmente Observável para determinar a política
de interação a ser armazenada na representação de conhecimento, que completa a
descrição do cenário.

Os resultados da nossa experiência con�rmaram que a nossa abordagem pode
melhorar o desempenho do agente, mantendo a precisão e melhorando a especi�ci-
dade. Contudo, consideramos que projetar e implementar políticas de interação em
companheiros sociais arti�ciais ainda é um desa�o merecedor de mais investigação.

Acreditamos que este estudo contribuirá para o campo de Interação Homem-
Máquina, especí�camente na aplicação de Companheiros Sociais Arti�ciais no domínio
da Vida Ativa e Assistida. A abordagem proposta poderá ajudar a superar as limitações
impostas pela utilização de modelos estáticos, pré-de�nidos, para o comportamento
do agente, resultando numa interação não natural; contribuindo assim para a mel-
horia da usabilidade desses sistemas.

Palavras-chave: Interação Homem-Máquina, Contexto, Vida Ativa e Assistida,
Companheiros Sociais Arti�ciais, Sistemas Adaptativos.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Arti�cial Social Companions (ASC) are one type of arti�cial autonomous cognitive
systems that integrate features aimed to engaging the user in a social-like expe-
rience (e.g. conversation, personal guidance or advice). These agents, often are
designed to have personalised behaviours and can operate in a single or multiple
person scenarios, usually giving assistance to people with diverse needs or prefer-
ences, where frequent and unpredictable changes on the context of operation may
arise. Additionally, these systems typically integrate multimodal interaction providing
both verbal and nonverbal (i.e. facial expressions, eye contact, gestures and posture,
tone of voice) human-like dialogue enactment. This way, the desires and needs of
end-users would be recognised and consequently addressed much more e�ciently.
The analysis of common ASC design aspects presented by Fong et. al. in [1] included
cognition (planning, decision making), navigation, action, Human-Machine Interaction
(HMI) (perception, environment sensing, interfacing with the end-user) and architec-
ture development and middleware. These multitude of aspects in designing ASC
result often in agents performing with a low rate of speci�city, which have a negative
e�ect on user acceptance. Given the complexity and lack of mature approaches
addressing all the aforementioned aspects in an integrated way, Fong et. al. pointed
out the need to extend on HMI capabilities in order to address issues imposed by
social interaction. Although the study of social interaction is outside the scope of
this thesis, the interested reader can �nd more detailed information on the studies
produced by Severinson et. al. in [2] or by Goodrich et. al. in [3].

Attending to these initial considerations, we put two questions that will drive
this thesis: What if we could create ASCs that could auto-adapt their interfaces and
interaction strategies to the surrounding context in order to meet user expectations and
characteristics? Would this improve ASCs’ usability, acceptance and perceived useful-
ness?

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

Our motivation to study the development of Arti�cial Social Companions (ASC) is two
folded. On one hand, one particularly interesting domain of application, where such
systems are slowly gaining acceptance as a mean to promote social stimulation, is
Active and Assisted Living (AAL). In AAL, the primary goal is to provide solutions that
help people through ageing, by promoting active and healthy living. Part of being ac-
tive and healthy include socialising. In a vast number of cases, this activity is done in
care centres or nursing homes. In such scenarios, the demand for social stimulation
as part of care service aggravates the need for scarce quali�ed human resources.
Thus, technological solutions are seen as a bene�ce, which allow human carers to
concentrate in tasks more demanding or more specialised; but the challenge of adop-
tion remains associated to user acceptance. On the other hand, ASC typically require
the integration of several Human-Machine Interaction (HMI) features (e.g. multi-modal
perception is often required to deliver a set of advanced features commonly identi-
�ed as needs by the end-users of such applications), but fully integrated approaches
are still not well matured to work properly in real world environments.

1.1.1 Relevance of Arti�cial Social Companions (ASC) for Health,
Demographic Change and Wellbeing

To understand the relevance of Arti�cial Social Companions (ASC), �rst consider the
current societal challenge related to the demographic changes happening in Europe.
The European population of adults aged 65 and above is estimated to correspond to
20% in 2030 and expected to reach near 30% by 20601. The increasing demand for
healthcare and quality of life services to support the ageing population has inspired
researchers worldwide to explore the applicability of new intelligent technologies to
support older adults to cope with the challenges of ageing and live independently for
longer periods of time. Arti�cial Social Companions (ASC) are a promising solution
to the increasing challenges of eldercare. Lets consider the scenario of promoting
autonomy at home, which represents a set of relevant interaction contexts satisfying
the basic needs of the elderly (i.e. primary end-users). The associated strategic goals,
in this type of service provision, are to support the elderly in daily life activities and
to promote psycho-social and physical wellbeing. Hence, in this scenario it is safe
to assume that the users’ basic expectations are avoiding the feeling of loneliness,
promoting safety and guidance through activities of the daily life. These expectations
may be addressed by the features expected from virtual companions. On the other

1According to “The 2015 Ageing Report: Economic and budgetary projections for the 28 EU Member
States (2013-2060)”
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hand, carers, family and friends (i.e. secondary end-users) focus also on supporting
the social aspects of elderly daily life. They often followup potentially emergent situ-
ations identi�ed by the institution itself or by third parties, by assessing the elderly
cognitive and mental states through screening and referral activities. To these type
of end-users, key issues to be addressed include activities such as preparing meals,
plating up and distributing lunch and snacks, collecting clothes for washing, drying,
ironing and repairing, cleaning housing �oor space. These activities require physical
interaction with the environment and therefore may be addressed by the features
expected from social robots. In these scenarios, it is relevant to integrate context
information about a person within his/her home environment in the broadest sense
possible. In the particular case of interacting with elderly people, it is important to
identify Activities of Daily Life (ADLs) in order to provide correct services that can
assist the user to attain his/her intended goals. Therefore, ASCs must be developed
that are capable of 1) using a priori knowledge, either hard-coded or from experience,
and 2) evolving in time.

1.1.2 Technological impact of Arti�cial Social Companions (ASC)

Considering the new wave of cyber-physical applications (e.g. including ASC), we ob-
served the shift from low-level raw observation data and their direct/hardwired usage,
data aggregation and fusion, to high-level formal context modeling, activity recogni-
tion and behavior analysis and change detection. It is envisioned that this trend will
continue towards a further higher level of abstraction, achieving situation, activity
and goal awareness to facilitate the construction of human-machine systems and
human-system interaction. We can say that this tendency is in line with the trends
of the last decade, where we observed an emerging focus on auto-adaptable and
self-re-con�guring ambient intelligence systems in order to support smarter habi-
tats.

The technological challenges associated with the development of these re-con-
�gurable and auto-adaptive systems include active perception features, mobility in
unstructured environments, understanding human actions, detect human behaviours
and predict human intentions, access to large repositories of personal and social
related data, adapt to changing context. In the case of social arti�cial agents, systems
must incorporate features that allow an agent to be capable of delivering a sociable
experience with the user.

Moreover, within the current trends in developing ASCs, we �nd the willingness to
bring these systems out of laboratory conditions (i.e. achieving a higher Technology
Readiness Level (TRL)). That means, these systems must be adaptable to a high vari-
ety of unconstrained environments. However, the typical way we interact with ASCs,
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up until this point in time, always involves some form of direct or conscious com-
mand, in order for it to perform a speci�c function for us. On the other hand, if
we look at the communication between people, it is actually a lot more interesting
and much more informative because humans take into account far more than what
is explicitly expressed. We take into account contextual information that is implic-
itly perceived and processed at the sub-conscient level; thus, reducing our mental
workload by means of more automatic processes in memory and reasoning. This
information is particularly useful to help us intuit feelings and emotions, which lead
to adapting our behaviours in empathetic ways. This degree of sophisticated features
are still lacking in our communication with ASCs. The challenge is for the next gen-
eration of human-machine systems to evolve beyond the imposed limits by explicit
interaction towards being capable of perceiving context as humans do and learn from
shared experiences.

1.2 Problem

The problems addressed in our study are tightly related with the way Interaction
Design aspects are considered when implementing Arti�cial Social Companions (ASC).

Addressing the way Interaction is implemented in these systems is particularly
relevant, as implementing real-world systems requires handlers to design particular
solutions from generic approaches resulting in static architectures. In these archi-
tectures, we can assume that the scalability and redundancy of some functionalities
are already considered (e.g., security, fault tolerance, data storage). However, robust
approaches for human-machine interaction are still a challenging topic. Taking into
account some examples from recent works [4–9], we can identify key factors that
prevent these systems from being ideal in terms of interaction. These factors, among
others, are related with uncertainty associated with noisy inputs, variation in envi-
ronment conditions, and unclear expectations from the user. In spite of the sophis-
tication of state-of-the-art systems, we could not �nd a holistic approach to address
human-machine interaction. Typically, each functionality is addressed individually and
later integrated overall through well-de�ned and �xed interface protocols. However,
the lack of redundancy and fallback strategies in terms of interaction functionalities
often results in unexpected system behaviors (e.g., faults, errors or failures) creating
barriers of adoption to new technologies or new interaction modalities.

Therefore, this thesis focus on problems of how to integrate the understanding
of user needs in technology development and how this can result on building context-
aware ASC.
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1.2.1 Understanding user needs to improve technology

The challenge of user acceptance is of vital importance for future systems and still
one of the major reasons for reluctance to deploy or introduce arti�cial social com-
panions in AAL applications. It is commonly accepted that the misunderstanding of
functionalities and handling of new technology often leads to rejection or even to
fear by users, if the system is not behaving as expected.

Analysing the results from relevant projects that were developing ASC systems
(i.e. CaMeLi2, SocialRobot3, GrowMeUp4 were closely followed during this thesis), we
identi�ed common needs, which are repeatedly requested by end-users. In summary,
users expect intuitive interaction with social agents. Therefore, natural interaction
features (e.g. gestures, speech, etc.) and adaptation to the user’s general pro�le,
speci�c needs and intentions, were identi�ed as high priority requirements. In the
AAL domain, these features must address the needs of users with cognitive or phys-
ical skills degradation (e.g. elderly or impaired people) and aim to compensate these
limitations, hence enriching user experience and accessibility. A list of most wanted
HMI related functionalities in this domain can be summarized as follows:

• Agent should take up the role of a personal assistant, with a friendly and in-
formal personality (a friendly and informal companion for the elderly);

• The agent should talk to elderly and provide them company in a natural dialogue
with a broad vocabulary;

• The agent should guide the elderly to decide what they should do by giving
them advice. Examples:

– Oversee and assist with daily activities by providing guidance instructions;

– Helps to manage and organize daily living activities;

– Provide hygienic and basic household advising and personal support and
also motivate to do there chars;

– Stimulate and motivate the elderly to do physical exercises;

– Monitor and guide the elderly while undergoing their physical exercises.

• The agent should draw the attention of the elderly by addressing him/her by
his/her �rst name;

2http://www.cameli.eu/ (accessed:31/07/2017)
3http://mrl.isr.uc.pt/projects/socialrobot/ (accessed:31/07/2017)
4http://www.growmeup.eu (accessed:31/07/2017)

http://www.cameli.eu/
http://mrl.isr.uc.pt/projects/socialrobot/
http://www.growmeup.eu
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Figure 1.1: Scienti�c and technological challenges related with HMI related features, as
summarized from end-user needs

• The elderly should be able to attract the attention of the agent using voice
commands (thus if the elderly calls the agent it should recognize the elderly);

• The agent should be able to move around in the house and recognize familiar
faces;

• Elderly want to be in control of the activity level of the agent, most of them
chose the answer “Switch on-o� as I choose”.

Taking into account this list, we conclude that interaction aspects are a central point
for end-users. Therefore, we summarized the mostly requested features in �gure 1.1,
which were classi�ed as Monitoring & Surveillance and Interaction Features.
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1.2.2 Building context-aware interactive agents

Since Bower and Miller in [10–14] studied behavior modi�cation on animals, several
researchers from the �eld of cognitive psychology in [15–21] have been studying
how memory, language comprehension, emotion and reasoning processes develop
in humans. Barsalou in [22] demonstrated the existence of context-independent and
context-dependent properties in concepts (i.e. mental representations that corre-
spond to some distinct entity or classes of entities, its essential features) used for
problem solving, metaphor and sentence comprehension. Mellers et.al. in [23] pro-
posed that context has also impact on decision-making and action, and preference
measurements. Also, researchers as Thibodeau and Boroditsky in [24–27], are re-
�ning the principle of linguistic relativity (also known as Sapir–Whorf hypothesis or
Whor�anism) that claims language a�ects its speakers’ reasoning process. In sum-
mary, it is commonly accepted that behaviours (i.e. from humans and other animals)
are context-dependent and that context in�uences almost all aspects of behaviour
mostly in an automatic manner (i.e. without a conscious reasoning e�ort). For exam-
ple, assuming that human perception is heavily in�uenced by top-down predictions,
it may be more di�cult to detect, or recognize, out-of-context objects than familiar
ones.

Therefore, ASCs should be able to cooperate and understand with users, but it
requires sharing, at some extent, the same language and semantics, and the same
"understanding of the world". Thus, sharing and learning context information be-
comes a relevant issue to allow an ASC adapting its services to the user’s needs and
desires, and improve their interaction patterns. To re�ne reasoning and to integrate
context in order to provide correct services according user’s expectations, we must
develop models that are capable 1) of using a priori knowledge, either hard-coded or
from experience, and 2) of evolving in time. However, we could not �nd available yet
any satisfactory framework to reason and learn based in context information in ASC
systems. For example, we attempted to address part of this problem in [28, 29].

Human-Machine Interaction (HMI) work�ows typically have been modeled as de-
terministic processes, where the user is considered to be following �xed patterns for
interaction. However, this puts limitations on interactive systems, as they are imple-
mented as command driven approaches, which will fail under unforeseen situations.
For example, a user tries to access a functionality using an unknown voice com-
mand; the agent will not execute the expected functionality and does not have any
fallback plan to notify the user that it did not understand his expectation. Another
example, the agent is waiting to interact with the user; the environment is very quiet;
the agent adjusts the gains for the microphones to perceive sounds; suddenly pink
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noise5 is perceived as a command and the agent executes a random functionality,
which confuses the user, who was relaxing and silently reading a book in his living
room. Hence, these types of approaches are not capable to adapt to the level of
uncertainty in real world settings.

1.3 Summary overview of related works

Human-Machine Interaction technologies and corresponding cognitive capabilities of
arti�cial agents have seen many developments in the last few decades. For example,
as presented by Ferreira et al. in [30], solutions for multi-sensory active perception
and attention allocation have greatly evolved; also, as described by Prado et al. in
[31], similar developments happened on multimodal human emotion and dialogue
analysis and human-like emotion and dialogue synthesis; moreover, also human be-
haviour analysis approaches were matured, as for example in [4]. On the other hand,
Goodrich in [3] brought attention to the lack of strategies for dealing with acceptabil-
ity and safety issues in autonomous agents operating in a human environment. These
facts restrict most of the current socially interactive agents to highly controlled envi-
ronments and specialised applications. Moreover, Sili in [32] summarised the state of
the art for interaction models, which typically refer some degree of adaptation but
require explicitly models to rule out the behaviour of the agent.

Furthermore, we can �nd in the literature, recent works that address adaptation
processes involved in HMI, but they mainly focus on task planning. In [33] the authors
formalized a general intermediate layer approach, which allowed automatic generation
of property-enforcing layers to be used between an application program and a set
of resources for which safety properties are de�ned and should be respected by
the global system (i.e. the application, plus the intermediate layer, plus the set of
resources). In [34] the authors focused on the organization aspects of the agent
decisional abilities and on the management of human interaction as an integral part
of the agent control architecture. Their proposed framework allowed the agent to
accomplish its tasks and produce behaviors that support its engagement vis-a-vis its
human partner and interpret similar behaviors from him. The framework was applied
in a companion agent scenario in [35] within the scope of the Cogniron project. In
[36] presented the agent control architecture SHARY, dedicated to agent action in
presence or in interaction with humans. This architecture focused more in task
planning but provided support to implement a supervision system adapted to HMI.
Nevertheless, this approach is relevant still for state of the art implementation, as

5random noise having equal energy per octave, and so having more low-frequency components
than white noise.
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described by Devin et al. in [37] and by Lemaignan et al. in [38].

Attending to the state-of-the-art, we conclude that proposed approaches dis-
regard aspects related with the dynamics of task execution. This means, after task
planning is concluded the system may have di�erent paths to choose from, but the
decision process associated with the control of task execution is limited to a set of
prior rules, which may or may not correspond to the optimal action to take for a
speci�c situation. Moreover, typical approaches tend to design and implement algo-
rithms that take into account several environment features (e.g. light, pose, etc.) to
adapt its performance obtaining accurate results. An advantage of these approaches
is to concentrate complexity in one algorithm leading to simple system architectures.
On the other hand, a disadvantage of such approaches is their limitation to adapt
to conditions under di�erent scenarios, which typically requires manual adjustments
to compensate changes of environment features and do not allow to incorporate
additional capabilities (i.e. add new algorithm to operate in new conditions).

Additionally, based on the information from a survey that we conducted about
the key elements of Human-Machine joint action, like in [39] and [40], we conclude
that we commonly �nd approaches that treat context and interaction models sep-
arately resulting in monolithic architectures for components related with interaction
functionalities. This aspect could be improved by exploring what approaches can
successfully integrate both models and how they could be implemented. Further-
more, the most accepted de�nitions for context are those proposed by Schilit [41],
Pascoe [42] and Dey [43], which can be summarized into a general notion that Con-
text is de�ned as all information that characterizes a situation. The problem with this
de�nition is that it is di�cult to understand what information characterizes a situ-
ation. Moreover, the typical examples used to refer to context result as description
for a place or an event (e.g., in the context of Kitchen, in the context of Meeting).
This makes it hard to generalize the de�nition to other applications, for which their
information domain was not previously formalized, modeled and represented.

Regarding user-adaptiveness, we have found, essentially, three types of user-
adaptive ASC systems: systems that adapt without explicit knowledge about the
user, systems that keep a static user model and systems that keep a dynamic user
model. The works presented in [44] and [45] do not maintain an explicit model of the
user. Instead, these systems achieve the user-adaptiveness as a collateral e�ect of
their main goal. In fact, the system of [44] adapts to the user by monitoring accessible
areas for vacuuming, and that of [45] adapts to the user by estimating their intention
in the cooperative task of selecting ingredients for a recipe. Static user models, such
as those in [46–48] can also be used for adaptation. These systems make use of
immutable information on the user, such as their persona [46, 49], personality [47]
and physical capabilities [48], to generate adapted behavior. The unchanging nature
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of the user models employed do not allow for systems to gain information on the
user from direct interaction and hinder interaction to naturally �eeting characteristics
of the user, such as their mood. Despite the lack of dynamism in the user model,
these systems are very successful at adapting to these wider, unchanging traits of
the user and achieve interesting results in their speci�c applications. Dynamic user
models, such as those found in [50–52], can be used to adapt the system’s behavior
to the user’s dynamic characteristics, thus achieving higher levels of adaptivity and
potential interaction quality. The dynamic nature of the user model allows the system
to learn from the user in loco while the interaction is taking place. Systems of this
nature have been applied to strict Human-Robot Interaction (HRI), such as in [51], or
in roboticized versions of classical Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) problems, such
as learning assistance for children [50] and in robotic recommender systems [53].

In a similar manner, other authors developed approaches dedicated to generating
task-oriented interactions of service robots or attempted to modeling the duration
of the user interest during interaction with an arti�cial agent. Kim and Yoon, in [54],
defended that “to obtain appropriate human aid for conducting tasks, a robot should
be capable of generating meaningful questions regarding the task procedures in real
time and applying the results to modify its task plans or behaviors”. They concluded
that few studies addressed the integration of robot task management and HRI in
high-level task planning. For that purpose, they proposed a script-based scheme for
task planning and HRI that supported the planning and is generated by it. Zhang et al.,
in [55], proposed a hidden semi-Markov model to track the change of users’ interests.
They were motivated by the observation that “users’ preferences often change over
time” but “most existing approaches that address time information remain primi-
tive”, thereby justifying their use of a probabilistic approach. Another application
example, by Cheng et al. in [56], proposed a semantic web-based context ontological
reasoning service for multimedia conferencing process management that automati-
cally selected the appropriate means of noti�cations based on the conference time
and the participant contact details. This last example demonstrates the relevance of
research on context-based interaction approaches for improving automatic intelligent
systems.

1.4 Open challenges, Aims and Expected Impact

Recently developed ASC systems providing assistance in domestic, professional and
public environments are based on closed architectures. Thus, they are limited to
operate in speci�c environment settings, equipment and data. In spite of modern
implementations incorporate sophisticated perception models and sensors, most ap-
proaches neglect context during the perception process. For example, Jong-yi Hong
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et al. in [57] concluded that, despite research in context-aware systems increased
between 2004 and 2007, most works addressed conceptual and research aspects.
More recently, researchers are focusing e�orts in the implementation of real-world
applications.

1.4.1 Open challenges

Considering the above, there are still a set of open challenges that must be addressed
by the researchers community in order to fully implement real life context-aware sys-
tems. In general terms, the scope of existing applications is limited to small regions
and technologies related to context-aware systems are not standardized. Moreover,
architecture models, context modelling and algorithms are customized for each prob-
lem, thus it is di�cult to evaluate the performance between di�erent systems. How-
ever, context awareness has been identi�ed as a key feature for new applications in
cyber-physical systems (e.g. including ASC), with particular interest for HMI develop-
ment. Some of the open challenges identi�ed by Murphy et al. in [58] and Hong et
al. in [57] are related with:

• extracting the cognitive context from physical context, where user preferences,
tasks and emotional state of the user are inferred from sensor data;

• evaluating which algorithms perform best speci�c replicable problems;

• performing more �exible dissemination of information within the decision-
making hierarchy, instead of the classical one-way information �ow (upwards
in the hierarchy);

• selectively propagating information to distributed users with diverse needs,
based on context sharing and information utility assessment;

• dealing with concurrence in large datasets of information with heterogeneous
formats;

• resolving context con�icts when uncertain data is collected and used to infer
contextual information.

Associated to these challenges, current systems use static and implicit represen-
tations for context, what prevents dynamic system adaptation through information
sharing and learning. This problem is being partially addressed with ontological ap-
proaches to represent context. In spite of these e�orts, context models are still
lacking a formalism that promotes an objective representation of information and
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that allow the application of generalized algorithms. These claims are supported in
the literature, according to Brdiczka et al in [59,60] "... computerized spaces and their
devices require situational information, to respond correctly to human activity. In order
to become context aware, computer systems must thus maintain a model describing the
environment, its occupants, and their activities. ... ". The typical approach to provide
contextual information to the application is by manually de�ning the context models
according to their end goal and taking into account particular user needs. This ap-
proach does not traduce the "real world" in the sense that it fails if the user needs
evolution over time is taken into account. Furthermore, the same authors considered
that "... New activities and scenarios emerge in a smart environment, and others disap-
pear. New services must be integrated into the environment, whereas obsolete services
should be deleted. Thus, a �xed context model is not su�cient. ...". Moreover, long-term
maintenance, required by common approaches, have a negative economical impact
to the user, i.e. having an expert periodically adjusting the system according user
needs would be expensive. Thus, the research for more intelligent, self-learning and
self-adaptable systems is justi�ed facing the ine�ciency of the common approaches.

1.4.2 Aims

The purpose of this thesis is to understand how agent’s performance is a�ected
when interaction work�ows are incorporated in its information model and decision-
making process. The research question being addressed can be stated as: What
approach can we follow to achieve adaptive interaction functionalities in arti�cial social
companions?

We believe that part of the solution to this problem is to incorporate redundancy
and fallback strategies in terms of interaction functionalities that result in the agent’s
self-adaptation to its context (e.g. user model and environment conditions).

Our hypothesis is that, ASCs that integrate redundant algorithms, which can
provide a functionality under di�erent contexts, and represent this information on
the knowledge model that is used by the decision process in charge of planning and
action selection will operate with improved speci�city.

In this hypothesis, we assume that any architecture can be described as a net-
work topology of algorithms and we can �nd redundant sequences of algorithms (i.e.,
paths in the network) that implement the same functionality. In these conditions,
auto-adaptation will be facilitated by introducing a decision process that considers
the context at a given moment to select the best sequence of algorithms, in which
requirements are satis�ed by the current context.

To test this hypothesis, we are proposing a framework that captures the ex-
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pected behaviour of the agent into descriptive scenarios, then translates these into
the agent’s information model and use the resulting representation in probabilistic
planning and decision-making to control interaction.

Our expectation is that adopting this framework can not only reduce errors
and faults but also extend agent’s operation by providing automated adaptation to
variable conditions, resulting in an improved performance while interacting with the
user, which may result on improving ASC acceptance by the users.

1.4.3 Expected Impact

The proposing framework will help overcoming the limitations imposed by approaches
that use pre-de�ned static models for agent’s behaviour resulting in non-natural in-
teraction, which will result in improving the usability of these systems. Thus, it will
contribute to the advances on the �eld of HMI, with speci�c application to Arti�cial
Social Companions for AAL. The foreseen impact of this study is to progress be-
yond the state of the art in two of the aforementioned open challenges. Particularly,
regarding:

• evaluating which algorithms perform best speci�c replicable problems;

• achieve a more �exible dissemination of information within the decision-making
hierarchy, instead of the classical one-way information �ow (upwards in the
hierarchy).

1.5 Research methodology

To answer our research question, we decided to setup our study in four main phases,
like illustrated in Figure 1.2. First, we started with an extensive literature review, from
where we drawn some conclusions allowing us to understand better our research
�eld and identify more concretely the implication of our research. Second, we built
an Arti�cial Social Companion, in the format of a virtual agent, following the state
of the art development methodology and adopting technological components with
high technology readiness levels. This phase, served us as our baseline study, where
we could observe �rst hand the end-user’s reaction to the introduction of ASC’s
in their daily lives. After observing the results from this second period, we initiate
the third phase of our research, which consisted in designing a framework proposing
some adjustments to the development methodology and implementation technical
approach of ASC’s. To complete our research, in the fourth phase, we looked for
ways to manage integration and interoperability aspects with other systems.
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Figure 1.2: Research methodology.

1.6 Thesis outline

The next chapters are organized as follow:

• Chapter 2 introduces the foundations of Interaction Design that are relevant
to understand the outcomes of our work. Its main objective is to present the
major concerns addressed in developing interactive systems.

• Chapter 3 covers the state of the art related with developing ASCs. This chapter
presents a detailed overview on what are ASCs and how they are typically
designed and implemented.

• Chapter 4 present the implementation and evaluation of a Virtual ASC, which
served as baseline for our study.

• Chapter 5 corresponds to the major contribution of this thesis. It will present
the knowledge model and corresponding representation. Mainly, it covers the
steps associated with the implementation of the proposed framework, which
are guidelines for applying the framework in other relevant scenarios. Addi-
tionally, we present an experiment to validate the application of the framework
to improve video based person detection in a robotic ASC, which is one func-
tionality typically used when interacting with the user.
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• Chapter 6 addresses an experiment that focus on interoperability aspects of
sharing knowledge between di�erent ASCs.

• Chapter 7 concludes this study summarizing the most relevant results, conclu-
sions and sets some possible directions for future work.

• In the Annexes we provide technical complimentary information.
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Chapter 2

Foundations of Interaction Design

This chapter introduces the foundations of Interaction Design that are relevant to
understand the outcomes of our work. Its main objective is to present the major
concerns addressed in developing interactive systems. We will start by covering the
conceptual understanding of Interaction Design. Following, we will summarize the
two main aspects addressed by this topic, speci�cally what regards to understanding
the user and the contexts in which interaction takes place.

2.1 Conceptualizing Interaction

The main concerns for Interaction Design revolve around understanding the user and
the context (e.g. types of activities the user is doing) when interacting with objects,
devices or systems. In summary, it is all about optimizing the users’ interaction with
a system, environment or product considering what people are good and bad at, what
might help people with the way they currently do things, what might provide quality
user experiences, what people want and getting them involved in the design, using
"tried and tested" user-based techniques during the design process.

The principles and methodology proposed in Interaction Design, as described
thoroughly by Sharp, Preece and Rogers in [61], allow us to establish, for each sys-
tem, a conceptual model for interaction that describes the proposed system in terms
of a set of ideas and concepts about its intended behaviour, including actions and
appearance, from the users’ perspective (i.e based on users’ needs and other re-
quirements). Consequently, it requires doing iterative testing of the system as it is
developed to ensure that it is designed and implemented according users’ expecta-
tion (i.e. if it is understandable in the intended way).

17
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A key aspect of this design process is initially to decide what the users will be
doing when carrying out their tasks. One category of conceptual models is based
on activities being carried out by the user. The most common types of activities
that users are likely to be engaged in when interacting with systems are instructing,
conversing, manipulating and navigating, exploring and browsing. Another category of
conceptual models, is based on an object or artifact the user is interacting with, such
as a tool, a book, or a vehicle. These tend to be more speci�c than conceptual models
based on activities, focusing on the way a particular object is used in a particular
context. They are often based on an analogy with something in the physical world.

Also, interaction design cannot be disassociated from usability principles. These,
can be listed as the ten usability heuristics developed by Nielsen et al. in [62–64] to
guide designing interactive systems:

1. Visibility of system status: always keep users informed about what is going on,
through providing appropriate feedback within reasonable time.

2. Match between system and the real world: speak the users’ language, using
words, phrases and concepts familiar to the user, rather than system oriented
terms.

3. User control and freedom: provide ways of allowing users to easily escape from
places they unexpectedly �nd themselves, by using clearly marked ’emergency
exits’.

4. Consistency and standards: avoid making users wonder whether di�erent
words, situations, or actions mean the same thing.

5. Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors: use plain language to
describe the nature of the problem and suggest a way of solving it.

6. Error prevention: where possible prevent errors occurring in the �rst place.

7. Recognition rather than recall: make objects, actions, and options visible.

8. Flexibility and e�ciency of use: provide accelerators that are invisible to novice
users, but allow more experienced users to carry out tasks more quickly.

9. Aesthetic and minimalist design: avoid using information that is irrelevant or
rarely needed.

10. Help and documentation: provide information that can be easily searched and
provides help in a set of concrete steps that can easily be followed".
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2.2 Understanding Users

We focus now on the characteristics of users that must be to taken into account
when designing interactive systems.

Since mid 90’s, motivated by the massive adoption of personal computers, and
more recently in the 00’s, with the advent of mobile devices, it became increasingly
important to focus the design of interaction on the user.

“The most important thing to design is the user’s conceptual model.
Everything else should be subordinated to making that model clear, ob-
vious, and substantial. That is almost exactly the opposite of how most
software is designed.” (David Liddle in [65])

In spite of considering the eventual physical limitations of the user, interactive
systems demand mostly the users’ cognitive processes. The speci�c kinds of pro-
cesses that have been described as cognitive processes include attention, perception
and recognition, memory, reasoning, problem solving, planning and decision making,
learning, and language processing (i.e reading, speaking and listening).

2.2.1 Attention

Understanding the user starts by apprehending how he concentrates on objects and/
or tasks. As introduced in [61], Attention is the process that allows us to focus our
senses on gathering information that is relevant to what we are doing. An example
of this capacity is the cocktail party e�ect, which is the phenomenon of being able
to focus one’s auditory attention on a particular stimulus while �ltering out a range
of other stimuli, as when a party-goer can focus on a single conversation in a noisy
room. The extent to which this process is easy or di�cult depends on whether we
have clear goals and whether the information we need is salient in the environment.
If we know exactly what we want to �nd out, we try to match this with the information
that is available. When we are not sure exactly what we are looking for we may browse
through information, allowing it to guide our attention to interesting or salient items.
On the other hand, the way information is displayed (information presentation) can
also greatly in�uence how easy or di�cult it is to attend to appropriate pieces of
information.
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2.2.2 Perception

Understanding user’s perception capabilities is an important aspect in interaction
design, since it is important to present information in a way that can be readily per-
ceived as expected. For example, considering the design of graphical user interfaces
there are many ways to design icons. The key is to make them easily distinguishable
from one another and to make it simple to recognise what they are intended to rep-
resent. More importantly, in multimodal interaction (i.e. when combining di�erent
media to interact with the user) the orchestration between di�erent modalities need
to be designed accounting users capability to recognise the composite information
represented in them in the way intended. For example, the design of lip-synch ap-
plications, where the animation of an agent’s face to make it appear to be talking,
must be carefully synchronized with the speech that is emitted. In this case, the
use of sound and animation together needs to be coordinated so they happen in a
logical sequence; a slight delay between the two can make it di�cult and disturbing
to perceive what is happening.

Perception is a complex process, involving other cognitive processes such as
memory, attention, and language makes it highly dependent on context. It refers to
how information is acquired from the environment by the senses and transformed
into experiences. Dix et al. described in [66] that for the majority of individuals, vision
is the most dominant sense followed by hearing and touch. The following sections
summarize the most relevant information provided in [66].

Vision

Vision may be considered the primary source of information for perceiving the envi-
ronment. It is the result of processing and interpreting bio-signals generated by the
body’s physical receptors (i.e. the eyes) of the stimulus from the outside world.

The physical reception of the stimulus is related with the anatomic character-
istics of the eye and the visual system, which act as a natural �lter of the useful
information capable to be processed by the brain. Despite the limitation associated
with the physical formation of images in the eyes, the processing and interpretation
of such stimulus allow images to be constructed from incomplete information in the
brain. Therefore, it is important to understand how human vision works and what
particularities should in�uence the Interaction Design.

Vision involves to recognize patterns, di�erentiate colours and disambiguate rel-
ative distances. It is crucial, when designing visual interfaces, to understand how
size and depth, and brightness and colour, are perceived, in order to obtain e�ec-
tive designs. To that end, �rst it is needed to consider how the image appears on
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Figure 2.1: Visual angles for an object in the horizon.

the retina. Like in a photographic camera, the re�ected light from objects forms an
inverted image on the retina, where the corresponding size is related with the visual
angle (i.e. the size of the image increases as visual angle increases). This can be
illustrated by Figure 2.16.

The object’s size and its distance to the eye are the two variables that in�uence
the visual angle. Meaning that, if two objects are at the same distance, the larger one
will have the larger visual angle. Similarly, if two objects of the same size are placed at
di�erent distances from the eye, the furthest one will have the smaller visual angle.
Although, the law of size constancy indicates that our perception of size relies on
factors other than visual angle. For example, our perception of depth allows us to
perceive, when objects overlap, that the object which is partially occluded is further
away (i.e. in the background). Other examples include the familiarity with objects,
and relative disposition to each other (e.g. if the object is expected to be of a certain
size; or when their size and height in our �eld of view provides a cue to its distance).

Another important factor in visual perception is the perception of brightness,
which is a subjective reaction to levels of light a�ected by the amount of light emitted
by an object (i.e. luminance). It is relevant to consider that objects in dim light are
not so easily seen when �xated upon, but are rather more visible in peripheral vision,
because rods are superimposed to cones. On the other hand, in normal lighting, as
cones superimpose to rods, visual acuity is increased. Therefore, for example, using
high display luminance is expected to facilitate visual perception of graphical user
interfaces.

Finally, the perception of colour is usually regarded as fundamental for discretize
objects in the environment. Colour may be described in terms of Hue (i.e. the spectral

6https://www.semanticscholar.org/

https://www.semanticscholar.org/
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wavelength of the light), Intensity (i.e. the brightness of the colour) and Saturation (i.e.
the amount of whiteness in the colour). By varying Intensity and Saturation, humans
perceive in a range of 7 million distinct colours. Because of a higher concentration
of cones in the fovea, this is the region of the eye where colour is best perceived.
An important characteristic, limiting color acuity in humans, is the fact that only 3 to
4% of cones, in the fovea, are sensitive to blue light radiation wavelengths, resulting
in lower acuity to color blue. Also, worth mentioning the fact that colour blindness
a�ect between 1 to 8% of humans, with more prevalence in males. People a�ected
by this condition, is most commonly unable to discriminate between red and green
colours.

As mentioned before, visual processing has the ability to interpret and exploit
expectations to resolve ambiguities from image formation. For example, consider the
image in Figure 2.2a that is present inside Figures 2.2b and 2.2c. The context in which
the object appears allows our expectations to clearly disambiguate the interpretation
of the object, as either a B or a 13.

(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 2.2: Examples of visual ambiguous shapes. Ambiguous shape in 2.2a appears
to be a letter when in sequence of letters ABC in 2.2b but appears to be a number
when in sequence of numbers 12 13 14 in 2.2c.

Despite this amazing skill, it can also create optical illusions, as the case in the
example illustrated in Figure 2.3. This typical optical illusion make the line on the left
appear longer than the line on the right, but in fact, the two lines are the same length.
This example corresponds to a false application of the law of size constancy; in this
case the line on the right appears like a convex edge, the line on the left appears like
a concave edge. The former therefore seems closer than the latter and is therefore
scaled to appear shorter.
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Figure 2.3: The Muller-Lyer illusion

Hearing

Hearing is often considered secondary to sight, but we tend to underestimate the
amount of information that we receive through the ears. Through sound an individ-
ual not only is able to identify the source but also can identify its distance and its
direction, extrapolating a close approximation of its position. These characteristics
are of great importance in sensing the one’s environment.

Similar to vision processing, hearing also is limited to a range of sound frequen-
cies, which are useful for human perception. Hence, our ears and nervous system
act as a �lter for the vibrations in air pressure.

Moreover, sound characteristics that a�ect perception and consequently the
ability to process sound are pitch (i.e. the frequency of the sound; human can hear
frequencies in a range between 20 Hz to 15 kHz), loudness (i.e. the amplitude of the
sound) and timbre (i.e. the type of the sound, related to the source producing it).

Another particularity that humans possess, is the capability of identify a sound’s
location. This capability is thanks to the binaural structure of human anatomic au-
ditory system (i.e. the two ears receive slightly di�erent sounds, owing to the time
di�erence between the sound reaching the two ears and the reduction in intensity
caused by the sound waves re�ecting from the head).

In Interaction Design, sound is typically used in a very limited way, commonly
used to provide warning sounds and noti�cations. Some exceptions occur for special
interfaces for visually impaired people or other multimedia applications, where voice
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feedback and sound e�ects are very present.

Touch

Touch will be the third and last human perception capability we will address (i.e.
taste and smell will not be covered given their reduced role in current approaches
for implementing interaction modalities).

Touch provides a wide range of information about the physical environment. In
the cases of vision and hearing, we were referring to anatomical structures capable
of traducing electromagnetic waves into electro-physiological signals. In the case
of touch, we are referring to anatomical structures capable of sensing texture and
temperature of physical objects.

Touch is possible thanks to a specialized organ that contains three types of
sensory receptors. This organ is the skin. Skin’s thermoreceptors respond to heat and
cold, nociceptors respond to intense pressure, heat and pain, and mechanoreceptors
respond to pressure.

In Interaction Design, the sense of touch is of a major importance for those
whose other senses are impaired, for example, for visual impaired people, interfaces
such as Braille are an important source of information in the interaction.

2.2.3 Memory

Understanding how user’s recall various kinds of knowledge and solve problems are
two characteristics that cannot be ignored when designing an interactive system.
These are important aspects to take into consideration in interaction design, since
they allow us to perform everyday activities, recognize someone’s face, remember
someone’s name, recall when we last met them and know what we said to them last.
It gives us our sense of identity, by preserving knowledge acquired from our past
experiences.

It is also important to be aware of the associated limitations. Some well-known
memory phenomena are that people are much better at recognizing things than
recalling things, and that certain kinds of information are easier to recognize than
others. In particular, people are very good at recognizing thousands of pictures, even
if they have only seen them brie�y before.

On the other hand, it is not possible to remember everything that we perceived,
nor it is desirable, as our brains would get completely overloaded. Therefore, our
brain is capable to �lter what information need to be memorized. This process is
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tightly connected with attention. The more attention that is paid to something and
the more it is processed in terms of thinking about it and comparing it with other
knowledge, the more likely it is to be remembered. For example, when learning about
a topic it is much better to re�ect upon it, carry out exercises, have discussions with
others about it, and write notes than just passively read a book or watch a video
about it. Additionally, another factor that a�ects the extent to which information can
be subsequently retrieved is the context in which it is encoded. One outcome is that
sometimes it can be di�cult for people to recall information that was encoded in a
di�erent context from the one they currently are in. Consider the following scenario:
You are visiting a new place and someone comes up to you and says hello. You don’t
recognize him for a few moments but then you realize he is one of your neighbors.
You are only used to seeing your neighbor in the hallway of your apartment block
and seeing him out of context makes it di�cult to recognize initially.

Conceptually, still remaining as the most popular model for studying memory
is Atkinson-Shi�rin model [67], after Richard Atkinson and Richard Shi�rin who de-
veloped it in 1968. It divides memory into three main categories: sensory memory,
short-term memory or working memory, and long-term memory. However, it is not
clear if these are separated systems or di�erent functions of the same system. In
any case, this model serves us to understand the basic arrangement and processes
of memory also described in [66], as follows.

Sensory Memory As the name suggests, sensory memory is the memory struc-
ture associated with sensing capabilities. For the speci�c cases of the perception
modalities previously addressed we have iconic memory for visual stimuli, echoic
memory for aural stimuli and haptic memory for touch. These memories are con-
stantly overwritten by new information. Information is passed from sensory memory
to short-term memory by attention. Attention is the concentration of the mind on
one particular stimulus when mixed or interfered by a number of competing stimuli
or thoughts. This capacity for choice is governed by our arousal, which is our level of
interest or need. Information received by sensory memories can therefore be treated
in two di�erent ways. Or it is rapidly passed into a more permanent memory stage,
or overwritten with new information and lost.

Short-term Memory Short-term memory acts temporary recall of information,
which might be needed for short periods of time and that related speci�cally to the
situation the individual is in. This is a rapid access type of memory, in order of 70
milliseconds. However, the information stored in this type of memory usually have a
very short duration, in the order of 200 milliseconds. Short-term memory has also
a limited capacity. According to Miller in [68], typically a person can remember 7 ±
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2 objects (i.e. this is frequently referred to as Miller’s Law). This limited capacity of
short-term memory produces a subconscious desire to create symbols that can be
grouped into a larger whole, and so optimize the use of the memory.

Long-term Memory Long-term memory is our main resource of storing informa-
tion. Here we store factual information, experiential knowledge, and procedural rules
of behaviour. It di�ers from short-term memory in a number of signi�cant ways.
First, it has a much larger capacity. Secondly, it has a relatively slow access time of
approximately 100 milliseconds. Thirdly, forgetting occurs more slowly in long-term
memory. These distinctions suggest a memory structure with several parts. Episodic
memory represents our memory of events and experiences in a serial form. It is from
this memory that we can reconstruct the actual events that took place at a given
point in our lives. Semantic memory, on the other hand, is a structured record of
facts, concepts and skills that we have acquired. The information in semantic mem-
ory is derived from that in our episodic memory, such that we can learn new facts
or concepts from our experiences.

Moreover, there are three main activities related to long-term memory: storage
or remembering of information, forgetting and information retrieval. The process of
remembering information happens when the short-memory content is stored in long-
term memory by rehearsal. The repeated exposure to a stimulus or the rehearsal of
a piece of information transfers it to the long-term memory. For the process of for-
getting, the decay theory suggests that the information stored in long-term memory
may eventually be forgotten. On the other hand, the interference theory defends that
information is lost from memory by acquiring new information that causes the loss of
old information. Information retrieval can be distinguished between two types: recall
and recognition. In recall the information is reproduced from memory. In recognition,
the presentation of the information provides the knowledge that the information has
been seen before. Recognition is less complex cognitive activity than recall, since the
information is provided as a cue. However, recall can be assisted by the provision of
retrieval cues, which enable the subject quickly to access the information in memory.

2.2.4 Reasoning

Humans can use information to reason and solve problems, in a manner that no
other arti�cial or natural being can do. According to Johnson and Laird in [69] “Thirty
years ago psychologists believed that human reasoning depended on formal rules
of inference akin to those of a logical calculus. This hypothesis ran into di�culties,
which led to an alternative view: reasoning depends on envisaging the possibilities
consistent with the starting point—a perception of the world, a set of assertions, a
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memory, or some mixture of them. We construct mental models of each distinct
possibility and derive a conclusion from them. The theory predicts systematic errors
in our reasoning, and the evidence corroborates this prediction. Yet, our ability to use
counterexamples to refute invalid inferences provides a foundation for rationality. On
this account, reasoning is a simulation of the world �eshed out with our knowledge,
not a formal rearrangement of the logical skeletons of sentences.”

Indeed humans can use information even in cases when the information is partial
or is not available. Human reasoning is conscious and self-aware (i.e. while we may
not always be able to identify the processes we use, we can identify the products
of these processes, our thoughts). Furthermore, can think about abstract things,
concepts, and solve problems which have never been seen before. Thinking activ-
ities can occur with di�erent levels of complexity and may be much directed and
the knowledge required is constrained, or require vast amounts of knowledge from
di�erent domains.

There are a number of di�erent types of reasoning: deductive, inductive and
abductive.

In deductive reasoning we reach to the logical conclusion from a given set of
premises, which might not necessarily correspond to our notion of truth. For example,

If it is sunny then the ground is wet.
It is sunny.
Therefore the ground is wet.

Is a perfectly valid deduction, even though it con�icts with our knowledge of what is
true in the world.

Inductive reasoning implies generalizing from cases we have seen to infer infor-
mation about cases we have not seen. For example, if every cow we have ever seen
was brown, we infer that all cows are brown. Of course, this inference is unreliable
and cannot be proved to be true; it can only be proved to be false. We can disprove
the inference simply by �nding a cow of di�erent colour. Disregarding its unrelia-
bility, induction is a useful process, which we use constantly in learning about our
environment.

Abduction is the method we use to derive explanations for the events we ob-
serve. It reason based on understanding what caused a certain e�ect. People usually
infer explanations this way, and hold onto them until they have evidence that support
an alternative theory or explanation. This can lead to problems in using interactive
systems. If an event always follows an action, the user will infer that the event is
caused by the action unless evidence to the contrary is made available.
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Problem-solving, planning, reasoning and decision-making

Dix et al. in [66] described problem solving, in a complimentary way to reasoning, as
the process of �nding a solution to an unfamiliar task, using the knowledge we have.
Human problem solving is characterized by the ability to adapt the information we
have to deal with new situations. Problem-solving, planning, reasoning and decision-
making (i.e. re�ective cognition) often involve conscious actions, dialogue with others
(or introspective thoughts), and operate various kinds of artifacts, (e.g., maps, books,
and pen and paper). These processes allow us to plan and decide about what actions
to take, given a range of options and their corresponding consequences. The extent
to which people engage in the various forms of re�ective cognition depends on their
level of experience with a domain, application, or skill. For example, novices tend
to act by trial and error, exploring and experimenting with ways of doing things,
progressing slowly and with more errors, given they have limited knowledge and will
look often for previous knowledge about similar situations. In opposition, experts
are able to select optimal strategies for carrying out their tasks, given their decision
are made on much more self-acquired knowledge and experience. This, makes them
more likely to be able to think ahead about the consequences of deciding for a
particular action.

Learning

Learning is another aspect that is considered in Interaction Design. It refers to the
cognitive process associated with acquiring and storing new knowledge. In terms of
interaction design, Learning can be considered in terms of (i) using a new interactive
system or (ii) using a computer-based application to understand a new given topic.
Carroll et al. in [70] wrote extensively about how to design interfaces to help users
to learn new computer-based skills. A main observation is that people �nd it very
hard to learn by following sets of instructions in a manual. Instead, they much prefer
to "learn through doing”. Hence, GUIs and direct manipulation interfaces are good
environments for supporting this kind of learning, because they support exploratory
interaction. It is also extremely important to allow users to roll-back their actions (i.e
return to a previous state if they make a mistake). For the particular case when users
are learning how to use a new computer-based application, another way of helping
users with this process is by using a "training-wheels” approach. This involves limiting
the possible functions to the basics and then extending these as the user becomes
more experienced in using the system. The underlying rationale is to guide users’
attention to perform more complex operations as he familiarises with more simple
ones helping him along the "learning curve".
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Language processing

Also, associated with reasoning and learning, language processing appears as a con-
cern in Interaction Design. It includes three forms with both similarities and di�er-
ences: reading, speaking and listening. They are similar in terms of semantics. This
means the meaning of sentences or phrases is independent of the mode in which
they are delivered. For example, the meaning of the sentence “Arti�cial social com-
panions are getting smarter” does not change regardless one reads it, speaks it, or
hears it.

On the other hand, we can �nd speci�c di�erences between the three modes.
For example, written language is permanent while listening is transient. It is possible
to reread information if not understood the �rst time round. This is not possible with
spoken information that is being broadcast. Moreover, reading can be quicker than
speaking or listening, as written text can be rapidly scanned in ways not possible when
listening to speech. However, listening need less cognitive e�ort when compared to
reading or speaking. Children, often prefer listening to narratives than to read the
equivalent text.

There are marked di�erences between people in their ability to use language.
The ease with which people can read, listen, or speak di�ers depending on the
person, task, and context. For example, some people prefer reading to listening,
while others prefer listening. Likewise, some people prefer speaking to writing and
vice versa. Dyslexics have di�culties understanding and recognizing written words,
making it hard for them to write grammatical sentences and spell correctly. People
who are hard of hearing or hard of seeing are also restricted in the way they can
process language.

These similarities and di�erences led the development of interaction design in
many applications either to capitalise on people’s reading, writing and listening skills,
or to support or replace them where they lack or have di�culty with them. Some
examples include speech-recognition systems that allow users to provide instruc-
tions via spoken commands or speech-output systems that use arti�cially generated
speech (e.g., written text-to-speech systems for the blind).

2.2.5 Emotional In�uences and Individual Di�erences

Additionally to what was seen before, we must not forget that humans tend to be
constrained by their emotional state when reacting to a given stimulus or when trying
to solve a problem. Therefore, in order to design adequate interfaces, and interactive
systems, the designer must take into account these psychological characteristics.
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Emotion Our emotional response to situations a�ects how we perform. For exam-
ple, positive emotions enable us to think more creatively, to solve complex problems,
whereas negative emotion pushes us into narrow, focused thinking. A problem that
may be easy to solve when we are relaxed, will become di�cult if we are frustrated
or afraid. Psychologists have studied emotional response for decades and there are
many theories as to what is happening when we feel an emotion and why such a
response occurs.

More than a century ago, William James proposed the James-Lange theory in [71]
(Carl Lange was a contemporary of James whose theories were similar) that emotion
was the interpretation of a physiological response, rather than the other way around.
So while we may feel that we respond to an emotion, James contended that we
respond physiologically to a stimulus and interpret that as emotion.

Cannon in [72], for example, argued that “our physiological processes are in fact
too slow to account for our emotional reactions”, and that “physiological responses
for some emotional states are too similar (e.g. anger and fear), yet they can be easily
distinguished”. Experience in studies with the use of drugs that simulate broadly the
same physiological responses as anger or fear seems to support this as “participants
reported physical symptoms but not the emotion, which suggests that emotional
response is more than recognition of physiological changes”.

Schachter and Singer in [73] proposed a third interpretation that “emotion re-
sults from a person evaluating physical responses in the light of the whole situation.
So whereas the same physiological response can result from a range of di�erent
situations, the emotion that is felt is based on a cognitive evaluation of the cir-
cumstances and will depend on what the person attributes this to. So the same
physiological response of a pounding heart will be interpreted as excitement if we
are in a competition and fear if we �nd ourselves under attack”.

Whatever the exact process, what is clear is that our body responds biologically
to an external stimulus and we interpret that in some way as a particular emotion.
The implications of this in the system’s design are that, depending on the situation the
user can react di�erently towards the system. In situations of psychological agitation,
people will be less able to cope with complex problem solving or managing di�cult
interfaces; whereas if people are relaxed they will be more forgiving of limitations in
the design.

Individual Di�erences Despite the psychological principles and properties that
were discussed before apply to the majority of people, we should be aware that
humans, and therefore users, are not all the same. Hence, individual di�erences
must be taken into account as much as possible within the designing of interactive
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systems. These di�erences may be long term, including gender, physical capabilities
and intellectual capabilities. Others may be shorter term, including the e�ect of
stress or fatigue on the user. Still others change through time, such as age. It
is useful to consider, for any design decision, if there are likely to be users within
the target group who will be adversely a�ected by our decision. At the extremes a
decision may exclude a subsection of the user population. For example, the current
emphasis on visual interfaces excludes those who are visually impaired, unless the
design also makes use of the other sensory channels. On a more mundane level,
designs should allow for users who are under pressure, feeling ill or distracted by
other concerns; they should not push users to their perceptual or cognitive limits.

2.2.6 Context-dependent development

Understanding the user would not be complete without regarding the manner he de-
velops. Troadec and Martinot in [74] summarize the last two decades of cognitive
development theories. The overall conclusion is that the study of the mind su�ered
a shift from the classical conception that the mind is a rational, abstract, universal,
central, non-biological, a-historic, emotionless, a-social to a new conception that the
mind is indeed positioned, framed by the real time, guided by daily routines and
culture dependent. In summary, cognition is now thought to be context-dependent
and strictly related with biologic principles. Continuing, in their book, we found three
main models for context-dependent cognitive development: ecological model from
Urie Bronfenbrenner, the developmental niche, from Charles Super and Sara Hark-
ness and ecocultural theory from John Berry. From these three models, the ecological
model is the most centred in the organization of the di�erent context levels in mind
development. The other two models are more focused on systemic approaches,
focusing deeper in the integration of cultural and societal aspects (Figure 2.4). There-
fore, we will assume that the ecological model �t better in designing of interactive
agents because it allow us to conceptualize the Individual (i.e. our User) and its
relationship with di�erent contexts.

2.3 Understanding Context

In the previous section, we presented the human factors that in�uence designing
interactive systems. In this section, we look into the second aspect addressed by
Interaction Design concerning the context in which interaction occurs.

Context has been studied extensively in language use, usually with “context,”
meaning the history of prior utterances (e.g., Ferstl [75]), but also including other
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Figure 2.4: Ecological model of development

kinds of context. Holtgraves [76] has found that the status of the speaker relative to
the hearer a�ects whether the literal meaning of an indirect request is activated.

These and other examples have been motivating di�erent scientists to design
and implement context-aware systems in a variety of �elds of application.

2.3.1 Context de�nition

Schilit et al. in [41] are recognized as the �rst to introduce the concept of context-
aware systems in ubiquitous computing. Context was described as "any information
that can be used to characterise the situation of an entity", which include the informa-
tion about where an entity is, who an entity is with and what resources are nearby.
An entity can be a person, a place or an object that is considered relevant to the
interaction between a user and a cognitive system, including the user and the sys-
tem themselves. Context-aware systems adapt according to the location of use, the
collection of nearby people, hosts, and available devices, as well as to changes in
such things over time. Context-aware applications are presented in four categories:
proximate selection, automatic contextual recon�guration, contextual information and
commands and context-triggered actions. The context is not identi�ed automatically,
thus for the di�erent applications, a set of information is considered to be contex-
tual information. For proximate selection applications, the context is the location and
locate-objects that are nearby. The located-objects can be physical or non-physical.
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For automatic contextual recon�guration applications, the context is the location, the
task that is being performed and the people involved in the task. For contextual infor-
mation and commands applications, the context is the location, the located-objects
nearby, the tasks that are typically associated with the location and the located-
objects (contextual information). For context-triggered actions applications, the con-
text is similar to that of the contextual information and commands applications. The
contextual information was used to adjust the appearance and information displayed
on the user graphical interface of each application prototype.

Jason Pascoe in [42] addressed the deployment of context-awareness in wearable
computers. Four generic contextual capabilities were presented for context-aware
systems that addressed sensing, adaptation, resource discovery, and augmentation.
A brief overview has been given of the work in designing and implementing a Contex-
tual Information Service (CIS) to remedy the complexity of obtaining and working with
contextual data that prevents the utilization of context-awareness in many applica-
tions. The CIS encourages developers to add context-aware features to their software
by providing them with an extensible shared model of context that is transparent of
any underlying complexities. Pascoe de�nition for context extend that introduced by
Schilit [41] and presented it as a "...subjective concept that is de�ned by the entity that
perceives it".

Turner in [77] , de�ned context and situation as: "The term context means any
identi�able con�guration of environmental, mission-related and agent-related features
that has predictive power for an agent’s behaviour. The term situation is used to re-
fer to the entire set of circumstances surrounding an agent, including the agent’s own
internal state. Context is thus the elements of the situation that should impact behav-
ior". A suitable knowledge representation strategy is required in such a way that can
be easily created by a human and understandable by the robot. Turner proposed
the representation of contextual information using contextual schemas (c-schema),
where each schema is organized in a conceptual, content-addressable memory. In his
approach a c-schema is an auto-contained description of a speci�c context, created
according a speci�ed format and stored in text �le.

Anind Dey et al. in [43] is a reference in terms of de�ning Context and Context-
Awareness Systems. They extended previous de�nitions given by Schilit [41] and
Pascoe [42] to a more general and objective conceptualization. Dey et al. aimed
to de�ne context beyond the regular use of synonyms and comparison expressions,
which often result in subjective interpretations and di�cult the identi�cation of which
features should be considered context. According to Dey et al., context is "any
information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity
is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between
a user and an application, including the user and applications themselves.". This
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means that "... if a piece of information can be used to characterize the situation
of a participant in an interaction, then that information is context...". The de�nition
of a context-awareness system is given then as a system that "... uses context to
provide relevant information and/or services to the user, where relevancy depends
on the user’s task...".

Boytsov et al. [78], in reference to Bazire and Brézillon [79], “analyzed 150 def-
initions of context for di�erent subject areas”. The conclusions were that although
there is no absolute consensus regarding some aspects of context and its de�nition,
the common understanding is that “context is the set of circumstances that frames an
event or an object” and “context acts like a set of constraints that in�uence the behavior
of a system (a user or a computer) embedded in a given task”.

2.3.2 Context models

The numerous de�nitions for Context motivated the formulation of multiple models
for this concept. Schmid and Beig in [80] structured the concept of context using
the following model:

• A context describes a situation and the environment a device or user is in.

• A context is identi�ed by a unique name.

• For each context, there is a set of relevant features.

• For each relevant feature a range of values is determined (implicit or explicit)
by the context.

In terms of this model, they proposed to develop a hierarchically organized fea-
ture space for context. At the top level they proposed to distinguish context related
to human factors in the widest sense, and context related to the physical environment.
For both general categories further classi�cation into three categories each. The six
categories at this level provide a general structure for context. Within each category,
relevant features can be identi�ed, again hierarchically, whose values determine con-
text. Additional context is provided by history, that is by changes in the feature space
over time.

Human factors-related context is structured into three categories: information
on the user (knowledge of habits, emotional state, bio-physiological conditions, etc.),
the users social environment (co-location of others, social interaction, group dynam-
ics, etc.), and the users’ tasks (spontaneous activity, engaged tasks, general goals,
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etc.). Likewise, context related to physical environment is structured into three cat-
egories: location (absolute position, relative position, co-location, etc.), infrastructure
(surrounding resources for computation, communication, task performance, etc.),
and physical conditions (noise, light, pressure, etc.).

The model provided some structure for consideration of context. For pragmatic
use of context, the general challenge is to identify the set of relevant features in terms
of which a situation or environment can be captured su�ciently. Situations and envi-
ronments are generally characterized by a large degree of continuity over time, so that
context history itself becomes an important feature for approximation of a given situation
or environment.

The types of context according to Abowd and Dey [81] are location, identity,
activity and time. These were considered primary context types for characterizing
the situation of a particular entity. The primary pieces of context for one entity can
be used as indices to �nd the secondary context for that same entity as well as the
primary context for other related entities. In this categorization, they proposed a
simple two-tiered system. The four primary pieces of context are on the �rst level.
All other types of context are on the second level. The secondary pieces of context
share a common characteristic: they can be indexed by primary context because
they are attributes of the entity with primary context.

Bisgaard et al. [82] analysed previous de�nitions and models up until the mid
2000s, and produced a survey that summarizes articles representing the general
body of literature on context awareness in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). Their
conclusions resulted in four major context features: Location, Time, Identity and Envi-
ronment; a complimentary group of features include: Social setting, Network, Season,
History, Task/Activity and Device. However, when mapping their application in context-
aware systems, they concluded that a smaller context space is used, typically de�ned
by three context features. The resulting “workable” context features would be fused
into a group of �ve: Location, Identity, Time, Environment and Activity.

Bazire and Brézillon [79] concluded that “...context occurs like what is lacking
in a given object for a user to construct a correct representation.”. Following their
de�nition, some determining factors that de�ne a context model are as follows: the
entity/subject concerned by the context, focus of attention, activity, situation, environ-
ment and eventually, an observer.

Bettini et al. [83] described the state-of-the-art in context modeling and reason-
ing that supports gathering, evaluation and dissemination of context information in
pervasive computing. Most prominent approaches to context modeling and reason-
ing are rooted in database modeling techniques and in ontology-based frameworks
for knowledge representation. They also presented state-of-the-art techniques to
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deal with high-level context abstractions and uncertainty of context information.
The survey �nally introduced hybrid approaches as an attempt to combine di�erent
formalisms and techniques to better ful�ll the identi�ed requirements.

2.4 Evaluating Interaction Design

2.4.1 Usability assessment and evaluation

The literature describes a large number of methods and instruments used to ensure
the quality of the usability of a product or service [84,85]. There are usability evalu-
ation methods for all design and development phases, from initial de�nition to �nal
modi�cations of a product or service [86]. Furthermore, some of these methods are
only suitable for a speci�c stage of the development process.

Within the usability evaluation methods, questionnaires assume a signi�cant
importance for qualitative self-reported data collection related to the characteristics,
thoughts, feelings, perceptions, behaviors or attitudes of the users. Questionnaires
have the advantage of being low budget techniques, that do not require measurement
equipment, and their results re�ect the users’ opinions. They also provide useful
information about what are the strengths and weaknesses of a product or service.

Since the 80s of the last century, researchers felt the need to develop and eval-
uate products and services in a systematic and methodical way, considering psycho-
metric properties of usability questionnaires. Consequently, several questionnaires
were developed and validated, and have long been used in the usability evaluation of
products and services.

System Usability Scale

System Usability Scale (SUS) [87] is a 10 item questionnaire (5 point Likert scale) giving
a global view of subjective assessments of usability in terms of e�ectiveness (e.g.,
can users successfully achieve their objectives?), e�ciency (e.g., how much e�ort
and resource is expended in achieving those objectives?), satisfaction (e.g., was the
experience satisfactory?).

Post-Study System Usability Questionnaire

The Post-Study System Usability Questionnaire (PSSUQ) [88] is a usability evaluation
questionnaire developed by IBM. It is composed by 19 items aimed at addressing
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�ve usability characteristics of a product or service: i) rapid completion of the task;
ii) ease of learning; iii) documentation quality and online information; iv) functional
adequacy; and v) rapid acquisition of productivity.

Usefulness, Satisfaction and Ease of use

The Usefulness, Satisfaction and Ease of use (USE) was originally developed by Arnold
Lund in 2001 [89]. It is a self-perceived usability questionnaire with 30 items, and
each item with a seven-point Likert rating scale. Users are asked to rate agreement
with the statements, ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree.

2.5 Summary discussion

In this chapter, we reviewed the foundations of Interaction Design that are relevant
to understand the outcomes of our work. We noted that

• The fundamental concern for Interaction Design is establishing principles and a
methodology that revolves around understanding the user and the context (e.g.
types of activities the user is doing) when interacting with the product.

• In spite of considering the eventual physical limitations of the user, interactive
systems demand mostly from the users’ cognitive processes. The speci�c kinds
of processes that have been described as cognitive processes include attention,
perception and recognition, memory, reasoning, problem solving, planning and
decision making, learning, and language processing (i.e reading, speaking and
listening).

• Context was de�ned as the set of information which constrain the performance
of an agent while attempting to execute a desired behaviour. In spite of the
characteristics of that agent, any set of information will be only considered to
be context if it anticipates how the agent should behave when that information
is present. We concluded from our survey that the most signi�cant context
entities are Location, Identity, Time, Environment and Activity. We will refer to
these context entities later when we describe our framework in chapter 5.
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Chapter 3

Designing Arti�cial Social
Companions

In the previous chapter we introduced the foundations of Interaction Design allowing
us to understand the main aspects that we must address when designing interac-
tive systems. Speci�cally, what regards understanding the user and context in which
interaction takes place. Recalling our goal of developing arti�cial social companions
capable of proactively supporting people in their everyday life within their environ-
ment, in this chapter we will cover what they are and how they are typically designed
and implemented.

3.1 Arti�cial Social Companions

In the next two points, we will present an overview of the two types of arti�cial
social companions we addressed in our work: Social and Service Robots and Virtual
Companions.

3.1.1 Social and Service Robots

The state of the art for social and service robots is di�cult to review, namely since
the boundaries of this category of robots is, in itself, generally acknowledged by
the scienti�c community as being di�cult to pinpoint. In fact, the only consensus
seems to lie on the premise that this classi�cation applies to any robot that performs
useful services to humans, with varying degrees of autonomy, with the only exception
being manufacturing operations, which are relegated to traditional industrial robotics

39
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(see, for example, the provisional de�nition of service robotics by the International
Federation of Robotics7.

Although there have been attempts since the 1980s to produce convincing so-
lutions in service robotics, this �eld has become increasingly relevant in the past
decade. During this time, major technological hurdles have been conquered, and
robots have become more and more a�ordable. Consequently, service robots have
become a major part of assisted living technology [90], even in its broader sense of
giving assistance to promote the welfare of any human being, and not just elderly or
people with physical disabilities. On the other hand, service robots have also been
�nding space in entertainment and assisting or replacing humans in tedious or dif-
�cult tasks [2], namely in industrial applications [91]. The fuzzy distinction between
this type of robots and all other possible categories implies that service robots can
range from devices with very limited cognitive skills, such as iRobot’sTM Roomba
[92], to the so-called "socially interactive robots", in other words, robots with varying
degrees of social skills [1].

Thus, we analyse below a set of relevant research projects, commercial products
and trending consumer devices that aimed to address the topic of service and social
robotics. This survey will help us to understand better the variety and amount of
e�orts that have been carried out over the last decade related to the development
of this type of ASCs.

Research projects

The ROBOTS@HOME8 (2007-2010) FP6 project aimed to provide an a�ordable and
e�cient open mobile platform for the introduction of robots into the home. Au-
tonomous navigation in realistic home environments, for instance with typical furni-
ture con�gurations, is one of the key problems to be addressed in ROBOTS@HOME.

The DEXMART9 (2008-2012) FP7 project aimed to bridge the gap between the
use of robots in industrial environments and the future use of robots in everyday
home environments, focusing on personal and service robotics where dexterous and
autonomous dual-hand manipulation capabilities are required, like the depicted in
Figure 3.1a.

EL-E10 (2008-2009) in Figure 3.1b, developed by GeorgiaTech, likewise inves-
tigate object manipulation in home environments with robots in order to retrieve

7http://www.ifr.org/service-robots/
8https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/80548_en.html
9https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/85328_en.html
10http://pwp.gatech.edu/hrl/el-e-an-assistive-robot/

http://www.ifr.org/service-robots/
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/80548_en.html
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/85328_en.html
http://pwp.gatech.edu/hrl/el-e-an-assistive-robot/
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un-modelled everyday objects for people with motor impairments.

Other projects focus on problems related to the execution of general house-
hold tasks. The ARMAR11 (2000) project developed a humanoid robot, in Figure 3.1c,
with two arms suitable for basic household tasks such as loading and unloading a
dishwasher.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.1: DEXMART project robot(3.1a), EL-E(3.1b) by GeorgiaTech, and ARMAR project
robot(3.1c).

Other research and development projects focus on advanced human-robot in-
teraction technologies for assistance. The CMU Pittsburg NurseBot12 (2000-2002)
project, in Figure 3.2d, was one of the �rst research endeavours that dealt with
robotic assistance for the elderly. The robotic platform was used to evaluate con-
cepts for such a companion, including intelligent reminding functions, tele-presence
applications, surveillance, basic social interaction and help for physically impaired
persons. The robot learned typical movement patterns from the people it cares for
by observing and tracking them and inferring behaviours.

The goal of the RoboCare13 (2002-2006) project was to build a multi-agent sys-
tem, in Figure 3.2a, that generates user services for human assistance, for instance
in healthcare institutions and domestic environments. The project focused on a spe-
ci�c technical aspect of multiple robot organisation and coordination, modelled as a
multi-agent system, and the development of a hardware and software framework to
support the system.

CareBot14 (since 1997) from GeckoSystems, was developed for the scenario of
assisting elderly people. It uses fuzzy logic to navigate in domestic environments

11http://h2t.anthropomatik.kit.edu/english/397.php
12http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~flo/
13http://robocare.istc.cnr.it/
14http://www.geckosystems.com/

http://h2t.anthropomatik.kit.edu/english/397.php
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~flo/
http://robocare.istc.cnr.it/
http://www.geckosystems.com/
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using a hybrid control architecture that requires access to an external Personal Com-
puter for computation. The system, in Figure 3.2b, performs simple duties such as
vacuum cleaning, patrol and errand running. The main focus of development is again
on the robust navigation in real-world home environments.

COGNIRON15 (2004-2007) was an FP6 project focusing on the development of a
robot, in Figure 3.2c, whose ultimate task is to serve humans in general, not primarily
elderly or cognitively impaired persons, as a companion in their daily life. To this
end, COGNIRON studies the perceptual, representational, reasoning and learning ca-
pabilities of embodied robots in human-centred environments. The project aimed at
developing methods and technologies for the construction of cognitive robots that
can evolve and grow their capacities in close interaction with humans in an open-
ended manner. Next to required functionalities for sensing, moving and acting, such
a robot will exhibit the cognitive capacities enabling it to focus its attention, to un-
derstand the spatial and dynamic structure of its environment and to interact with it,
to exhibit a social behaviour and communicate with other agents and with humans
at the appropriate level of abstraction according to context.

SRS16 (2010-2013) FP7 project focused on the integration of a robotic system that
"shadows" (i.e. acts as a physical representative), for instance of children or care-
giver, for a care recipient. To achieve this, the robotic system can be tele-operated
robustly via real-world communication infrastructure. A further aim is to adaptively,
autonomously and e�ectively execute remotely controlled service tasks, using robotic
self-learning mechanisms.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3.2: LEA from RoboCare project (3.2a), CareBot (3.2b), Cogniron robot (3.2c)
and NurseBot (3.2d).

DOMEO17 (2009-2012) AAL-JP/FP7 project aimed to develop an assistive robotic
system that supports cognitive and physical stimulations, helping elderly and dis-
abled person to remain autonomous for as long as possible and to stay at home

15http://www.cogniron.org/final/Home.php
16http://srs-project.eu/
17http://www.aal-europe.eu/projects/domeo/

http://www.cogniron.org/final/Home.php
http://srs-project.eu/
http://www.aal-europe.eu/projects/domeo/
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longer and more safely. DOMEO also included remote presence functionalities such
as monitoring and alerting care-givers and relatives to better assist the care-receiver.
The project objectives include the development of a robotic walking assistant and of
a RobuMate, which is a robot capable of verbal and non-verbal interaction with the
user. The project used the Kompai R&D robot, in Figure 3.6a, developed by the French
robotics company Robosoft. Kompai provides functions including speech recognition
for understanding basic commands, localisation and navigation, and basic communi-
cation and monitoring functions.

The KSERA18 (2010-2013) FP7 project addressed the research question of how to
obtain a successful and e�ective interaction between a human and a mobile robot
in order to guarantee acceptance and adoption of service robots technology, and
in order to o�er added value to ubiquitous monitoring services. KSERA adopted the
NAO robot, in Figure 3.7a, as development platform to address the speci�c use case of
care-receivers su�ering from Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease, which makes
them susceptible to physical conditions such as environmental pollution, excessive
humidity and low air pressure. The envisioned socially assistive robot should monitor
the care-receiver’s condition and the environmental quality in order to warn, to advise
and support care-receivers.

ALIAS19 (2010-2013) AAL-JP/FP7 project intends to develop a mobile robot system
solution that interacts with elderly users provides them with assistance in their daily
lives and promotes social inclusion by connecting elderly person to people and events
in the wider world. ALIAS envisioned to realize a mobile robot platform that can
monitor, interact with and access on-line services in order to realize the integration
goal of the project, but does not interact with the physical environment of a care-
receiver. This project ended by using the Scitos G5 robotic platform depicted in Figure
3.6b.

Moreover, the current trend in state of the art of platforms is that of extending
the robotic agent features with those integrated with the ambient intelligence of
smart space environments.

The FP7 project MOBISERV20 (2009-2013) aimed to develop and integrate state
of the art technology in a coordinated, intelligent and easy to use way in order to
support independent living of older persons in their private home or various degrees
of institutionalization for as long as possible. To reach this objective, MOBISERV
developed a personal intelligent platform that consists of various middleware and
devices and an integrated autonomous robot unit. The developed system supported
health status monitoring, secure tele-alarm and health reporting and nutrition ad-

18https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/93796_en.html
19http://www.aal-europe.eu/projects/alias/
20https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/93537_en.html

https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/93796_en.html
http://www.aal-europe.eu/projects/alias/
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/93537_en.html
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vice. The communication platform and system to integrate the di�erent components
of the MOBISERV platform were designed to be project-speci�c customized imple-
mentations that connected the individual components via wireless local are network
communication.

The CompanionAble21 (2008-2012) FP7 project was a key research and devel-
opment project that explicitly realized synergies of robotics and ambient intelligent
technologies to provide for care-givers assistive environment in the AAL space. Com-
panionAble aimed to support cognitive stimulation and therapy management of care-
receivers, mediated by a mobile robotic companion working collaboratively with the
stationary smart home environment. The distinguishing advantages of the Compan-
ionAble Framework Architecture arisen from the objective of graceful, scalable and
cost-e�ective integration. CompanionAble addressed issues of social inclusion and
homecare of persons su�ering from chronic cognitive disabilities prevalent among
the increasing European older population. A participative and inclusive co-design
and scenario validation approach drove the RTD e�orts in CompanionAble; involving
care recipients and their close carers as well as the wider stakeholders. The project
aimed to ensure end-to-end systemic viability, �exibility, modularity and a�ordability
as well as considerations of the overall care support governance and integration with
quality of experience issues such as dignity-privacy-security preserving responsibili-
ties. CompanionAble was evaluated at a number of test beds representing a diverse
European user-base as the proving ground for its socio-technical-ethical validation.

The FLORENCE22 (2010-2013) FP7 project developed a robotic solution that uses
a robot as the central point of access for care receivers. The focus of FLORENCE was
to provide a multipurpose mobile robot platform for AAL scenarios that could be
accepted by care-receivers and cost-e�ective for society and care-givers. FLORENCE
envisioned using the developed robot as the central connecting and coordinating
element between several stand-alone AAL services within a home environment. The
project intended to support the delivery of care and coaching services so that elderly
care-receivers will be able to remain independent for a much longer period of time.

The SocialRobot23 (2011-2015) FP7 project, also aimed to provide assistive ser-
vices and companionship Robots for the elderly people. The major challenges ad-
dressed in the project included navigating indoors and unstructured environments
and provide a�ective and empathetic user-robotic interaction, taking into account
the capabilities of and acceptance by elderly users. The project made an impor-
tant contribution in terms of identifying individual needs and requirements related
to ageing (e.g. physical mobility limitations or/and cognitive decline), and provision of

21https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/85553_en.html
22https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/93917_en.html
23http://mrl.isr.uc.pt/projects/socialrobot/

https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/85553_en.html
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/93917_en.html
http://mrl.isr.uc.pt/projects/socialrobot/
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support through timely involvement of care teams, consisting of di�erent groups of
people (family members, neighbours, friends) that collaborate dynamically and virtu-
ally, means independently of time and their physical locations, behaviour analysis to
adapt social relationships and contexts of the elderly people as they age.

GrowMeUp24 (2015-2018) H2020 project, built on top of SocialRobot results and
extended them with a novel concept and features including context-awareness, as it
able to learn the older persons needs and habits over time and adapt its functionality,
compensating for the older persons capabilities degradation over time; and cloud
robotics to enable shared and distributed knowledge with multiple robots performing
a similar job.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.3: CompanionAble (3.3a), FLORENCE (3.3b) and SocialRobot/GrowMeUp (3.3c).

Robotic platforms, market ready and consumer products

Currently we can �nd some robotic platforms with a high technology readiness level,
which were adopted in some of the previously mentioned research project and are
being used currently in some undergoing works. This robotic platforms include ther-
apeutic tools, tele-presence devices and personal assistants, and also toys.

PARO in Figure 3.4a, is probably the most notorious example in terms of applica-
tion of social robotics as a therapeutic tool25. This advanced interactive robot allows
the documented bene�ts of animal therapy to be administered to patients in envi-
ronments such as hospitals and extended care facilities where live animals present
treatment or logistical di�culties. It is commonly associated to stimulate interaction
and socialization in people su�ering from dementia. PARO has been found to reduce

24http://www.growmeup.eu/
25it holds a World’s Most Therapeutic Robot certi�ed by Guinness World Records

http://www.growmeup.eu/
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patient stress and their caregivers, showing to have a bene�c psychological e�ect on
patients, improving their relaxation and motivation.

AIBO in Figure 3.4b, was developed by Sony and was �rst introduced in 1999
as the �rst consumer robot of its kind to be o�ered to the public. This little robot’s
name comes from Arti�cial Intelligence roBOt and is also the Japanese word for
‘Companion’ or ‘Friend’. AIBO’s appearance resembles a small dog. Its “personality”
can develop from a newborn puppy to an adult depending by the interaction with
their owners and surroundings.

ASIMO in Figure 3.4c, is most recent remarkable result of two decades of hu-
manoid robotics research by Honda engineers. In the future, Honda engineers are
expecting ASIMO might help with important tasks like assisting the elderly or a person
con�ned to a bed or a wheelchair.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.4: Paro (3.4a), AIBO robot by Sony (3.4b), ASIMO robot by HONDA (3.4c).

Care-O-Bot in Figure 3.5a, is a mobile service robot which has the capability
to interact with and assist humans in typical housekeeping tasks. The hardware of
the robot is based on two completely autonomous systems: a mobile platform with
adjustable walking supports and a top level system with a 6-degrees-of-freedom
manipulator and gripper designed for handling objects in home environments and a
tilting sensor head for 3D scanning and vision.

REEM in Figure 3.5b, is a humanoid robot series from PAL Robotics combines
home navigation, user and assistance and advanced functionalities such as enter-
taining users by playing chess with them.

Hector in Figure 3.3a, is a robot designed to assist elderly people who su�er
from mild cognitive impairment. Developed as part of the CompanionAble project
by researchers at the Smart Homes foundation in the Netherlands. According to
Herjan van den Heuvel of Smart Homes this robot "... acts as a coach and companion,
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.5: Care-O-Bot4 by Fraunhofer IPA (3.5a) and REEM by Pal Robotics (3.5b).

and supports the user by means of suggestions, encouragements and reminders on a
physical, cognitive and social level. ...".

Kompai in Figure 3.6a, �rst designed in 2009, this robotics platform was used
to generate dozens of robots that were used to conduct proofs of concept over
1,000+ days of experimentations with di�erent users. Currently in its second ver-
sion, KOMPAI-2 o�ers a new and improved design, including all the IoT and Big Data
technologies, in addition to state-of-the-art navigation and Human-Machine Interface.
It has been on the market since early 2016.

Scitos G5 in Figure 3.6b, is an all-purpose mobile base by MetraLabs. It brings
along all the basic functionality that enables rapid scenario implementation and test-
ing. For the launch of your research projects, this robotic platform o�ers a highly
innovative system that combines the latest technological developments in robotics
and established industrial technology.

Gira� in Figure 3.6c, is a tele-presence robot that allows one person to virtually
enter or visit another remote place. This is of course facilitated by controlling the
robot from a personal computer, via the Internet, using an accessible user graphical
interface. The user can move freely about the remote place simply by moving the
computer mouse, and interact with the residents there via videoconferencing.

SoftBank Robotics promotes three of the most well known robotics platforms
used to develop social robots: NAO, Pepper and Romeo. NAO in Figure 3.7a is the
�rst humanoid robot designed by SoftBank Robotics (i.e. originally a French company
known as Aldebaran). It associates a matured programming tool and an appealing
and friendly look and feel, making it currently a reference in the sectors of educa-
tion and research. Pepper in Figure 3.7b is the second platform developed by this
company. It is being claimed as the �rst emotional humanoid robot, which is capable
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.6: Kompai used in DOMEO project (3.6a) and Scitos G5 used in ALIAS project
(3.6b) and Gira�/Gira�+ (3.6c).

of recognizing main emotions, welcoming and greeting, informing and entertaining
visitors at numerous public places. Romeo in Figure 3.7c is the third robotic platform
to be developed by SoftBank Robotics, which it is still in a research phase. Romeo
is currently being used for developing and testing new technologies and solutions to
help people with limited autonomy, foreseeing its application on assisting people in
their day-to-day lives.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.7: Social robot platforms from SoftBank Robotics: NAO used in KSERA project
(3.7a), Pepper (3.7b), Romeo (3.7c).

We summarize, in Table 3.1, some of the relevant characteristics of the most
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adopted robotic platforms in European social robotics research projects.

Table 3.1: Comparison between di�erent robotic platforms adopted by the most rel-
evant European projects developing social robots.

Feature
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Facial expression recognition No Yes No No Yes No No

Facial expression synthesis No Yes No No No No No

Speech recognition Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes

Speech synthesis Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes

Conversation (Dialogue Man-
agement)

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes

Reminder or agenda service Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes

Guidance service Yes Yes Yes No Yes No Yes

Armed robot No No Yes No No No Yes

Touch screen Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Integration with smart envi-
ronment

Yes Yes No No Yes No Yes

Reached technology demon-
strated in relevant environ-
ment (TRL6)

No No Yes No No No Yes

Market ready and Consumer Social Robots

In a somewhat complimentary approach, some of the big players operating in the
market of personal assistants, like Amazon or Google, launched into the market
some products that aim to deliver partially the services expected from social robots.
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Amazon Echo, in Figure 3.8a, devices connect to the voice-controlled intelligent
personal assistant service Alexa, with the capability of voice interaction, music play-
back, making to-do lists, setting alarms, streaming podcasts, playing audiobooks, and
providing weather, tra�c and other real-time information. It can also control several
smart devices acting as a home automation hub. Amazon Echo became widely avail-
able in the United States on mid-June 2015, but since February 2018 it is available in
36 countries (including 21 European countries).

Google Home, in Figure 3.8b, was developed by Google and released in the
United States in November 2016, with subsequent releases globally throughout 2017.
Google Home speakers enable users to speak voice commands to interact with ser-
vices through Google Assistant. It integrates in-house and third-party services, al-
lowing users to listen to music, control playback of videos or photos, or receive news
updates entirely by voice. Google Home devices also support integration with home
automation devices, letting users control smart home appliances with their voice.

Sphero, in Figure 3.8c, is a spherical robot designed by Sphero. It is a white orb
wrapped in polycarbonate, capable of rolling around, and controlled by a smartphone
or tablet. Mechanically the inventors compare the inside mechanics of the ball to
a two-wheel electric vehicle such as the Segway PT. Sphero began the connected
play revolution in 2010 by creating something unlike anything. The fusion between
robotics and digital technology into immersive entertainment experiences changing
the way the world thinks about play.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.8: Amazon Echo (3.8a), Google Home (3.8b) and Sphero (3.8c).

Crowd funded and Trending Social Robots

More recently, beginning in mid-2010’, we are observing to the increasing popularity
of crowd funding platforms, like Kickstarter and Indiegogo. This trend is leading to
the democratization of funding access supporting the development of new devices,
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including social robot platforms. Some examples of Crowd funded and Trending Social
Robots are depicted in Figure 3.9.

Jibo, in Figure 3.9a, Jibo made headlines back in 2014, raising more than $3
million from excited backers on Indiegogo. Developed by a MIT professor named
Cynthia Breazeal, it was pitched as the “world’s �rst social robot.”. Jibo followed a
minimalist approach. It has no legs, it has a shiny white plastic body and overall is
a curvy cylinder with a �at screen for a head on top that can move and provide the
interface for the user.

Buddy, in Figure 3.9b, is an open source and easy to use robotic platform de-
veloped by Blue Frog Robotics. Another example of a product resulting from suc-
cessful Indiegogo campaign in 2015. Buddy services include home security, connect
to smart home appliances, promote social interaction, play multimedia contents, en-
tertainment and some services aimed for elderly care (e.g. fall detection safety and
medication reminders).

Mykie, in Figure 3.9c, which stands for "my kitchen elf", is one example of the
bene�ts of connected kitchens and an innovative Home Connect concept from BSH
Hausgeräte GmbH. Mykie listens, answers questions, and projects information and
recipes. It keeps track of the household at all times and entertains users. Mykie
can be operated through voice controls or a touchscreen, and it assists users with
recipes through step-by-step videos.

Kuri, in Figure 3.9d, developed by May�eld Robotics, a Bosh-backed startup,
introduced in the early 2017. Kuri has a camera, microphone array, speakers, and
touch sensors, and a laser-based sensor array that it uses for obstacle detection,
localization, and navigation. Besides mobility, what makes Kuri unique in its category
is the fact that it has no display (besides a color-changing light on its chest), and that
it does not even try to talk to you, as Pepper and Jibo do.

LG Hub, in Figure 3.9e, was launched by LG in early 2017 and it also belongs
to the same category of the previous examples. LG Hub features a circular "face"
with a screen displaying eyes – perched atop a softly conical white body. The robot
can re-orient itself to face the user and bob along with music it is playing, but it is
otherwise stationary. The screen can also display images and videos using some sort
of basic web browser.

3.1.2 Virtual Companions

Virtual Companions are computer-animated characters exhibiting a certain level of
intelligence and autonomy as well as social skills to simulate human face-to-face
conversation, and the ability to sense and respond to user a�ect. A number of Virtual
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 3.9: Jibo (3.9a), Buddy (3.9b), Mykie by BOSH (3.9c), Kuri (3.9d) and Hub by LG
(3.9e).

Companion systems have been successfully developed for various target applications
to monitor, encourage, and assist older adults. Based on recent research �ndings [93–
96], it is anticipated that this is a promising technology that can play an important
role in maintaining the health, wellness, and independence of older adults in the
future, either by complementing human care or acting as an alternative for those
who cannot receive it due to high cost or low availability of care personnel.

A number of researchers have explored Virtual Companions that interact with
users over multiple conversations, ranging from a handful of interactions to hun-
dreds of interactions spanning long-term periods [94, 97, 98]. Nonetheless, most of
the developed Virtual Companion systems are designed for speci�c controlled en-
vironments and have rarely made the step out of the laboratory as autonomous
applications in real-world settings. As a consequence, there is still little information
available about how autonomous Virtual Companions perform and which factors in-
�uence their acceptance and success in contexts such as private households. To
achieve useful and successful virtual agents, that maintain their users engaged in
bene�cial long-term relationships, we need to integrate these systems seamlessly
in real-world environments and make them capable of interacting with humans au-
tonomously, in an intuitive, natural and trouble-free way in everyday situations.
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Virtual Companions are typically represented in the form of human or animal
bodies that are speci�cally lifelike and believable in the way they behave. They simu-
late human-like properties in face-to-face conversation, including the abilities to rec-
ognize and respond to verbal and non-verbal input, generate verbal and non-verbal
output, such as mouth, eye and head movements, hand gestures, facial expressions,
and body posture and can deal with conversational functions such as turn taking,
feedback and repair mechanisms [99]. Due to these characteristics, Virtual Compan-
ions provide familiar and non-threatening interfaces, especially useful for building
systems that are easy to use, engaging and gain the trust of their users, even those
su�ering from age-related or other cognitive impairments [100,101]. We brie�y review
prior work on Virtual Companions and agent-based systems designed to address the
needs of older adults.

Studies suggest that Virtual Companions dealing with emotion and a�ect are
particularly capable of capturing the user’s attention, engaging them in active tasks
and entertaining them [102, 103], leading to the development of a�nity relationships
with their human partners [104]. Wizard of Oz [105] experiments showed high ac-
ceptance and positive attitude towards Virtual Companions as companions for older
adults [101], [106]. A variety of Virtual Companions has been developed aiming to
provide social support to isolated older adults [106–108] and to address daily needs
for an autonomous living [101]. Agents have also been used as coaches and wellness
counselors in health behaviour change interventions for older adults [109, 110].

Virtual agents that will be used for extended periods of time require special
design considerations compared to systems that are either only used for brief inter-
actions or do not engage the user in social interaction [110]. Relational agents, a term
introduced and explored by Bickmore [98], are Virtual Companions designed to form
long-term relationships with their users. They are distinct from other types of social
agents in their ability to imitate the way people incrementally get to know and trust
each other through conversations [110]. They often maintain computational models
of a�ect and relationship and memory of speci�c interactions, with the intention of
recalling and referring to them later so as to evolve relationships with their users [111].

Kasap et al. [112, 113], discuss a virtual agent designed for repeated interaction.
The agent maintains a relationship model of the user which is updated based on the
emotional content of events during a session. This model biases the agent’s mood
and indirectly in�uences its behaviour.

A handful of studies were conducted in which autonomous Virtual Companions
were installed for prolonged periods in the daily living environments of older adults.
In an exploratory pilot study by Ring et al. [114], an Virtual Companion designed to
provide longitudinal social support to isolated older adults using empathetic feed-
back was placed in the homes of 14 older adults for a week. Results demonstrated
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signi�cant reductions in loneliness based on self-reported mood.

In a randomized controlled trial by Bickmore et al. [109], a virtual exercise coach
designed to encourage sedentary older adults to walk more was installed in homes for
two months, followed by another ten months where participants had the opportunity
to continue the interaction in a kiosk in their clinic waiting room. Participants in the
intervention group walked signi�cantly more on average than participants from the
control group.

Next, we refer to some examples of ECAs that are commonly known in the Active
and Assisted Living community, and overview the common set of features that have
been integrated into these systems.

CaMeLi26 project designed and implemented a Virtual Partner (ViP) able to show
a wide variety of human-like understanding and responding and solicit the appropri-
ate services to answer the user’s needs/requests o�ering real time complimentary
feedback through voice and a wide spectrum of animated facial expressions. The
ultimate goal of the project was to create an innovative virtual assistant that interact
and collaborate with the elderly, helping them in performing activities of daily living
at home and expressing emotions that will stimulate the act.

Rea is a virtual reality embodied conversational agent whose verbal and non-
verbal behaviors are generated from underlying conversational functions and rep-
resentations of the world and information. Rea implements social, linguistic and
psychological concepts that is part of any conversation. Rea has a human-like body
appearance, which it is used to add body language during conversation. Conver-
sational skills and comprehension is speech based, thus, each user expression is
interpreted and the responses are generated according to which function needs to
be achieved.

Greta27 is a embodied conversational agent that uses a virtual three-dimensional
model of a female character. Greta uses verbal and nonverbal communication to in-
teract with the user. Greta can be used with di�erent external Text-to-Speech soft-
ware. Currently available languages include English, Italian, French, German, Swedish
and Polish. Facial Animation Parameters are required to animate faces of di�erent
sizes and proportions, the FAP values are de�ned in Face Animation Parameter Units
(FAPU). Greta is used in various European projects: CALLAS, SEMAINE, HUMAINE, and
national French projects: ISCC Apogeste, ANR MyBlog3D, ANR IMMEMO.

Virtask28 has developed Anne, a virtual assistant that provides organisations
and individual users with novel opportunities in regards to the execution of their

26http://www.cameli.eu/
27https://perso.telecom-paristech.fr/~pelachau/Greta/
28http://www.virtask.nl/wordpress/en/

http://www.cameli.eu/
https://perso.telecom-paristech.fr/~pelachau/Greta/
http://www.virtask.nl/wordpress/en/
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tasks. Currently, Anne is being successfully used by several companies and organisa-
tions, for example, this agent was adopted in DALIA and MyLifeMyWay AAL projects,
where it is being employed as a virtual caregiver of elderly and disabled persons,
acting as an assistant for daily life activities at home. It was designed to run on An-
droid based consumer devices commonly available in households (TV, phone, tablet).
Older adults can use speech to interact with an avatar, which will answer based on
data collected through a set of sensors deployed in the household. This ambient
intelligence promote a more independent living for older adults. Moreover, informal
carers have access to the same avatar, which can tell them what they should do in
di�erent situations or just to talk with the person cared for.

V2me – Virtual coach reaches out to me combines virtual and real life social
networks to prevent and overcome loneliness of older adults. V2me supports active
ageing by improving integration into society through the provision of advanced social
connectedness and social network services and activities. V2me was inspired in the
A2E2 project, which is also a �nanced AAL project. Initially, this system was designed
for 7 inches tablets. The key of this choice is portability and low costs; thus, a good
graphic processor is needed and the system was extended to All-in-one computers.
Professional caregivers and elderly family can monitor user’s activity with the system
by a designed web interface. By this way is also possible to adjust and con�gure
the way the assistant interacts with the old users. One-on-one test sessions had
shown that a lot of elderly are not familiar with new technologies, this includes touch
interface of the device, thus preferring human support.

The graphical appearances, for the ECAs referred above, are depicted in Figure
3.10 and summary of the relevant features of each system is provided in Table 3.2.

3.2 Architecture Design for Arti�cial Social Compan-
ions

In the previous section, we presented what are Arti�cial Social Companions. In this
and following sections, we will look into the architecture aspects involved in the tech-
nical design of such systems.

Alami et al. [115] presented an integrated architecture allowing a mobile robot
to plan its tasks, taking into account temporal and domain constraints, to perform
corresponding actions and to control their execution in real time, while being reactive
to possible events. The general architecture is composed of three levels: a decision
level, an execution level and a functional level. The latter is composed of modules that
contain the functions performing sensor data processing and actuation control. The
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 3.10: Examples of Virtual Companions: CaMeLi (3.10a), Rea (3.10b), Greta (3.10c),
Anne by Virtask (3.10d) and V2me (3.10e).

decision level is goal and event driven, and it may have several layers. According to
the application, their basic structure is a planner/supervisor pair that enables users
to integrate deliberation and reaction. Alami et al. [116] discussed a decisional frame-
work for human-robot interactive task achievement that aimed to allow the robot to
produce behaviors that support its engagement vis-a-vis its human partner and to
interpret human behaviors and intentions. The architecture used for controlling the
robot followed a similar three-layered architecture from their previous work [115], but
highlighted some aspects as situation assessment and context management, goals
and plans management, action re�nement, execution and monitoring.

This generic architecture model has been adopted in state-of-the-art robotic
applications; refer, for example, to the SPENCER project by Triebel et al. in [117].

On the other hand, state-of-the-art interaction models similar to that proposed
by Sili et al. [32] typically refer to some degree of adaptation, but explicit models
must be provided to rule out the behavior of the system. Their proposed interaction
model is depicted in Figure 3.11. In this model, the authors consider that control and
decision mechanisms are included within the Dialogue Manager component.

In recent works, for example, the study of Devin et al. [118], the authors sum-
marize the essential building blocks to design an architecture for cognitive and in-
teractive robots. The concepts presented may be generalized for human-machine
systems overall.
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Table 3.2: Comparison between di�erent ECAs implementations.
* - (Without avatar on portable devices)

Feature CaMeLi Anne Rea V2Me ⇤ Greta
LipSync Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Platform Windows Android,
Windows

Android Android Windows

Speech Recognition Windows
SDK

Built-in N/A Third-
party
services

Built-in

Conversation (Dia-
logue Management)

Yes Yes No No Yes

Emotional State
(Detect/Synthesize)

D/S D D/S D/S S

Multi Language Yes Yes No No Yes

Multi Avatar No No No No No

Social Networks Built-in No No Yes No

Camera Yes,
Kinect

Yes Yes Yes,
Kinect

No

Video Conferencing Yes Yes N/A Yes No

Portable Yes Yes No Yes No

Emergency Mecha-
nisms

Yes Yes N/A N/A N/A

Overall, using a top-down approach (i.e. from what is more in contact with the
user to what is supporting agent’s operation), we can divide the architecture into four
main layers: user interfaces, interaction modalities, decision making and knowledge
representation.
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Figure 3.11: Interaction model.

3.3 User Interfaces

The current state of the art in the domain of user interaction with Arti�cial So-
cial Companions is still mainly based on graphical user interfaces implemented on
stationary (often wall-mounted) touch panels (or terminals), portable devices (like
touch tablets or mobile phones) or by using TV-sets (often in combination with set-
top-boxes) and their remote controls as front end for the elderly. Graphical user
interfaces are often text or icon based. Speech input is becoming more and more
stable, with some industrial players leading the adoption of such approach (e.g. Siri
(Apple), Cortana (Microsoft) and Google Assistant (Google)), nevertheless its appli-
cation is still limited to simple commands and queries, since surrounding noise and
sounds, speaker localisation and optimum input with ambient microphones (by avoid-
ing wearable microphones) are still a challenge and are addressed by several research
projects (e.g. CompanionAble etc.).

Recent approaches as well apply avatar technology to enhance (increase accep-
tance and entertainment value) and personalize user interaction [119–121].

Integrating user interfaces (e.g. touch panel) on a mobile robot platform gives the
advantage that terminals do not have to be replicated in all rooms and makes the user
interface mobile itself (brought to the user on demand). Very often additional features
like moving eyes or head/face emulation are implemented on the robot. Gesture and
emotion recognition and input to interact with robot platforms are slowly maturing
but are mostly tested under very controlled settings still.
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Additionally, multimodal socially-apt robotic cognitive systems would allow for
both verbal and nonverbal (i.e. emotion- and body language-based) human-like dia-
logue enactment. This way, the desires and needs of end-users would be recognised
and consequently addressed much more e�ciently. Service robots, whether capable
of social interaction or not, must address many common design problems.

The analysis of this issue presented by Fong et. al. [1] is still relevant today; ac-
cording to these authors, these problems include cognition (planning, decision mak-
ing), navigation, action, human-robot interaction (perception, environment sensing,
interfacing with the end-user) and architecture development and middleware. So-
cially interactive robots, however, as these authors point out, must also extend on
human-robot interaction capabilities in order to address issues imposed by social
interaction - see also [2] or [3].

3.4 Interaction Modalities

Thanks to the large variety of sensors that are available in the market, it is possible to
build sophisticated systems that try to optimize the interaction capacity. The most
popular approaches use vision and audio inputs to assure an interaction experience
with enough quality. These systems are typically cheap to implement, what consti-
tutes an advantageous factor for those approaches. More sophisticated systems use
a multimodal approach, where the data fusion of di�erent sensors could be used to
enhance the interactivity, by building more robust perception mechanisms. The lat-
ter appeared because human beings usually interact using di�erent ways, frequently
making use of multiple channels of communication. Therefore, this approach can
use video, audio, range, pressure or chemical sensors altogether to build a robust
system. Multimodal approaches can be more reliable than others, what is a plus
on its behalf, but they can raise technical issues that may be di�cult to solve, and
they can be easily more expensive than simpler methods. In the next points we will
present de�nitions for di�erent interaction modalities.

Vision-Based Interaction

Vision-based interaction attempt to provide a broader and more expressive set of
input capabilities by using computer vision techniques to process data from visual
sensors (e.g. video cameras, lasers, depth sensors), in order to reliably estimate
relevant visual information about the user as a passive, non-intrusive, non-contact
input modality for human-machine interaction. Consequently the interaction must
be made based on visual information presented on the image. The vision system of
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an arti�cial agent is responsible to solve tasks like identifying faces, detecting and
tracking head and hands poses, capturing human motion, recognising gestures, eye
tracking and reading facial expressions. According to Porta in [122], the scope of
application of vision-based interaction will be on prototypes intended for o�ce and
home use, as we are mainly interested in vision technology applied to ordinary com-
puting environments. Thus, the four main areas in which vision-based interfaces �nd
their maximum expression, namely head tracking, face/facial expression recognition,
eye tracking and gesture recognition. Also, vision-based interaction may be used in
certain tasks related with navigation on cases where the arti�cial agent can move
(e.g. mobile robot). In such cases, it is common to use vision-based approaches
to perform visual mapping and localisation, object recognition and obstacle avoid-
ance. Some works using this approach can be exempli�ed by [123] and [124], and
common applications can be found in Assistive robotics, Human-guided learning or
Visual attention mechanism.

Audio-Based Interaction

In this modality, the interaction between human and an arti�cial agent is made us-
ing sounds. Audio-based interaction in HMI typically refers to speech recognition,
speech synthesis and non speech audio. Some interesting works done in this �eld
can be found in [125] and [126], where this interaction modality is used for guiding
the agent’s attention to a speci�c spot. In [127], the authors developed a solution
for mobile workers that need seamless access to communication and information
services while on the move. Emphasis was placed on the auditory modality of No-
madic Radio, as it was designed to be used while performing other tasks in a user’s
everyday environment; a range of auditory cues provided peripheral awareness of
incoming messages. Also, noti�cation was adaptive and context sensitive, as mes-
sages were presented as more or less obtrusive based on importance inferred from
content �ltering, whether the user is engaged in conversation and his or her own
recent responses to prior messages. In [128], an interesting application of audio-
based interaction was used to implement an Audio Notebook for taking notes and
interacting with a speech recording, which combines a digital audio recorder and pa-
per notebook, all in one device. Audio recordings were structured based on user
note taking activity, and acoustic structuring based on a talker’s changes in pitch,
pausing, and energy. Moreover, audio-based interaction approaches are being used
on automatic emotion recognition in speech. For example, in [125] they focused on
studying fear-type emotions occurring during abnormal situations (here, unplanned
events where human life is threatened), and intended to apply this approach on public
safety applications.
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Haptic-Based Interaction

This interaction modality tries to mimic the touch sensation of humans into arti�cial
agents. Usually, this may occur either as an input modality, for example when using
pressure sensors; but the most familiar application is as an output modality or haptic
rendering [129], which allows users to “feel” virtual objects in a simulated environ-
ment. Rendering refers to the process by which desired sensory stimuli are imposed
on the user to convey information about a virtual haptic object. For example, in
[130] the authors used force feedback in an application for assessing typical tasks
related to assembling two components of a mechanical system. In another example
[131], haptic feedback was used on computer-assisted training for �rst-person main-
tenance tasks targeted to the aerospace industry. This type of interaction modality
could be an appropriate way of interaction for people with some kind of visual hand-
icap, which must rely on touch feeling to interact with the environment (i.e. guiding
robot for blind people). An example for this approach can be found in [132]. Addi-
tionally, haptic interfaces can be designed for any body part capable of feeling touch
or proprioceptive stimuli. For example, in [133] researchers have developed systems
for simulating walking in a virtual environment, using foot based interactions, even
for users in a sitting position.

Brain-Computer Interfaces

This modality has been explored over the last two decades as a radically new com-
munication option for those with neuromuscular impairments that prevent them
from using conventional augmentative communication methods. Wolpaw et al. in
[134], presented a review of the �rst international meeting on Brain-Computer Inter-
face (BCI), summarising the state-of-the-art back in early 2000’s. Current BCIs use
Electroencephalographic (EEG) activity recorded at the scalp or single-unit activity
recorded from within cortex to control cursor movement, select letters or icons, or
operate a neuroprosthesis. The signals of brain activity are measured with the help
of electrodes and then the patterns of the brain activity are converted into actions
in the real world. Therefore, the central element in this approach is the translation
algorithm that converts electrophysiological input from the user into output that con-
trols external devices. For example, in [135], this approach is being studied to help
locked-in patients su�ering from advanced amyotrophic lateral sclerosis to regain
some means of communication. Other examples, of use on other scenarios, include
control of video games [136] and �ight simulators [137].
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Multimodal-Based Interaction

As described by Neti et al. in [138], multimodal-based interaction is inspired on the
“. . . human perceptual principle of sensory integration (e.g. typically, the joint use of
audio and visual information) to improve the recognition of human activity (speech recog-
nition, speech event detection and speaker change), intent (intent to speak) and human
identity (speaker recognition), particularly in the presence of acoustic degradation due to
noise and channel. In this paper, we present experimental results in a variety of contexts
that demonstrate the bene�t of joint audio-visual processing.”. Therefore, multimodal
interaction approaches typically use di�erent types of sensors and devices with the
objective of ensure a better interaction between human and arti�cial agents. This
area of study is being actively developed, and can be exempli�ed by [139–141]. A
relevant scenario of application for these approaches, as emphasized in [142], is for
helping people with communication disorders due to hearing or visual impairment
to interact with technology (e.g. virtual or robotic ASCs). Nowadays, as traditional
interfaces are continuously being replaced by mobile, wearable, or pervasive inter-
faces, some researchers as Almeida et al. in [143] and Munteanu et al. in [144] were
motivated to explore multimodal interaction approaches applied on interactive visu-
alisation scenarios, where interaction must be adapted according the device where
information is visualised.

3.5 Decision-Based Approaches

Typical approaches used in decision making include Decision Trees [145], In�uence
Diagrams [146], Multi-criteria decision making [147], or Markov Chains [148].

Up to date, typical works that address decision processes involved in arti�cial
social companions mainly focus on task planning. Altisen et al. [33] formalized a
general intermediate layer approach that allowed automatic generation of property-
enforcing layers to be used between an application program and a set of resources for
which safety properties are de�ned and should be respected by the global system
(the application, plus the intermediate layer, plus the set of resources). Alami et
al. [34] focused on the organization aspects of the agent decisional abilities and
on the management of human interaction as an integral part of the agent control
architecture. Their proposed framework allowed the agent to accomplish its tasks
and produce behaviors that support its engagement vis-a-vis its human partner and
interpret similar behaviors from him. The framework was applied in a companion
agent scenario by the same authors [35] within the scope of the Cogniron project.
Cloudic et al. [36] presented the agent control architecture, SHARY, which is dedicated
to agent action in the presence of or in interaction with humans. This architecture
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focused more on task planning but provided support to implement a supervision
system adapted to human-machine interaction.

3.6 Knowledge Representation

As ASCs are knowledge based systems, we must note that information models for
these type of systems are often represented by means of ontologies. In this scope of
application, an Ontology is “a representation of the shared background knowledge for
a community”. This means, it is an implementable model of the intended meaning
of a formal vocabulary used to describe a certain conceptualization of objects in a
domain of interest. Additionally, although interaction with the world takes place at
the level of the individual objects, much of the reasoning process takes place at the
level of categories [149]. The organization of objects into categories is a vital part
of knowledge representation. In reasoning systems, categories play the important
role of being the building blocks of large-scale knowledge representation schemes.
Categories help to organize the knowledge base through inheritance. This inheritance
allows making predictions about the objects once they are categorized. Additionally,
inheritance makes possible the reasoning process of inferring the presence of certain
objects from perceptual input or category membership from the perceived properties
of the objects and then uses category information to make predictions about the
objects. For example, if we describe that a given interaction with the user requires
executing a face detection algorithm, and we describe this algorithm requires a video
camera; then we can omit to describe explicitly that to execute the interaction with
the user requires a video camera, because this relationship will be inferred from the
other two relationships.

Tom Gruber in [150] has the most famous de�nition of ontology in the computer
science sense and established the popularity of the word within the domain, though
conceptual models of various types have been built within computer science for
decades. Gruber’s de�nition is:

“In the context of knowledge sharing, I use the term ontology to mean a spec-
i�cation of a conceptualization. That is, an ontology is a description (like a formal
speci�cation of a program) of the concepts and relationships that can exist for an
agent or a community of agents. This de�nition is consistent with the usage of on-
tology as set-of-concept-de�nitions, but more general. And it is certainly a di�erent
sense of the word than its use in philosophy.“
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3.6.1 Applications of ontological approaches

The representation of knowledge using this approach and associated frameworks
and tools can be integrated into a tool chain methodology that ease the development
of knowledge based systems. Di�erent authors have studied the application and
integration of this type of representation in di�erent domains of application.

Maedche and Staab [151] created MAFRA. MAFRA is part of a multi-ontology sys-
tem, and aimed to automatically detect similarities of entities contained in two dif-
ferent department ontologies. An interesting contribution of the MAFRA framework
is the de�nition of a semantic bridge. This is a module that establishes correspon-
dences between entities from the source and target ontology based on similarities
found between them.

Calvanese et al. [152] proposed a formal framework for Ontology Integration
Systems - OISs. The framework provided the basis for ontology integration, which
was the main focus of their work.

Kiryakov et al. [153] developed a framework, OntoMapO, for accessing and inte-
grating upper-level ontologies. They provided a service that allowed a user to import
linguistic ontologies onto a Web server, which could then be mapped onto other
ontologies.

Fernández-Breis and Martínez-Béjar [154] described a cooperative framework for
integrating ontologies. In particular, they presented a system that could serve as a
framework for cooperatively built, integration-derived (i.e., global) ontologies. Their
system aimed towards ontology integration and was intended for use by normal and
expert users.

Madhavan et al. [155] developed a framework and proposed a language for on-
tology mapping. Their framework enabled mapping between models in di�erent rep-
resentation languages without �rst translating the models into a common language,
the authors claim.

3.6.2 Knowledge representation in arti�cial social companions

In the particular case of robotic systems some authors also presented some works
dedicated to represented relevant information models using ontologies.

Schleno� et al. in [156] proposed a neutral knowledge representation for captur-
ing relevant information about robots and their capabilities within search and rescue
robot systems. They chose an ontological approach for its �exibility of adaptation as
the robot requirements evolve. The Robot Ontology was presented containing 230
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classes, 245 attributes (properties), and 180 instances. The authors identi�ed as fu-
ture work: further specialization of the ontology to provide greater level of detail in
the areas that have already been addressed; explore other standards e�orts and ex-
isting ontologies that can be leveraged, such as ontologies for Sensors, Power Source,
Materials, Environment; continue to incorporate the requirements from the require-
ments workshops into the robot ontology structure; Explore the use of reasoning
engines to suggest robots as well as con�gurations (e.g., sensors to be mounted) for
di�erent situations.

Weihong et al. in [157] applied an ontological approach into solving the problems
of semantic heterogeneity of information in decision-making systems for maritime
search and rescue applications. In this paper, maritime search and rescue decision-
making ontology reference model was proposed. They designed an ontology for
classi�cation on maritime perils as an example to illustrate the process of ontology
description based on Protégé. In contrast to traditional knowledge-based approaches,
e.g. formal speci�cation languages, ontology seems to be well suited for an evolu-
tionary approach to the speci�cation of requirements and domain knowledge.

Moritz Tenorth and Michael Beetz in [158,159] presented KNOWROB, which com-
bines static encyclopedic knowledge, common-sense knowledge, task descriptions,
environment models, object information and information about observed actions that
has been acquired from various sources (manually axiomatized, derived from obser-
vations, or imported from the web). It supports di�erent deterministic and proba-
bilistic reasoning mechanisms, clustering, classi�cation and segmentation methods,
and includes query interfaces as well as visualization tools.

Keshavdas et al. in [160] demonstrated a method for the interaction of a robot
with 3D landmarks in a search and rescue environment, based upon ontological
knowledge, both pre-existing and additionally computed, as an aid to collaborative
e�orts by human-robot rescue teams. They performed experiments on some car
models and robot con�gurations and found that poses thus generated by the func-
tional mapping work�ow perform far better than those by a naive algorithm of the
ontological knowledge. In the future, they plan to perform experiments with a navi-
gating robot, with a camera on a movable arm and plan trajectories around several
crashed cars that optimize the amount of visualization inside these cars. Further,
they plan to extend the notion of openings and containers to other use cases e.g.,
entering a hole into a room of known dimensions, climbing a known stairway and so
on.

Prestes et al. in [161] proposed the Core Ontology for Robotics and Automa-
tion (CORA ontology), which was published in 2015 as the standard ontology for
autonomous robots IEEE 1872. This ontology has been developing by the IEEE Au-
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tonomous Robotics (AuR) working group29 for this standard and is still actively prepar-
ing the second version of the standard IEEE 1872.2 to be published by 2020, which
aims to extend and complement the current description.

3.6.3 Context Ontologies

As presented in the previous chapter, one of the main concerns in Interaction Design
is to address the context in which the system is being used. Therefore, we must
understand how this information can be represented in an arti�cial social companion.

The common approach to represent context information is using explicit de-
scriptions about the environment conditions and behaviours to be executed in the
present of those conditions. Complex domains of knowledge require more general
and �exible representation besides explicit representations (e.g. �rst-order logic).
For example, abstract and general concepts - such as Event, Time, Physical Objects,
and Beliefs - that occur in many di�erent domains are not well suited for �rst-order
logic representation [149].

However, ontological representation is getting more popular, as more concrete
examples appear and are available for integration into context-aware systems.

Strang and Linnhof-Poppien in [162] (2004) conducted a survey of the the most
relevant approaches to modeling context for ubiquitous computing. They compared
six approaches (key-value models, markup scheme models, graphical models, ob-
ject oriented models, logic based models and ontology based models) regarding the
ful�lment of six requirements arising from ubiquitous computing (distributed com-
position, partial validation, richness and quality of information, incompleteness and
ambiguity, level of formality, applicability to existing environments). They concluded
that the most promising approach for context modeling for ubiquitous computing
environments with respect to the requirements listed can be found in the ontology
category. A list of Context models ontologies is represented in 3.3.

Table 3.3: Ontologies that represent Context models

Name Details

ASC/CoOL
Author (Year) Thomas Strang (2003)
Publication Applications of a Context Ontology Language

29https://standards.ieee.org/develop/wg/Autonomous_Robotics.html

https://standards.ieee.org/develop/wg/Autonomous_Robotics.html
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Description Aspect-Scale-Context Information model and Con-
text Ontology Language, which supplemented ASC
with extensions for Web Services and others.
Context referred to the provision of services and a
mean to ensure interoperability.

URI http://context-aware.org/schema/
cool.owl

Status inactive and not available.

ConOnto
Author (Year) Mohamed Khedr (2004)
Publication PhD Thesis
Description ConOnto describes the di�erent aspects of context-

aware systems. ConOnto includes location, time,
activities, software and hardware pro�les. ConOnto
also includes meta-information that describes nego-
tiation and fuzzy ontologies to be used in systems
that will negotiate and infer about context informa-
tion.

URI http://www.site.uottawa.ca/~mkhedr/
contexto.html

Status inactive and not available.

CONON Author (Year) Wang, X.H (et. al) (2004)
Publication Ontology based context modelling and reasoning us-

ing OWL
Description Initially based on the same idea of ASC/CoOL ap-

proach; an upper ontology captures general features
of basic contextual entities and the associated sub-
domains capture a collection of domain speci�c on-
tologies and their features. Variation CONON+CYC
Upper Ontology.

URI Not available.
Status inactive and not available.

SOUPA
Author (Year) H. Chen, T. Finin, A. Joshi (2005)
Publication The SOUPA Ontology for Pervasive Computing
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Description The SOUPA ontology is expressed using the Web On-
tology Language OWL and includes modular com-
ponent vocabularies to represent intelligent agents
with associated beliefs, desire, and intentions, time,
space, events, user pro- �les, actions, and policies
for security and privacy.

URI http://cobra.umbc.edu/ont/
soupa-ont.tar.gz

Status active and available.

MySAM
ontology

Author (Year) Oana Bucur, Philippe Beaune, Olivier Boissier (2009)
Publication De�ning and Modeling Context in a Multi-Agent Sys-

tems Architecture.
Description MySAM context ontology propose a concept called

ContextAttribute) that will always contain the same
kind of information: the name of the attribute,
the type of needed parameters (entities) for the
instantiation, the Va (values domain).Starting from
this class, each context attribute is characterized by
these properties, with di�erent restrictions: "Role-
OfPersonInGroup" will need a Person and a Group as
parameters and will give a Role when instantiated.
The class "Entity" is the super class of all concepts.
Person, Group, Room, Activity, etc. are subclasses of
Entity. The class Entity is the super class of all con-
cepts that characterize the domain, in MySAM, such
concepts are: Person, Activity, Agenda, Group, Role,
etc.).

URI Not available.
Status inactive and not available.

3.7 Summary discussion

As we have seen in this chapter, the design and implementation of arti�cial social
companions are still based on closed architectures, thus being operational only in
speci�c contexts of usage, equipment and data. Furthermore, most of current per-
ceptual models neglect the context and the spatial relation during the perception
process. Associated to these, current systems use static and implicit representa-
tions for context preventing dynamic system adaptation through information sharing
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and learning.

Summarizing, based on the information from our survey and also in-line with
our works in [163–166], we found that implementing realistic interaction work�ows on
arti�cial social companions (e.g. virtual assistants, social robots) is extremely chal-
lenging due to the limitations imposed by the selected system architecture, availability
of perception features that operate correctly in multiple environments (i.e. contexts).
On the other hand, the approach used to capture the user’s perspective regarding
the expected behaviour of the agent is by describing di�erent situations in the form
of user scenarios.

Furthermore, recalling the words of Oliver Brdiczka et. al in [59,60] ”... comput-
erized spaces and their devices require situational information, to respond correctly to
human activity. In order to become context aware, computer systems must thus maintain
a model describing the environment, its occupants, and their activities. ... ”. However,
the typical approach to provide contextual information to the application is by man-
ually de�ning the context models according to their end goal and taking into account
particular user needs. This approach does not render the "real world" in the sense
that it fails if the user needs evolution over time is taken into account. Brdiczka
[59, 60] continued and considered that "... New activities and scenarios emerge in a
smart environment, and others disappear. New services must be integrated into the envi-
ronment, whereas obsolete services should be deleted. Thus, a �xed context model is not
su�cient. ...". Moreover, long-term maintenance, required by common approaches,
have a negative economical impact to the user, i.e. having an expert periodically
adjusting the system according user needs would be expensive. Thus, the research
for more intelligent, self-learning and self-adaptable systems is justi�ed facing the
ine�ciency of the common approaches.

Taking into consideration with the above, we identi�ed the development of a
context-based human-interaction framework as an open challenge. Furthermore,
this challenge cannot be left unanswered as it address a key aspect to improve user
acceptance regarding social robots and smart assistants.
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Chapter 4

Building a Virtual Arti�cial Social
Companion

This chapter describes the implementation and evaluation of a Virtual ASC, which
served as baseline for our study. The semi-autonomous agent was developed to
simulate a daily life companion for older adults and its assessment and evaluation
was conducted in relevant environments (i.e. home environment of older adults).
The agent operates on a all-in-one device, which provides the user interfaces and
interaction modalities needed to realize face-to-face interactions with older adults,
in a number of daily life scenarios. For example, it simpli�es visualization and query
of information related to the user’s daily schedule, reminders and social events and
helps older adults to connect with others by exchanging messages. We start from
commonly agreed requirements, which resulted from following co-design methods.
These requirements include some relevant functional aspects for designing an agent
that must maintain a long-lasting interaction with the user. For example, the agent
should be as natural and believable as possible, it should simulate a real-life human
companion; it must support natural speech interaction and it must be capable of rec-
ognizing the user’s emotional state and delivering appropriately tailored empathetic
feedback, including emotional facial expressions. However, the reporting of these
types of needs and wishes may result in users getting frustrated and disbelief tech-
nology if the agent cannot fully met their initial expectations. Therefore, it becomes
very important to have a close and careful follow up by a human actor (e.g. caregiver)
that can oversee the introduction of this type of technology for the particular target
group of older adults.

71
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4.1 The CaMeLi Daily Life Companion for Older Adults

In the scope of the European project CaMeLi30 we investigated the use of Virtual
Arti�cial Social Companions (ASC) as long-term assistive companions for older adults
(aged 65 and above). Speci�cally, we developed a semi-autonomous agent to motivate
older adults self-manage their care and remain socially and physically active [5]. The
agent is seamlessly integrated into the living environment and at any point in time,
a user can request assistance. The agent delivers appropriately tailored empathetic
feedback, in a similar way a real-life human companion would do.

4.1.1 Development methodology

The development methodology adopted in CaMeLi followed an iterative process, very
much aligned with Agile software development methods. This process started with
the identi�cation of user needs, during interviews from caregivers and researchers
together with potential end-users of the system. The user needs were translated into
technical requirements using use cases description and Uni�ed Modeling Language
(UML) diagrams to express the expected features for the ASC. The following step was
the implementation of the features according the technical speci�cations and system
integration. Afterwards, the system was tested and validated by the end-users, who
could provide feedback and request changes for the implemented features. The
whole process is depicted in Figure 4.1.

1. Needs 
5. Change requests 2. Requirements 3. Features 

4. Testing / Validation 
(usability and acceptance) 

Figure 4.1: CaMeLi iterative development methodology.

30www.cameli.eu

www.cameli.eu
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4.1.2 Involvement of end-users

To understand how to design the agent, we conducted two user-centered design
studies in collaboration with two care organizations which provide daily assistance to
elderly in the Netherlands and Switzerland. The studies were based on focus groups,
individual interviews and paper based surveys with older adults with age above 65
(N= 20), professional caregivers (N= 12) and psychologists specialized in the aging
process (N=2). The study was performed on three di�erent user environments: 1)
Independent elderly living at home in an urban setting, 2) elderly home and 3) care
apartments. The detailed methodology and results on how we carried out these
initial part of the studies were described and published in [167].

4.1.3 Example Scenarios

Based on the design studies, we de�ned several scenarios that illustrate how the
CaMeLi agent can interact with older adults in a daily life context. In all the scenar-
ios, the agent expresses coherent behavioural and emotional responses that can be
interpreted by the users as indicative of a natural social personality.

• Scenario 1 - Self-management of daily activities: To help elderly manage their
daily activities the companion maintains a digital version of their personal
agenda, assists to keep it up to date (e.g., enter or modify social activities,
medical appointments) and issues appropriate reminders during the day.

• Scenario 2 - Safety: The agent monitors the elderly and recognizes abrupt
human body motions that indicate instability or a sudden fall or a call for help,
based on a prede�ned voice command. In the case of an emergency, the agent
initiates a dialog to acknowledge the detection and reassure the user and if
necessary, automatically dispatches a phone call to a designated caregiver.

• Scenario 3 - Guidance for household activities: Since elderly are prone to forget-
fulness, the agent o�ers assistance for locating objects around the house em-
ploying real-time vision-based detection of previously learned objects, when-
ever possible (i.e., when an object is in the �eld of view of the camera).

• Scenario 4 - Wellness and Leisure: The agent knows the user’s personal in-
terests and proposes leisure activities or guides users through brain wellness
activities (i.e., guided meditation and relaxation exercises) and a program de-
signed to teach concrete strategies to improve the performance of prospective
memory to apply these skills in everyday life.
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• Scenario 5 - Communication and socialization: To facilitate communication with
friends and caregivers the agent guides the elderly through the use of a pri-
vate message exchange system as well as Skype communication and Internet
navigation.

These studies resulted in a list of needs and requirements as expressed by older
adults. The complete list of the expected features to include in an ASC is provided
in table 4.1. For example, reminder functions, brain training or other games, daily
agenda, fall detection and call for help were identi�ed as needs in all three user
settings, whereas other services appear only in one or two user settings.

Table 4.1: User surveys and list of services

Services Setting1 Setting2 Setting3
Agenda for daily living activities (wake up) - + +
Breakfast reminder - + -
Medication reminder + + -
Daily schedule reminder + + +
Reminder prior to appointments or activities + + +
Add agenda items themselves + + +
Program of activities nearby or in the city + - +
Notify carer or family member when running
late or cancelling a planned event

- + +

Messages from the system - + -
Do not forget things when going out + - -
Fall detection and call for help + + +
Call for help in case of an emergency + + +
Noise detection (for safety purposes) and call
for help

+ + +

Safety alarm follow-up + + +
Behaviour analysis and motivation functional-
ity

+ + +

Emotion recognition by means of facial ex-
pression and speech analysis

+ + +

Brain training or other games + + +
Playing recorded relaxations, meditations + - -
Stimulation for physical exercise (Yoga or going
out)

+ + +

Finding things detected by the camera - + +
Object storage memory - + -
Dinner menu of the restaurant (read out) - + -
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Shopping list + - -
Skype functionality + + +
Communication with friends via CaMeLi sys-
tem messages

+ + +

Communication with friends and family via
text messages (sms)

+ + -

Retrieve information online + - -
Bus/public transport time tables and routes + - -

4.1.4 The Interaction Process

In CaMeLi, users interact with the ASC using a multi-modal interface that includes a
touch-based Graphical User Interface (GUI) and Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR).
In spite of both modalities can be used to complement each other, we mapped all
graphical artefacts associated with actions to a voice command. In this way, we sim-
pli�ed the learning process and allow a broader group of users to use the system.
This means that, by providing a redundant interaction mechanism we allow people
with di�erent capabilities to still use the system. For example, visually impaired peo-
ple or illiterate can use speech to activate the same functionalities as another user
that might not be able to express himself in word can, by touching virtual buttons.
On the other hand, although our agent does not perform at a human level conversa-
tional skills, the natural speech interaction interface was based on human-to-human
dialogues from scenarios of daily life interaction. While the dialogues are highly situ-
ation and task dependent, we engaged in the co-design process involving both older
adults and caregivers to de�ne dialogue scripts that would cover the assistive care
services mentioned above, as illustrated in Figure 4.2.

4.1.5 Implementation

The CaMeLi agent’s architecture resembles what has been proposed as a reference
architecture for Embodied Conversation Agent (ECA) [168]. As outlined in �gure 4.3,
the architecture consists of three key components responsible for perception, de-
cision making, and synthesis. The well-orchestrated interplay of these components
gives rise to the human-like cognitive capabilities of the agent. �gure 4.3 outlines the
components in more detail.
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Figure 4.2: Example of an interaction scenario. Interaction is started by the user, who
initiates the conversation with the agent, following a question-answer sequence.

User: Avatar, show me the agenda for today.

Agent: On [activityDate], from [activityStartTime] to
[activityEndTime], the activity [activityName] will take place
in the location [activityLocation].

User: Ok, please invite my friend [friendName] for [activityName].

Agent: I sent an invitation message of [activityName] for your
friend [friendName].

User: Thank you!

Agent (Facial expression [Joy]): You are welcome. I will notify you
receive a message from your friend.

4.1.6 Hardware Setup

The hardware requirements for the agent to operate properly include a all-in-one
stationary computer (e.g. we selected Lenovo ThinkCentre Edge 93z All-in-One), that
can be mounted on some support at a height ranging from 80 to 120 cm, allowing
the user to interact from a standing or sitting position. Moreover, the preference
for an all-in-one system was also given by built-in integration of a set of hardware
components that are required to provide multi-modal interaction. In particular, a
touch-screen and graphical display, a built-in microphone, a built-in video camera
and speakers. Additionally, we used a Microsoft Kinect device to acquire depth (RGB-
D) visual data. On the particular case of using this device for Human Behaviour
and Environment Analysis, we realized that the appropriate mounting height should
be around 130 cm. Given that this device has a viewing angle approximately of 60°
vertical by 70° horizontal, we ensured a minimal �eld of view in which we could detect
standing and laying down persons and detecting objects at heights of up to 90 cm
(e.g. small room table).
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Figure 4.3: The system architecture of the CaMeLi system

4.1.7 Perception Components

The Perception components collect sensory information from di�erent sources e.g.,
speech recognizer (Automatic Speech Recognition), RGB cameras tracking the user
and depth cameras that recognize the environment (Vision Acquisition). The per-
ceived information, such as the user’s speech commands and perceived emotion,
directly triggers reactive responses from the agent or is send to the Decision Making
components for further processing.

Automatic Speech Recognition The ASC developed in the scope of CaMeLi can
support four languages: English, Portuguese, French and Dutch. In order to activate
the di�erent functionalities of the system, we created custom grammar �les (i.e.,
language models) for each language. In the grammar �les, we indicate what utter-
ances are recognized. Also, it includes the probability distributions associated with
sequences of words. This was done to constrain (i.e. de�ning rules) the search among
alternative word hypotheses during speech recognition.
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Human Behaviour and Environment Analysis The agent includes human-beha-
viour and environment analysis features, built on top of vision-based approaches for
human body detection and facial expression analysis, and objects recognition. Re-
garding human detection and tracking we followed the approach presented in [169].
This uses a probabilistic approach to classify human behaviour based on movement
features like the height variations, velocity, and acceleration of limbs. We acquired
visual data (RGB-D) using Microsoft Kinect and the classi�ers were implemented as
a Bayesian Network (BN). The main interest of using this component was to recog-
nize abrupt body motions that could relate to a sudden fall. The Facial Expression
Analysis module extends the FaceReader [170]. FaceReader is a commercial product
from Noldus. It was developed with the objective of emotion recognition in laboratory
settings; to be used in behaviour analysis studies. Using this component, our ECA
can detect the six basic emotions described by Ekman [171] (happy, sad, angry, sur-
prised, scared, disgusted) and a neutral state. The approach used for environment
analysis focus mostly on Object Recognition. We implemented our approach based
on the Global Hypothesis Veri�cation, proposed in [172], using shape descriptors ob-
tained from di�erent views of the object, represented in Point Cloud Data (PCD) [173].
This approach is especially useful on a household, which we considered to be an un-
structured and uncontrolled environment; given it has the inherent ability to detect
signi�cantly occluded objects without increasing the number of false positives.

4.1.8 Behaviour Synthesis Components

The behaviour synthesis components are in charge of generating intelligible verbal,
gestural and facial expressions and combining them into a continuous �ow of human-
like multi-modal behaviours. These components are built on top of SmartBody [174].
SmartBody is responsible for generating the gestures and facial expressions of the vir-
tual companion and is controlled by the CaMeLi’s framework through the Behavioural
Markup Language (BML). Consequently, it enables easy control of each Action Unit
(AU) to achieve particular emotions by describing facial expressions of the virtual
human using the Facial Action Coding System (FACS). This simpli�es the process of
describing the physical realization of behaviours such as speech and facial expres-
sions and the synchronization constraints between these behaviours. A set of pre-set
emotional expression con�gurations is pre-programmed in the CaMeLi framework.
Furthermore, SmartBody implements lip resynchronisation based on the visemes
generated by the speech synthesis engine. In addition to generating gestures and fa-
cial expressions, the animation module also generates secondary behaviours to make
the agent appear more lifelike (e.g. eye blink and breathe). In our implementation
Microsoft’s native text-to-speech engine is employed for French and English, while
CereProc was utilised for the Dutch language. Figure 4.4 illustrates the 3D virtual
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human, which closely simulates human conversational behaviour through the use of
synthesized voice and synchronized non-verbal behaviour such as head nods and
facial expressions.

4.1.9 Graphical User Interface

Figure 4.4: The agent and the Graphical User Interface.

In addition to the natural speech interaction, the users can issue commands
to the agent using buttons and elements on the GUI. The design of the GUI (Figure
4.4) took into consideration relevant standards of User Interface Design (e.g. such
as de�ned by W3C) and the main input was results of the iterative process of the
co-design with the end-users. The later, allowed us to identify clear requirements
and to collect relevant feedback from older adults. The result was a GUI with three
main areas: (1) on the right-hand side there is a menu that provides access to the care
services (note the big and clearly spaced buttons to facilitate their activation); (2) on
the top, we put a status bar that provides information about current time and date,
the weather forecast, and noti�cations. Also, on the right-hand side of the status
bar, the visible icons inform the user about the agent’s status (e.g. enabled/disabled,
currently talking/listening for commands). Additional buttons are provided to enable
the on-screen keyboard and the help menu and to exit the system; (3) the central
area of the screen is reserved to display content. In the home screen, the avatar
will appear maximized. When accessing to a service, the graphical interface for that
service appears in the center and the avatar appears in a smaller version at the
bottom of the menu column. This design ensures that the users can interact with
the touch-based interface intuitively after a short introduction.
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Figure 4.5: User Evaluation is one of the pilot settings.

4.2 Agent Evaluation Study

One important matter in designing and implementing ASCs in general, is to under-
stand the impact they have in the daily life of the users for who they are designed for.
In this sense, system evaluation and assessment is vital to understand if the system
(i.e. agent) answers the user needs and if its behaviour met user expectations. Con-
sequently, we conducted a longitudinal evaluation study to assess the e�ects of the
agent in the daily life of older adults. Our main goal was to verify empirically how our
target user group would interact with the Arti�cial Social Companion Avatar agent,
when installed in their private space. Also, we wanted to understand the subjective
opinions users had in terms of acceptance, perceived usability and usefulness while
operating a relevant environment. This means, operating in a real scenario where
various types of interaction and tasks could occur during daily life activities.

4.2.1 Setting

The study took place in three distinct test-beds from three European countries.
In Switzerland, where elderly were living alone in apartments of an assisted living
complex; in the Netherlands where participants were living alone in independent
apartments; and in Portugal, where elderly living independently stay in a home care
during the day period (e.g. Figure 4.5).
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4.2.2 Participants

We considered the target group to be healthy older adults that might have light
physical or light mental health problems, who live alone at home and want to be
helped or stimulated to carry out their daily activities. The inclusion criteria for older
adults to be included in the study were:

• be able to put glasses o� when necessary for the system;

• should not use a wheelchair inside;

• living alone.

We estimate the approximate number of population with this characteristics of
the inclusion criteria is between 5 and 7 Million people, for the sum of the three
settings. The total number of users involved of 36 participants, which correspond
for a con�dence level of 95% and con�dence interval of 16.33%. The distribution per
respective sites is: 13 (Netherlands), 11 (Switzerland), 12 (Portugal).

The characteristics of the users involved in the evaluation and assessment of
the system is shown in table 4.2.

4.2.3 Evaluation phases

The total duration of the this evaluation study was 12 weeks. We divided evaluation
into three parts (see Figure 4.6). First, in the Introduction phase (T0), we carried
out the baseline measurements, system installation and users’ training. Regarding
the baseline measurements, we adopted the World Health Organization Quality of
Life (WHOQOL) questionnaire and conducted semi-structured interviews. Second,
after 4 weeks, in the intermediate evaluation (T1), we used the System Usability Scale
(SUS) questionnaire to gather user’s impressions about the system. This phase was
important to collect data during the period were the users might have experience
the novelty e�ect, which would be useful to compare with an equivalent assessment
after a longer period of use. Third, in the �nal evaluation (T2), we applied both of the
previous questionnaires and conducted semi-structured interviews. This last phase
was performed after at the end of the 12 week period of daily basis interaction with
the system.

We conducted semi-structured interviews with open questions about the partic-
ipants’ level of autonomy and quality of life before (T0) and after using the system (T1,
T2). Also, we collected their expectations (T0) and their conclusions (T2) about the
system’s impact on their daily life, regarding autonomy, daily life organization, activity,
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Table 4.2: User baseline measurements

Topic Netherlands Switzerland Portugal
Participants N=13 N=7 (4 drop-

outs)
N=10 (2 drop-
outs)

Average age 79,4 76,4 79,9
Experience computers (1-5) 3,1 4 1
Experience tablets (1-5) 3,8 2,6 1
Experience avatars (1-5) 1,4 1,7 1
Satisfaction daily life 100% 87,5% NA
Memory (1-10) 6,9 Qualitative NA
Quality of life (1-10) 7,5 Qualitative NA
Expectation of becoming
more autonomous with the
system (1-5)

2,6 2,9 NA

Expectation of becoming
more organized with the
system (1-5)

2,3 3,4 NA

Expectation of becoming
more active with the system
(1-5)

1,8 2,5 NA

Expectation of improving
memory with the system
(1-5)

3,0 4,1 NA
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Final
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Figure 4.6: The three phases of the evaluation study

and memory. Based on the thinking aloud protocol [88], we invited participants to
say what came into their mind, what they were looking at, thinking, doing, and feeling
as they performed tasks with the agent (T0, T1, T2). Finally, participants were invited
to keep a diary where they reported remarks, questions, and ideas throughout the
study.

4.2.4 User Acceptance

Overall, users were positive regards accepting the agent in their households. How-
ever, after sometime interacting with the system, passed the novelty e�ect, we ob-
served, in the �nal evaluation (T2), a decrease in acceptance. The most reported
reason was that the agent did not fully reach users’ original expectations. Among
the main reasons for this we note the mismatched expectations related with verbal
communication capabilities. In fact, the majority of the users in the target group, on
facing a human-like character expected a more natural interaction in terms of speech
dialogues. Although, we could not �nd an ASR system that could ful�ll such expec-
tation. Participants easily got frustrated after a few unexpected verbal behaviour
by the agent. On the other hand, we noticed that users from the target groups face
some challenges regarding training the interaction with the agent. This led to a higher
number of repetitions that desirable. From these consideration, we draw two main
conclusions.

1. An ideal solution would be to have more �exibility and variety in the speech com-
mands.

2. it is of utmost importance that all the interaction components run as robustly as
possible, are fault-tolerant, and support repair mechanisms.
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4.3 Assessing Usability

Usability was assessed using the System Usability Scale (SUS). This instrument estab-
lishes that a score between 50-70 is positive, where above 68 is considered as “above
average”. Besides, a total SUS score below 70 is problematic since this value seems
to be the threshold for a “good” usability. The obtained results are summarized in
Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: SUS results for the three settings.

The obtained results refer to the answers for the SUS questionnaire in the three
distinct periods mentioned previously in section 4.2.3. Hence, data was collected at
the beginning of the study, at the fourth week after starting using the system and
�nally at twelfth week. Worth to note that for the Portuguese site, the system was
tested only during the phase between the eighth and twelfth week of operation of
the system. This fact was motivated not only to compensate the dropouts from the
other two trial sites, but also to include an external group of users, who were not
directly involved during development of the ASC, and allowed us to understand the
perspective from users unfamiliar with the system.

The results show average SUS scores of each setting were: 52 for the Nether-
lands, 62.2 for Switzerland and 67 for Portugal. The combined average score was
60.4 (range from 37.5-80). Thus, overall we conclude that the interaction with the
system was perceived as “average" positive. However, when considering these re-
sults individually we observe a high variation between settings. While the system was
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perceived as positive in all settings, the users in Portugal were more positive towards
the system than the users from Switzerland and Netherlands (i.e. the less positive
towards the system). At this point, we must argue that cultural di�erences may have
in�uenced this result. Recall from the user characteristics, in table 4.2 that users
in the Netherlands were more experienced with technology than the rest. This fact
may be enough reason for them to be more demanding and have higher expectation
towards novel technology.

4.3.1 Perceived Usefulness

We asked all participants to assess the usefulness of the digital services provided
with the agent. Based on the qualitative and quantitative results, we observed a
signi�cant variability, between the three settings and between users. In Switzerland,
the users favoured more services for memory training, agenda, simpli�ed Internet
browsing and Skype integration. In the Netherlands, the most popular services were
agenda, social activities, and message exchange between friends. Finally in Portugal,
the more positive services were the agenda, skype connection and internet brows-
ing. Summarizing, these �ndings revealed that usefulness is tightly coupled with the
speci�c context of each older adults. This means, it depend highly on each personal
care needs and lifestyle choices. Therefore, to remain its usefulness in the long-run,
the system should be capable to learn and adapt to its users’ context (i.e. personal
needs, and social and physical situation).

4.3.2 Ethical considerations

During the development of CaMeLi, we looked into several ethical issues that cannot
be disregarded when using socially intelligent ASCs. Given the speci�cities associated
with our target group, �rst and foremost, any arti�cial agent should not be obtrusive
or stigmatizing for the users, nor restrict their privacy. In fact, during the study, we
registered some of the worries that cross older adults minds, and any other person,
regarding the installation of cameras and the associated uncertainty about whether
or not their interactions with the agent would be recorded. Additionally, it was un-
comfortable for the user when, during the installation of the agent, we found any
constrain in the household layout that required to rearrange the space for the sys-
tem to work properly. For example, insu�cient space or inappropriate location for
mounting the computer and additional devices at the optimal positions (functional
for the system vs. comfortable for the user). From this study, we learned that intro-
ducing hardware in the household is inevitable, but ideally, no recorded data should be
stored, and all the devices should be integrated into the existing furnishings. Additionally,
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following the good practices of interaction design, it is essential that older adults are
not deceived into thinking they are interacting with a agent that is capable of doing things
that only humans can do in an interaction. This means, it must be clearly explained to
the user that the agent is a computer-driven character with limited capabilities.

4.4 Summary discussion

In this chapter, we described the implementation and evaluation of a Virtual ASC.
Such type of agents are seen as promising solutions to help facing the challenges
imposed by the ageing population. The purpose of this experiment was to conduct
a 12-week evaluation where we could observe how older adults interact with an arti-
�cial social companion, which would serve as baseline for our consequent work. The
study was conducted in three distinct settings in three European countries (Nether-
lands, Switzerland and Portugal) and involved 36 participants. This sample size was
calculated based on the approximate population that met the inclusion criteria for
the study and had a con�dence level of 95% and a con�dence interval of 16.6%. We
followed a qualitative and quantitative methodology, using standardized assessment
scales WHOQOL and SUS and looked at the users interacting in daily-life scenarios
with the agent.

Results con�rmed that overall users are positive regarding accepting novel tech-
nology, in particular regarding interactive systems. Usability and perceived usefulness
was also positive. However, unmet expectations in terms of level and maturity of in-
teraction resulted in borderline average results for usability, as shown in the results
from SUS score. Nevertheless, we noticed some di�erences on how users from dif-
ferent settings responded to the same technology. Hence, cultural, socio-economical
and personal preferences (i.e. context) can in�uence the opinions towards this type
of technological approaches. The results suggest that older adults with lower digital
literacy are more optimistic regarding ASC, when compared with older adults more
familiar with Information and Communication Technologies (ICT).

Additionally, the evidences from this study revealed that the (cognitively im-
paired) older adults found it di�cult to gain insights into the agent’s possibilities
and cope with its limitations. Age related cognitive degradation, speci�cally age re-
lated memory changes and their e�ects on learning, make older adults feel mentally
stressed when interacting with new technologies. Human-machine interactions are
in principal cognitive tasks that require recalling, recognizing processing and storing
information, as well as problem solving abilities. Unexpected behaviour (e.g. Speech
recognition errors) or technical faults (e.g. component malfunction) during the in-
teraction with the agent were proven to be highly demoralizing for the older adults.
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They rapidly increased their stress levels, and generated feelings of reduced self-
con�dence and insecurity. After realizing and experiencing the systems fallibility,
the users tended to establish a distinguished mistrust concerning the companions’
competencies and seem reluctant to prolong their interaction. For a system that
autonomously works as an assistive companion at home, it is of utmost importance
that all the components run as robustly as possible and are fault-tolerant, especially
since an elderly user is involved. For example, the dialogue manager component can
be enhanced to enable repair mechanisms to support reaction to Automatic Speech
Recognition misunderstanding, asking for clari�cation, etc. At the same time, it is
essential that older adults are not deceived into thinking they are interacting with a
companion that is capable of doing things that only humans can do in an interaction.
It must be clear that the companion is merely a computer-driven character with lim-
ited capabilities. By minimizing the discrepancy with the user’s expectations about
the companion, is possible to minimize the risk that the system is less accepted and
not trusted.
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Chapter 5

Improving Arti�cial Social
Companions with Context-based
Human-Machine Interaction
Framework

In the previous chapters, we presented the foundations of Interaction Design and
covered the relevant aspects of Arti�cial Social Companions (ASC). Based on these
chapters, we note that for designing ASC we need to understand the user and the
context when interacting with the product. However, we found that implementing
realistic interaction work�ows on such agents is extremely challenging due to the
limitations imposed by current system architectures and availability of perception
features that operate correctly in multiple environments (i.e. contexts).

Nevertheless, achieving situation, activity and goal awareness are vital to en-
hance interaction between the user and the ASC. Therefore, these agents must in-
tegrate the necessary context and interaction information models. This means, its
perception and knowledge representation need to take into account how to represent
a context model. To answer the aforementioned challenge, we looked for a strategy
that could translate user’s descriptions into the knowledge representation; and then
use this knowledge during agent’s operation in such way it could guarantee a func-
tionality even when context changes. This goal framed our understanding of ASC to
be tightly coupled with their capacity of self-developing over time. This means, we
consider that an ASC must be capable to “learn new things” during its “life cycle”;
at least, when interacting with new users or operating in new context. It should be
capable to include new information into its knowledge base and use it later when
needed. To a certain point, this thought justi�ed we would look to current cognitive

89
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development theories searching for an inspiration on how to design our framework
in such a way it could allow the arti�cial agent to develop similarly to the human
mind, or at least to take into consideration some basic factors (e.g. scalability of
the knowledge representation, representation of the user model, representation of
context model).

In this chapter, we will cover the main steps associated with the implementation
of the propose framework, which are depicted in Figure 5.1.

1. describe the agent’s behaviour by creating user
stories that explain di�erent scenarios of operation

2. create the upper ontology (classes, properties),
which captures the information that is common across
the domains of all scenarios were the agent operates

3. create the lower ontology (instances)
that represents each scenario (as a graph)

4. use the lower ontology to model interaction work-
�ows that will be used in the decision process;

plan and control actions in run time (scenarios can
interchange, thus context of operation changes)

Figure 5.1: Diagram for representing the framework steps

5.1 Adjusting development methodology

Before we explain in more detail each of the implementation steps, we must look
�rst to the development methodology used to build ASCs and understand how it
should be adjusted to allow the implementation of the proposing framework. Taking
into consideration all lessons learned during from the previous chapter, we felt the
typical development cycles took too long to iterate. This situation contributed to
user’s frustration and uninterested in technology. As an initial step of our frame-
work, we propose an adjustment in the way needs, requirements and features would
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be described in the system, which would allow a more �exible and adaptable way of
operation. The overall idea, as depicted in Figure 5.2, is to collect user’s expectations
into descriptive scenarios, like it will explained in the next section, and translate these
descriptions into a format that can be used by both the developer and the machine. In
parallel to the description of the scenarios, developers would describe the features
and associate those with the corresponding scenarios where they should be exe-
cuted. Such description should be followed by features implementation that should
be also deployed in the system. The overall goal is to have a complete knowledge
representation of scenarios, features, the context of operation, and have a periodic
mechanism that supervises what features should be executed when a speci�c con-
text is observed. Finally, the remaining steps to close the development cycle should
be still guaranteed to ensure end-users testing and validation, which allow to gather
feedback and request changes.

1. Needs and 
behaviour description 
6. Change requests 

2. Scenarios 
description 

5. Testing / Validation 
(usability and acceptance) 

2. Requirements 

4. Features 
selection 

4. Context 
3. Features 
description 

3. Features 
implementation 

Figure 5.2: Adjustments to iterative development methodology.

5.2 Describing the agent’s behaviour

Inspired on the Behaviour Driven Development methodology [175], we describe the
agent’s behaviour by creating user stories that explain di�erent contexts of opera-
tion for some relevant application scenario. First, we should start gathering some
relevant information by interviewing directly the end-users. After we have collected
their initial expectations we should describe this information in generic formats, for
example using Personas and User Scenarios. Having described users’ initial needs
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and requirements, we can re�ne these into a more suitable format to be used in
the agent. At this stage, we will create the user stories. This is done by breaking
down Personas and User Scenarios into a more detailed description of the expected
behaviour for each feature of the agent, while operating in di�erent contexts. We
use Gherkin Scenarios (see Figure 5.3) to describe the agent’s behaviour with great
detail.

Figure 5.3: Gherkin Scenario pattern

Feature: <feature title>

In order to <goal>
As a <actor role>
I need to <action>

Background:
Given <pre-condition1>
And <pre-condition2>
...
And <pre-conditionN>

Scenario: <scenario title - context1>
Given <context1_feature1>
And <context1_feature2>
...
And <context1_featureN>
When <control action1>
And <control action2>
...
And <control actionN>
Then <outcome>

5.3 Creating the Upper Ontology

In our approach, motivated by the conclusions from the previous chapter, we decided
to represent knowledge about concepts and their relationships by using ontologies.
This representation format will allow us to capture the types of knowledge required to
fully represent the cognitive model for an arti�cial social companion, which include
concepts related with person, environment, physical interaction, social interaction,
machine/robot interaction and algorithms. In this section, we focus on the Knowledge
model for our framework. For additional details regarding the process involved in
Ontology Development, please refer to Appendix A.
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5.3.1 Knowledge model

Now that we have considered how to represent knowledge, we can look into the
knowledge model (Figure 5.4), which intends to capture the relevant information in-
volved in the Human-Machine Interaction (HMI) process. We de�ne the upper on-
tology for this framework based on four main entities Context, Human, Machine and
Interaction. From these, we can de�ne other entities as associated sub-classes and
establish a relationship between entities that entails the semantics of their associa-
tion. This model resulted from several iterations from the initial proposal in [166] and
it is available to be incorporated or extended by other representations31.

owl:Thing

Context

Environment

is-a
Identity

is-a
Time

is-a

Location
is-a

Activity

is-a

is-a

Human

is-a

Machine

Hardware

is-a Agent
is-a

Functionalityis-a

Software
is-a

is-a

Interaction
InteractionModality

is-a
InteractionWorkflowis-a

is-a

Figure 5.4: Knowledge model used in the Context-Based Human-Robot Interaction
Framework.

The entities we de�ned and their relationships make it possible to represent
which components of the system are involved in the interaction process at each
time. Besides de�ning the classes taxonomy, we de�ne Object Properties (OP) and
Data Properties (DP) that will establish the relationships between the individuals of
each class. Our current model includes the following object properties:

31http://www.contextawarerobotics.org/aurora/kr/im-aurora.owl

http://www.contextawarerobotics.org/aurora/kr/im-aurora.owl
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• (OP) hasActivityMission

• (OP) hasActuator (Domain: robot / Range: actuator)

• (OP) hasContext (transitive)

• (OP) hasEnvironmentCondition

• (OP) hasIdentity

• (OP) hasInteraction

• (OP) hasInteractionWork�ow

• (OP) hasRequirement (transitive)

• (OP) hasSensor (Domain: robot / Range: sensor)

• (OP) isActivityMissionOf (inverse of hasActivityMission)

• (OP) isEnvironmentConditionOf (inverse of hasEnvironmentCondition)

• (OP) isInteractionWork�owOf (inverse of hasInteractionWork�ow)

• (DP) policyGraph (string)

Context Ontology

Looking back to the de�nitions discussed in Section 2.3.1, we can identify some key
concepts that can be associated with some branches of mathematics (e.g., set theory,
vector spaces, constraint optimization). This is particularly true when the majority
of the de�nitions refer to context as a set of circumstances that act like a set of
constraints on the system’s behavior (i.e., output). On the other hand, the concept
of situation appears associated with context when this is de�ned as elements of the
situation that should impact behavior. We propose to extend on previous de�nitions
as follows:

Context will be de�ned as the set of information which constrain the per-
formance of an agent while attempting to execute a desired behaviour. In
spite of the characteristics of that agent, any set of information will be only
considered to be context if it anticipates how the agent should behave when
that information is present.
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This de�nition describes context as a set of information that is relevant for
decision making, which will result in a speci�c behavior. After the decision is made,
for a behavior to be performed, it is implied that the context is maintained.

In our context model, we took into account the most used context entities by
context aware applications. Therefore, in spite of those identi�ed in literature - the
four main primary context entities (i.e., location, time, identity, environment) and
the six complimentary context entities (i.e., social setting, network, season, history,
task/activity, device) - only �ve may be considered as “workable” context entities.

We concluded from our survey that the most relevant context entities are Lo-
cation, Identity, Time, Environment and Activity.

Predicted versus observed contexts The de�nition of the context that in�uences
the execution of tasks by an autonomous robot may include, for the sake of improved
autonomy, observable quantities that could extend the de�nition of context beyond
the typical time, location, task, etc. This would permit to de�ne modes of operation
given observable and thus dynamic contexts, besides the static ones. Including a
true context awareness in the decision process enables the adaptation of the robot
to changing work conditions that may appear at unpredictable times and places.

Following this assumption, we can extend the Context Ontology according to the
model depicted in Figure 5.5.

owl:Thing Context

Environment

Social

is-a

Structural

Conditions

is-a

Functionis-a

is-a

is-a
Identity

is-a

Time Event
is-ais-a

Location

IndoorSpace

is-a

OutdoorSpaceis-a

is-a

Activity Mission

Cooperative

is-a
Recognition

is-a

Sampling
is-a

is-a

is-a

is-a

Figure 5.5: Extended Context Ontology.
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Human Ontology

The Human Ontology model is based on the “Friend Of A Friend” (FOAF) ontology [176],
which is a collaborative e�ort amongst Semantic Web developers to semantically
model user’s information.

The FOAF ontology is commonly used for describing persons, their activities and
their relations to other people and objects. Moreover, FOAF allows groups of people
to describe social networks without the need for a centralised database. The FOAF
Vocabulary speci�cation32 is maintained by the FOAF project33 that grouped the main
FOAF classes into three broad categories: Core, Social Web and Linked Data utilities.
For our speci�c Knowledge Model, we reuse only a sub-set of the FOAF Core, which
describe characteristics of people and social groups that are independent of time
and technology. We use classes foaf:Person and foaf:Group to describe basic infor-
mation about people in present day, historical and cultural heritage contexts. These
two classes extend our Knowledge Model properties with new OPs associated with
foaf:Person: foaf:name, foaf:familyName, foaf:knows, foaf:age; and with foaf:Group:
foaf:member.

Following this assumption, we can extend the Human Ontology according to the
model depicted in Figure 5.6.

owl:Thing Human

foaf:Person

is-a

foaf:Group
is-a

is-a

Figure 5.6: Extended Human Ontology.

Machine Ontology

In our approach, to achieve system automatic adaptation to dynamic interaction
processes, we must link functionalities and algorithms properties to our informa-
tion model. It is particularly relevant to establish the relationships between context
entities and the interaction entities.

First, we consider functionality description. Each functionality is usually associ-
ated to at least one algorithm. For each functionality, the description should include
properties Parameters and Type referring to generic information about the class. The
association to the class Context relates a given functionality to its requirements in

32http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/
33http://www.foaf-project.org

http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/
http://www.foaf-project.org
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terms of context entities (i.e., the conditions when it can be executed). At this level,
instances of Context may refer to concepts given by sources of information other
than sensors (e.g., features obtained from a classi�cation process).

Second, we consider algorithm description. The model for any algorithm includes
Input, Output, and Parameters. In our description, we used Input and Output to de�ne
the input and output datatypes, respectively, and the Parameters to describe the
information related to the algorithm type and variables used. As for functionality,
the association to the class Context relates the algorithm to the context when it can
be applied. At this level, the context instances may refers to concepts given by the
outputs of sensors (e.g., range of light intensity where the algorithm is known to work
or not). The logical view of this association is depicted in Figure 5.7.

Machine
- Name

Functionality
- Parameters
- Type

Context

- Id
- Value

Algorithm

- Input
- Output
- Parameters
- Type

1 ... *

1 ... 1..** ... 1

1 ... 0..1

* ... 1

Figure 5.7: Functionality description model.

Hence, we can extend the Machine Ontology according to the model depicted in
Figure 5.8.

Interaction Ontology

Similarly to the previous models, we can extend the Interaction Ontology by detailing
further the concepts associated with IntetactionModalities. A more detailed model
for the Interaction Ontology is depicted in Figure 5.9
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owl:Thing Machine
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is-a
FaceRecognition
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Service
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Figure 5.8: Extended Machine Ontology.

5.4 Creating a Scenario Ontology

After we have created the upper ontology and collected enough scenarios describing
the agent’s behaviour, we can now turn to how creating domain (i.e. context) speci�c
ontologies.

In each Gherkin scenario, following the format of Figure 5.3, we write each sen-
tence as similar as possible to an ontology triple format (i.e. subject-predicate-object).
The resulting assertions are represented using OWL or RDF, see listing in Figure 5.10
for a snippet of the representation for the asserted axioms referring to individual
context1.

Therefore, each domain speci�c ontology represent the corresponding instances
in the scenario and their relationships by means of a graph. For the sake of providing
an example, we illustrate in Figure 5.11 one speci�c case that will be presented later.
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owl:Thing Interaction

InteractionModalities

Visual

Depth

is-a
EyeTracking

is-a

Video
is-a

is-a Touch
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SpeechRecognition
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Figure 5.9: Extended Interaction Ontology.

Figure 5.10: Snippet of OWL representation for the Gherkin Scenario illustrated in
5.11.

<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="http://www.contextawarerobotics.org/
aurora/kr/feature1-scenario1.owl#context1">

<rdf:type rdf:resource=
"http://www.contextawarerobotics.org/aurora/kr/im-aurora.owl#Context"
/>
<im-aurora:hasActivityMission rdf:resource=
"http://www.contextawarerobotics.org/aurora/kr/feature1-scenario1.owl
#mission1"
/>
<im-aurora:hasEnvironmentCondition rdf:resource=
"http://www.contextawarerobotics.org/aurora/kr/feature1-scenario1.owl
#lightCondition1"
/>
<im-aurora:hasIdentity rdf:resource=
"http://www.contextawarerobotics.org/aurora/kr/feature1-scenario1.owl
#identity1"
/>
<im-aurora:hasInteractionWorkflow rdf:resource=
"http://www.contextawarerobotics.org/aurora/kr/feature1-scenario1.owl
#interactionPolicy1"
/>

</owl:NamedIndividual>

5.5 Using knowledge to plan and control interaction

The last step on our framework corresponds to using the lower ontologies that model
interaction work�ows. This is done by integrating this information while in the plan-
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:hasSensor

:hasContext

:hasContext

:hasEnvironmentCondition

:hasActivityMission

:hasIdentity

:hasInteractionWorkflow:hasRequirement

:hasRequirement

context1

robot1

sensor1

algorithm1

interactionPolicy1

person1

identity1

light1

mission1

Figure 5.11: Gherkin Scenario represented in terms of an ontology, instantiating classes
from the upper ontology de�ned in Figure 5.4.

ning phase of the decision process. The resulting plans can then be used for con-
trolling the agent’s actions (i.e. interaction behaviour).

Following an identical structure as the generic architecture proposed by Alami et
al. [115], we designed the architecture for our arti�cial social companion (i.e. agent)
broken down into four major blocks that deal with knowledge representation (i.e. on-
tologies), functional level (i.e. the collection of features for data acquisition, processing
and actuation), execution level (i.e. �nding connections between features and coor-
dinating their execution) and decisional level (i.e. decision process for planning and
action control).

Environment
Agent

Functional Level

Interaction
Input

Interaction
Output

Interaction
Control

Environment
Analysis

Sensors/
Actuators

Execution Level Decision Level

Knowledge Level

User

Figure 5.12: Overall system architecture
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5.5.1 Knowledge Representation Level

This level supports the operation of all other levels in the architecture. It stores
information to be used on situation assessment, context management, goal and plans
management, action re�nement, execution and monitoring. This level corresponds
to the upper and lower level ontologies explained in the two previous sections.

5.5.2 Functional Level

This level include the basic built in agent’s perception and action features. For exam-
ple, in this level we will have the algorithms that are responsible for acquisition and
processing of raw data from sensors and drivers for actuators. Also, in the Functional
level we have the features responsible for context acquisition and interfacing with the
Knowledge level.

The sets of features, which will allow the agent to be able to perceive and act
(i.e. performing interaction) are illustrated in �gure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13: Examples of algorithms that might be present in the Functional level

The features are grouped into four main categories. Interaction inputs in-
clude the features related with user interaction inputs (i.e. Speech recognition, Gaze
recognition, Gesture recognition and Touch/Haptics recognition). These modules con-
tribute to the overall system by perceiving the user’s explicit state (i.e. intentions and
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emotions). Environment analysis is also related with perception mechanisms, but
it contributes with implicit states. It refers mainly to what can be recognized and
identi�ed from the environment and from user habits pro�le (i.e. User identi�cation,
Object recognition, Activity recognition, User behaviour analysis, Context recognition).
Interaction control features receive inputs from the Interaction inputs features and
handle the data fusion and �ssion in order to update the agent’s internal state and
determine appropriate response (i.e. Multimodal data fusion, Multimodal data �sion,
Dialogue manager and Behaviour synthesis). Interaction outputs are directly linked
to the synthesis features generating the appropriate verbal and non-verbal behaviour
of the companion and communicate relevant information to the user via the graphical
user interface (i.e. Expression synthesis, Movement synthesis) and vocal outputs (i.e.
Sound synthesis).

5.5.3 Execution Level

This level is responsible for �nding connections between features and coordinating
their execution. Here, we consider that each system or machine must o�er a set
of functionalities that are decomposed into a set of features (e.g. algorithms), which
may work under a certain context. For the sake of the following descriptions, from
this point on, we will consider a feature is an algorithm.

Discovering connections between algorithms

Lets consider that all systems have a set of algorithms, and each algorithm has
restrictions on the input data and output data. Furthermore, the implementation of
any functionality results from the sequencing a given set of algorithms (i.e. sub-set
of all algorithms implemented in the system).

Also, lets assume that system’s adaptation can be modeled as a search prob-
lem where we want to �nd the optimal sequence of algorithms to implement a given
functionality. From all possible combinations of algorithms that together implement
a functionality, the optimal sequence will depend on the conditions prevailing at each
instant (i.e. context). Therefore, we are considering the availability of algorithms that
provide redundancy (i.e., same inputs and outputs), but are optimized to address the
same problem in di�erent contexts. On the other hand, we are also considering the
availability of algorithms that can be sequenced (i.e., �rst algorithm output informa-
tion to the second). Following this considerations, we can establish various possible
sequences to implement the same functionality, depending on the conditions for a
given time (i.e., context). By chaining some of these algorithms, we can expect to
progressively transform the input data into the desired information, for example, per-
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sonal identity and location. Such a chaining of algorithms can be viewed as a set of
nodes in a graph connected with arcs that represent the data that �ows from one
algorithm output to the subsequent input. To formulate the graph that describes
the possibilities of the relationships between the algorithms, lets assume we have N
algorithms Ai, where i = 1, ..., N , which are characterised by their inputs Aini and
outputs Aouti. Two algorithms have a dependence if the input Aini of Ai+1 is the
same of the output Aouti of Ai. We can now establish that if we have a �nite set of
algorithms and their description in terms of their inputs and outputs, we can form
the graph that represents the system’s architecture, using the algorithm shown in
Figure 5.14.

Figure 5.14: Algorithm to establish graph of the system. Compute the adjacency
relation of the graph.

1. for i, j = 1 to N do
2. if Aini = Aoutj then
3. di,j  True
4. else
5. di,j  False
6. end if
7. end for

For the algorithm description, consider Ai and Aj as two algorithms; the depen-
dence di,j exists if Aini is the same as Aoutj , where i and j are integer numbers
between 1 and N , in which N is the number of algorithms available in the system.

The result of this algorithm will give the basic structure for the graph that con-
nects all possible combinations of available algorithms in our system, which will be
similar to that represented in Figure 5.15. In this �gure, the square nodes represent
sensors, the circles represent the algorithms, and the triangle represents the goal we
want to achieve.

Introducing dynamic changes

With the previous representation established, we can now focus on how to incorpo-
rate the context-based mechanism that will allow us to select the optimal sequences
of algorithms in case the system is a�ected by condition changes, which may result
in errors or faults. We want to be capable of switching between algorithms that max-
imize the chance of achieving a desired goal. This adaptation avoids re-planning. The
optimization of algorithm selection depending on changing conditions corresponds
to a decision process.
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Figure 5.15: Network topology for sequenced algorithms.

Consider that each algorithm that processes direct or transformed sensor data
has some requirements for it to work properly. These requirements may be related
with the values contained in the input data that must be within some optimum range,
or some other speci�c characteristics. As an example, we can mention a vision based
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) process that only may work if there
is adequate lighting for extracting the required features from the camera images.

These requirements form a set of constraints that correspond to context. When
reaching the limit conditions set by the requirements, we must decide if we should
switch to an alternative that either provides similar functionality or resets context,
thus putting the decision process as part of system context-based adaptation.

If an algorithm requires conditions a, b, c (e.g., context1) to work, but for some
reason one or more of these cannot be veri�ed, the decision process will check
if the system can perform an action in such a way that context1 can be present
and the algorithm can be applied. This can happen primarily in two ways; �rst, the
system could �nd some way to in�uence the environment in such a way that the
conditions/context for the algorithm is satis�ed; second, the system could �nd some
internal strategy to overcome such a limitation – for example, it could use an auxiliary
algorithm that can be used with the current context or it can generate the context
for the functionality that must be used (Figure 5.16).
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Figure 5.16: Selecting the sequence for the given context.

At this stage, we need an optimization approach that can control the selection of
the most promising sequence to achieve a goal. Considering this, we need to establish
the costs/weights/rewards of each edge, which will be associated with the context
perceived in a given moment. For each context, the set of edges will have a di�erent
cost. This information is passed to decision analysis, which �nally decides the optimal
sequence of algorithms (i.e., path) to achieve a goal (i.e., provide a functionality).

This approach allows us to incorporate redundancy in terms of human-machine
interaction by guarantying multiple possible solutions to achieve a similar result (ide-
ally, the same) adapting to di�erent contexts of operation.

Considering Adaptation Through Context Awareness

Obviously the actuation must be adapted to each situation. For example, a wheeled
robot for indoors use should have wheels replaced for outdoor operation and is
unable to evolve on sandy or muddy terrains. But, even if we consider a task of
driving an autonomous vehicle from one point, i.e. a system that was designed
to evolve on urban roads, it cannot rely on an initially de�ned trajectory without
continuous adaptation. Other vehicles will be present, a road may be interrupted,
an obstacle may force a deviation, and even a solar eclipse may occur changing the
lighting conditions with respect to those considered during the preparation of the
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initial plan.

Coming back to indoors human environments, any kind of robot cannot rely on
its initial plan as the conditions may also change during the task execution. Humans
tend to move things from place to place, leave objects on the �oor, open window
blinds, switch lights on and o�, in sum introduce larges amounts of changes in the
environment that are not predictable.

In both cases, these unpredictable situations are true obstacles to the deploy-
ment of traditional robots as their functionalities are dependent on sensing modalities
and algorithms that cannot adapt to every possible situation. Apart from the changes
that people constantly introduce in their environments, other sources of problems
may be found related with the architecture of human spaces. In houses, o�ces, and
other buildings, we have rooms, and corridors that use arti�cial light, where other
have windows or glass panels instead of walls for receiving sunlight and provide spec-
tacular views over the outside spaces. Where the spaces with arti�cial light can be
seen as more stable in terms of illumination, and therefore the consequent acqui-
sition of images via camera sensors, the latter may create more complicated and
uncontrollable problems for the sensing tasks of robots. Here the lighting conditions
vary constantly and may go from dark at night to excessive light in some situations
that may saturate the used cameras. As another possible problem, a glass panel as
an outer wall may be totally undetectable for some laser-based sensors. To circum-
vent the problem of this last example we can opt for some ultrasound sensors, but
these are far less precise than Laser Range Finder (LRF), thus a possible rule could
be: "use LRF to detect walls except in rooms A, B and C (those with glass panels)
where sonar sensors and appropriate algorithms must be used".

The above presented situations suggest the inclusion of a decision process that
takes into account the present context for the selection of the sensors and algorithms
to apply at each instant. The trivial solution seems to de�ne this decision layer based
on a set of rules that de�ne for each context which sensor and/or algorithm to use.
This requires a prede�nition of those rules together with the relevant contexts where
they should be applied.

Rules versus requirements Previously, we have presented the idea of using con-
textual information to decide the activation of a given set of sensors together with a
speci�ed algorithm for accomplishing a task in a prede�ned mission. If this decision
process if rule-based, it becomes clear that the necessary set of rules may grow
uncontrolled when applied to a home/o�ce robot, if it is to show a good level of
adaptability minimising the necessary human intervention.

Our proposal with respect to this is based in the inclusion of a set of elementary
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functionalities where each of them includes its own requirements and capabilities.

Table 5.1: Example de�nitions of simple functionalities

Functionality Requisites Output Classi�cation
Wall follower 1 Place with laser

re�ective walls
Move robot from
current to goal
position

Fast

LRF available

Wall follower 2 Place with walls Move robot from
current to goal
position

Slow

Sonar available

Person detector from
silhouette

Light
Level>=Low

Approximate lo-
cation of person

Precision=Low

Person detector from
thermal images

No Sun Light Approximate lo-
cation of person

Precision=Low

Face detector Light level=Good Approximate lo-
cation of person

Precision=Medium

OpenNI Person de-
tector

Light
level>=Good

Approximate lo-
cation of person

Precision=High

No Sun Light

Using the examples presented on table 5.1 we can now de�ne a decision process
that for each necessary functionality chooses the most promising approach based
on the observed conditions (context) and necessary output.

5.5.4 Decision Level

This level is in charge of planning and supervising execution of the features from the
other levels.

The main goal of this level is to ensure Interaction is more robust, more �exible
and more dynamic. In opposition to command-driven approaches, here we use the
knowledge representation from previous levels for planning and control Interaction
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and user interfaces. Therefore, as knowledge changes (e.g. learning process) new
plans for Interaction can be computed that will result in a more robust system overall.

In command-driven approaches we explicitly describe the protocols for interac-
tion, thus we are limiting the interaction with the agent to the execution of previously
de�ned “rigid” plans for interaction. Our approach aims to overcome this limitation
by using a knowledge representation approach that allows to represented known
interaction plans in the form of asserted graphs, but that allow to infer new rela-
tionships in data using a reasoner. We can then use this information in a decision
process that uses probabilistic graphical models for a seamless integration of knowl-
edge representation and run time execution. On the other hand, the decision process
can add complementary information about the interaction protocols by determining
the likelihood of certain interaction work�ows (i.e. policies in a Partially Observable
Markov Decision Process (POMDP)) to occur. As described in [164–166], the math-
ematical formalism of POMDP is well-suited to our problem because we require an
approach that takes into consideration aspects regarding limitations in a priori plan-
ning (i.e., we cannot plan every possible course of actions a priori) and the limited
capability of measuring the state of the world (i.e., limited perception capability), and
if we assume that interaction work�ows follow a markovian process. This means
that the interaction work�ow to be selected only depends on the preceding state of
the system (i.e. context). These aspects introduce uncertainty into the decision pro-
cess; such uncertainty is not fully considered by other approaches commonly used in
decision making (e.g, Decision Trees, In�uence Diagrams, Multicriteria decision mak-
ing, or Markov Chains). On the one hand, we assume interaction work�ows follow
a Markovian process (i.e., an interaction work�ow depends solely on the preceding
state of the system (i.e., context)). On the other hand, our problem addresses deci-
sion making (i.e., choose the right actions); thus, it addresses planning and control,
not exclusively addressing perception or actuation, thus we are dealing with decision
making and a higher level of information. Furthermore, we can incorporate, in the
decision process model, a sensing action to reduce uncertainty as a mean to achieve
our main goal, reliable and robust interaction work�ow, whilst considering uncertainty
in action e�ect and uncertainty in perception.

Therefore, in our approach, we de�ne a POMDP (i.e. that can be computed
o�ine) model for each context and represent the resulting policies (i.e., interaction
work�ows) in the scenario ontology, as depicted in Figure 5.17. During execution, an
ASC will adapt its decision process to di�erent contexts by querying its knowledge
model for the most suitable scenario ontology.
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Figure 5.17: Context representation in the scenario ontology modi�es the components
of the decision process at each moment in time.

Partially Observable Markov Decision Process

A Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) is described as the tuple
{S,A,O,⌦, T, R} that can be speci�ed as follows:

• S - State is the way the world currently exists. This set represents all pos-
sible information about the agent and its context (e.g., location, environment
conditions).

• A - Actions form the set of possible alternative choices you can choose to
make, which include algorithms that can be executed to provide a certain func-
tionality.

• O - Finite set of observations of the state of the world, which correspond
to measurable parameters (e.g., sensor readings). In our model, context is
included in the decision model as variables in the set of observations.

• ⌦(a, s, o) : O ⇥ S ⇥A - This captures the relationship between the state and
the observations (and can be action dependent). ⌦(a, s, o) tells the agent the
probability that it will perceive observation o when in state s, after performing
action a. To de�ne the observation function, we consider a set of conditional
probabilities

Pr(o|s0, a) (5.1)

• T (s, a, s0) : S ⇥A⇥ S - The transition function, or the likelihood of transition
from state s with action a to new state s0. To de�ne the transition function, we
consider a set of conditional probabilities

Pr(s0|s, a) (5.2)
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• R(s, a) : S ⇥A - The reward function; this refers to the reward received for
transitioning to state s with action a. We specify some immediate value for
performing each action in each state. The reward or payo� function in POMDPs
is de�ned as

r(b, a) =
X

s

b(s)r(s, a) (5.3)

where here b(s) is the value of b for s.

Belief update The agent can then use the observations o it receives to update its
current belief b. Speci�cally, if the agent’s current belief for state s is b, it takes action
a and gets an observation o, then its new belief vector b0 can be determined using

b0(s0) =
Pr(o|s0, a)Ps2S Pr(s0|s, a)b(s)

P
s02S Pr(o|s0, a)Ps2S Pr(s0|s, a)b(s) , (5.4)

where here b(s) is the value of b for s.

Policy The solution to a POMDP is called a policy, and it simply speci�es the best
action to take for each of the states. We will use ⇡ to denote the agent’s policy. The
optimal policy can thus be de�ned as

⇡⇤
(b) = argmax

a2A

h
r(b, a) +

X

o2O
P (o|b, a)V ⇤

(b0)
i
, (5.5)

where ⇡⇤
(b) yields the highest expected reward value for each belief state b,

represented by optimal value function V ⇤, where b0 is the next belief state of the
agent.

Value Function The �nal goal of the POMDP algorithm is to �nd a Value Function
(VF) V (b) that represent the optimal policies over the belief distribution b, where b is
de�ned with parameters p1, p2, ..., pN , the beliefs of corresponding state, with N the
number of states. The Value Iteration Algorithm (VIA) is the most common choice to
compute the VF. Moreover, V (b) is de�ned as,

V (b) =
NX

i=1

vipi (5.6)
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where v1, v2, ..., vN are the coe�cients of a linear function. For a �nite horizon
T , equation 5.6 is a piecewise linear and convex value function VT (b) and can be
represented by the maximum of a �nite set of linear functions,

VT (b) = max

k

NX

i=1

vki pi (5.7)

where vk1 , v
k
2 , ..., v

k
N denotes parameters of the k-th linear function.

Moreover, it is worth to notice that VT (b) is calculated recursively with a nested
loop, which calculates Vt(b) by updating Vt�1(b) taking into account the beliefs of
observations, actions and states for that horizon. We should notice that, the two
main steps for calculating the value function, requires to compute one linear function
for each combination of action, observation for each linear constraint of the previous
value function. This means that, in the �rst step, we must compute,

vka,o,s =
NX

i=1

vki p(o|si)p(si|a, sj) (5.8)

for all s states, all o observations, all a actions for all k linear functions from
previous Vt�1(b).

Additionally, the second step involves a similar type of calculations, which will
compute the expectation for each combination of k linear functions with O obser-
vations. This operation is de�ned as,

v,i = �

"

r(si, a) +
X

o

v
k(o)
a,o,i

#

(5.9)

with � a normalizing factor, i = 1, ..., N number of states and r(si, a) corre-
sponding to the reward of transitioning to state si with action a.

Context adaptation loop

In our approach we consider context recognition to be the process that leads to auto-
adaption of the system. We call this process the Context adaptation loop. Context
adaptation loop works as an orchestration/supervision process at a higher level of
the decision level.

The system want to achieve a certain goal. Taking into account that they are
multiple alternative tasks that can be executed to achieve the goal, this supervision
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mechanism will select the best approach to be used at a given time. It looks �rst
if all the pre-conditions/requirements to execute the tasks are in place. Second, it
selects the tasks that should be performed minimizing a cost function (i.e. weighted
sum of energy consumption, computation time, priority, QoS etc).

As depicted in �gure 5.18, this is a periodic process that operates in the back-
ground of the system, while the user is interacting with it. It plays the role of detecting
changes in the context and provide this information to the agent’s main execution
loop (e.g. perception-action). The detailed Context adaptation loop process is depicted
in Figure 5.19.
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Algorithm
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Figure 5.18: Context veri�cation process

5.6 Experimenting with visual modalities on a Robotic
Arti�cial Social Companion

The objective of this experiment was to understand if our approach would result in a
more e�ective and e�cient strategy to detect a human. Given we choose between
di�erent algorithms to cover di�erent working conditions, we expected we would
detect a human in more situations, using simple algorithms instead of focusing on
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Figure 5.19: Context Adaptation Loop work�ow

complex implementation of data fusion and customized adaptation. In this case, we
were interested in �nding the number of correct detections and number of iterations
(i.e. computational time) elapsed until a detection occur. In Figure 5.20, we summa-
rize the overall process to implement our framework. The whole process goes as
we �rst identi�ed the need and corresponding requirement for such the person de-
tection feature using the available documentation from referenced research projects
developing ASCs. Second, we described the scenario using the ontological represen-
tation. Following, in terms of feature implementation and description, we listed a set
of possible algorithms for performing person detection and selected two of the most
promising candidates, which could work under the speci�c context of our scenario.
Then, we evaluated the performance of the two algorithms to allow us modeled the
decision process for planning and, at a later stage, controlling the agent’s interaction
policies during run time.

In the next sections, we will detail each of the steps represented in Figure 5.20.
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1. List algorithms for 
person detection 

2. Test more promising 
algorithms in benchmarking 

datasets (e.g. INRIA dataset for 
people detection) 

3. Define decision process model to 
obtain interaction policies 

4. Complete scenario 
description 

5. Use in Execution 
Level 

Figure 5.20: Application scenario for implementing the proposed CAHMI framework.

5.6.1 Describing agent’s behaviour

We describe the agent’s desired behavior by creating user stories that explain dif-
ferent operation scenarios for some relevant application scenario. In our case, we
refer to the conclusions from the SocialRobot and GrowMeUp projects in [177], which
identi�ed natural Robot-User communication (e.g., via facial recognition, voice com-
mands, and audio/video conferencing) as user needs. The interaction design of both
systems was framed in well-identi�ed requirements for the robotic platform that was
developed. Of particular interest, in terms of human-robot interaction, we highlight
the following:

• The robot should be able to guide or follow someone in the environment;

• The robot should be able to track a person (Haar-like features);

• The robot should be able to perceive person poses; and

• The robot should be able to identify a person (via face recognition or reading
some RFID tag identi�cation).

These requirements were later extended into use case scenarios in [178]. Specif-
ically, we consider “Scenario 4: Face Recognition, Navigation and Tracking - Elderly
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Care Centre Use”, illustrated by Figure 5.21, and that can be summary described as
following:

Based on needs and 
requirements of: 

Figure 5.21: Application scenario representation.

Persona: George is an 81 years old man having some light memory problems and
also some di�culties in balancing by walking used to stay alone at home. After a fall,
during the night, George decided that it was better for him to stay in an elderly care
centre since the only person who could take care of him was his daughter, who lives far
away in another city, and he is not a very communicative person to ask for support from
his neighbours.

User Scenario: In the elderly house one morning George decided to walk to the
small, sunny and warmer living room instead of going to the big and colder one at the
main entrance. SocialRobot identi�ed him sitting there alone, and ask him if he would like
to tell his friend Kostas to join him. George responded that yes, he would like to have his
friend Kostas around. SocialRobot went around the elderly centre and found his friend
Kostas, a 78 years old man who has similar disabilities and behaviour ways as George.
Both became friends in the elderly care centre. SocialRobot asked Kostas if he wants to
join George in the small living room because he is sitting there alone. Kostas answered
yes and SocialRobot accompanied him in the small sunny living room. George and Kostas
were happy to be together discussing and enjoying the sun. SocialRobot recorded that
they both like this room and next time it will inform them again, if it �nds one of them
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sitting there alone.

This initial formulation for a user scenario provides an extended background for
the feature description using the Gherkin Scenario pattern, as described in [175] and
depicted in Figure 5.22).

It is worth to note we assume that the robot does not know a-priory about per-
sons’ location. Therefore, it has to be detecting persons constantly along the way,
until it �nds the correct user. In this case, we can assume that the robot will navigate
through the apartment where the environment conditions will vary depending on the
room it is passing by. For simpli�cation, lets consider the changes will only happen
in lighting conditions (i.e. this will be our context). The challenge in this scenario is
that it is di�cult to develop a robust algorithm that can perform person detection
equally well under diversi�ed contexts. Here, our objective would be combining sim-
ple algorithms that are known to perform well under speci�c contexts. Hence, we
would be interested in the robot could select the algorithm that performs the best
on the context it is in and consequently reduce the errors for person detection.

Figure 5.22: Elderly Care Centre User Scenario - Gherkin Scenario example

Feature: Person Detection and Face Recognition

In order to identify the different people around the elderly center
As a SocialRobot
I need to perform face recognition, while moving around

Background:
Given SocialRobot moves around the elderly center
And the light conditions will be different in distinct divisions of
the building

Scenario: Person Detection and Face recognition in dimmed light
Given the robot is moving around detecting people using the haar like
features algorithm
And the robot is crossing a division with ambient light below
200-350 luxes
When the robot selects hog like features algorithm to detect people
in its way
And the robot selects haar like features algorithm to detect faces
And the robot selects eigenfaces algorithm to identify the person
Then the robot should identify the person
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5.6.2 Creating scenario speci�c ontologies

In the Gherkin scenario of Figure 5.22, we write each sentence as similarly as possi-
ble to an ontology triple format (i.e., subject-predicate-object). The domain-speci�c
ontology related to the previous example is illustrated in Figure 5.23. This ontology
represents the corresponding instances in the scenario and their relationships by
means of a graph.

The resulting assertions are represented using OWL; see the listing in Figure 5.24
for a snippet of the representation for the asserted axioms referring to individual
context1.

:hasSensor

:hasContext

:hasContext

:hasEnvironmentCondition

:hasActivityMission

:hasIdentity

:hasInteractionWorkflow:hasRequirement

:hasRequirement

context1

robot1

sensor1

algorithm1

interactionPolicy1

person1

identity1

light1

mission1

:hasSensor

:hasContext

:hasContext

:hasEnvironmentCondition

:hasActivityMission

:hasIdentity

:hasInteractionWorkflow:hasRequirement

:hasRequirement

context2

robot1

sensor1

algorithm2

interactionPolicy1

person1

identity1

light2

mission1

Figure 5.23: Gherkin Scenario (Feature1 - Scenario 1) represented in terms of an on-
tology, instantiating classes from the upper ontology de�ned in �gure 5.4.

5.6.3 Using knowledge during runtime operation

The last step on our framework consists of using the lower ontology to model the
plan for interaction work�ows.

To this end, we modeled the decision process model (i.e., POMDP) for the speci�c
scenario. Assuming that our model converges for an in�nite horizon, it is possible
to de�ne a policy graph that can be used latter at run time (i.e., planning phase).
This result will be stored as the value for the instances of class InteractionWork�ow
in Figure 5.4 that correspond to interactionPolicy1 in the example illustrated above in
Figure 5.23.

The great advantage of using an ontology representation is that after asserting a
set of axioms, we can use a Reasoner to infer new knowledge from the relationships
between instances (i.e., this process is also known as classifying the ontology). In
other words, we only need to de�ne explicitly that the interactionPolicy1 requires algo-
rithm1 as the Reasoner would infer that interactionPolicy1 also requires sensor1, given
that hasRequirement is a transitive object property. Another advantage is the scala-
bility and �exibility of merging di�erent ontologies into a “unique” knowledge base.
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Figure 5.24: Snippet of OWL representation for the Gherkin Scenario illustrated in
5.22 and 5.23

<owl:NamedIndividual
rdf:about="http://www.contextawarerobotics.org/
aurora/kr/feature1-scenario1.owl#context1">

<rdf:type rdf:resource=
"http://www.contextawarerobotics.org/aurora/kr/im-aurora.owl#Context"
/>

<im-aurora:hasActivityMission rdf:resource=
"http://www.contextawarerobotics.org/aurora/kr/feature1-scenario1.owl
#mission1"
/>

<im-aurora:hasEnvironmentCondition
rdf:resource=
"http://www.contextawarerobotics.org/aurora/kr/feature1-scenario1.owl
#lightCondition1"
/>

<im-aurora:hasIdentity rdf:resource=
"http://www.contextawarerobotics.org/aurora/kr/feature1-scenario1.owl
#identity1"
/>

<im-aurora:hasInteractionWorkflow
rdf:resource=
"http://www.contextawarerobotics.org/aurora/kr/feature1-scenario1.owl
#interactionPolicy1"
/>

</owl:NamedIndividual>

The result of inferring new knowledge by the Reasoner can be made permanent by
adding the inferred axioms to initially asserted ones. This result is particularly useful
for applications where a Reasoner is not available or for improved searching because
inference can become impractical for large ontologies.

In runtime, we may use any programming library that can manipulate RDF/RDF-
S/OWL (e.g., rd�ib, Sesame for Python, or Java implementations respectively) to query
our knowledge representation (also known as a triple store), using SPAQRL language,
to obtain useful information from our asserted axioms and conduct the interaction
work�ow (i.e., following the policy graph stored previously). An example of these
types of queries is illustrated in Figure 5.25.
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Figure 5.25: SPARQL query to get all contexts for all robots de�ned in the knowledge
representation using rd�ib for a Python implementation.

1

import rdflib
3 import rdfextras

5 def getRobotContext(graph):

7 qres = graph.query("""
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>

9 PREFIX owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#>
PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>

11 PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#>
PREFIX im-aurora: <http://www.contextawarerobotics.org/aurora/kr/
im-aurora.owl#>

13 PREFIX : <http://www.contextawarerobotics.org/aurora/kr/feature1-
scenario1.owl#>

15 SELECT DISTINCT ?robot ?context
WHERE {

17 ?robot rdf:type im-aurora:robot .
?robot im-aurora:hasContext ?context .

19 }""")

21 for row in qres:
print("%s hasContext %s" % row)

23

return

5.6.4 Experimental validation

The experimental validation of our work replicated the conditions of the scenarios
described in the Figure 5.22. The goal of the experiment was to answer our re-
search question, studying the e�ects of integrating a decision process that selects
interaction work�ows to automatically adapt to di�erent environment conditions (i.e.
context) aiming to: 1) improve the usability of an interactive agent and 2) make the
human-machine interaction component of the system more robust (i.e. fewer fail-
ures). The goal was to detect people under scenarios with varying light conditions
and in di�erent backgrounds.
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Visual human detection background

As an initial part for this study, we selected two algorithms that are commonly used
for people detection, but they work in complementary and similar conditions with
di�erent performances.

We summarize some of the approaches that exist to perform visual human
detection. The distinct approaches can be classi�ed in two main categories: visual
detection based on appearance and visual detection based on motion. Furthermore,
we can sub-divide the methods based on appearance into Global representation or
Part-based Representation. Methods based on regions like, for example, Haar-like
features, 3D Haar-like features, Color Body Parts, Skin Color Body Parts, usually have
better performance but are more computational expensive. We present a summary
taxonomy for these methods in Figure 5.26.

Visual
Human

Detection

Based on
motion

Background
subtraction

Optical
�ow

Based
on appearance

Global
representation

Haar-like
features

HOG

Silhouettes

Ellipse
�tting

Elliptical
Cylinder
Fitting

Convex-
Concave
Hulls

Partial-based
representation

Haar-like
features

3D Haar-like
features

Color
Body Parts

Skin Color
Body Parts

Figure 5.26: Taxonomy of visual methods for human detection

Haar-like features Based of rectangular features similar to Haar basis functions.
Simple features that can be computed very rapidly using an integral image. Although
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these methods are very e�cient, the Haar-like features are not capable of handling
the complexity in real-world images and videos.

Histograms of Oriented Gradients based detection The advantage of HOG fea-
tures is that each image cell is statistically represented by a histogram of the gradient
orientations and magnitudes, thus it is more invariant to illumination, shadows, etc.

Methods based of features of silhouette Systems based of silhouette use to
obtain worse results than methods based on shape, but they have lower complexity.
They do not need accurate silhouettes and therefore approximation is enough, whilst
shape models need to obtain accurate silhouettes. And it could be so complicated
on complex scenarios: light conditions changes, shadows, motion velocity, etc. For
this reason these methods use to be a simple and fast alternative. Some examples
include algorithms Ellipse �tting, Elliptical Cylinder Fitting, Convex-Concave Hulls.

Background subtraction methods While this approach is quite e�cient for de-
tecting isolated moving objects, it is not capable of detecting static objects or sepa-
rating individual humans when they are close to one another. However, it has a few
limitations: it requires the video is taken by a static camera - only moving objects
will be detected; it is di�cult to separate humans in a group; and since it does not
have a speci�c appearance model for the target, it cannot di�erentiate humans from
other moving objects, for example cars or animals.

Optical �ow The computational cost of calculating motion features is relatively
high.

In table 5.2, we present a quick comparison between algorithms. In this table,
we took into consideration main advantages, limitations and the computational com-
plexity for each algorithm. This analysis, assumes the original implementation of the
algorithms. Therefore, we disregarded any type of optimized version that may ex-
ist for a speci�c algorithm, which could outperform the original version for a given
problem.

Table 5.2: Comparison table between algorithms

Algorithm Advantage Limitation Complexity
Background
subtraction

Invariant to shape and
light conditions

Cannot detect still ob-
jects and the sensor
must be static

Low
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Optical �ow Invariant to shape and
light conditions

Cannot detect still ob-
jects and the sensor
must be static

High

Global Haar-
like features

Fast Sensible to pose
changes and light
conditions

Low

Global HOG
features

Invariant to light condi-
tions

Sensible to changes in
object orientation

Low

Global El-
lipse �tting

Low complexity, robust
to shape changes

Lower accuracy Low

Global Ellip-
tical Cylinder
Fitting

Low complexity, robust
to shape changes

Lower accuracy Low

Global
Convex-
Concave
Hulls

Low complexity, robust
to shape changes

Lower accuracy Low

Skin Color
Body Parts

More accurate Sensible to light changes High

Color Body
Parts

More accurate Sensible to light changes High

Partial-
based
represen-
tation 3D
Haar-like
features

More accurate Sensible to pose
changes and light
conditions

High
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Partial-
based rep-
resentation
Haar-like
features

More accurate Sensible to pose
changes and light
conditions

High

Experimental design

We structured the experiment according a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA),
a repeated measures design in which the samples are analyzed by all di�erent ap-
proaches being studied, comparing the di�erence between means. In this exper-
iment, we were focused on the analysis of the e�ects on speci�city for each ap-
proach used. We considered as our primary variables the light intensity and number
of persons in the scene. Considering that this experiment would lead to a very large
number of images to analyze (i.e., a large population), we decided to use random
samples of data to perform our trial. The sample size was calculated using the “Test
1 Mean: 1-Sample, 1-Sided” [179] method, which is useful for tests concerning whether
a given result is equal to a reference value. In our case, we want to measure the re-
sult for speci�city of the di�erent algorithms; hence, based on previous work [166],
we used the values for the Null Hypothesis mean (µ0) equal to 0.5, the True mean
(µ) equal to µ0 ± 0.05, the Error Standard deviation equal to 0.2, the Power equal to
0.85 and the Type I error rate ↵ equal to 0.1. The resulting minimum sample size n
was equal to 73 images.

Experimental setting

In our experimental setting we prepared the environment in such terms that it could
replicate typical living room conditions. This was achieved by performing a series
of data collections acquiring visual data and luminance (i.e. RGB camera plus light
sensor) in a setup environment that replicated typical room conditions as they can
be observed in relevant environments (i.e. not in laboratory controlled conditions).
Consequently, the resulting dataset considers the typical changes of the environ-
ment of operation as they are observed in relevant application environments (i.e.,
not in the controlled environment of a laboratory). More speci�cally, we performed
an initial characterization of light conditions considering di�erent variations of light
intensity and illumination source, as summarized in Table 5.3. Finally, we conducted
our data collection in a room environment with normal and dimmed light conditions
with luminance between 0 to 20 lux. Light conditions is known to have a strong
in�uence in visual-based people detection, hence it is a known limitation. We setup
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an experiment where the agent has the capability of executing the two detection
algorithms Haar-like features detection and Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG)
features detection, but it must be capable of selecting the one that ensures better
performance based on light conditions.

Table 5.3: Relevant characteristics of environment conditions (context of operation).
*depending on sensor range

Environment Description luminance range (lux)
Room natural day light [50, 400]
Room arti�cial light [10, 250]
Room normal light [10, 50]
Room dimmed light [1, 10]
Room total darkness 0
Outdoor day light > 1000
Other direct contact with lamp up to 3000*

Experimental implementation

First, we used Protege34 for designing and working with ontologies. The next step
was to study the behavior of the algorithms using our previous approach described
in [166], where we used the INRIA dataset35. From this study, our problem was de-
�ned as POMDP and solved for an in�nite horizon that converged for a tolerable
range of marginal improvement for the resulting policy graph. To achieve this solu-
tion, we used Anthony Cassandra’s POMDP solve36. The resulting policy graph was
incorporated into the speci�c ontology for our particular scenarios as the literals of
the Data Property policyGraph in InteractionWork�ow class (instanciated in interac-
tionPolicy1). Following this initial setup, we collected a dataset of aggregated visual
and light information (i.e., video with 78 frames plus time-stamped light data in an
additional �le). We selected two algorithms that are commonly used for person de-
tection – Haar-like features and Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG). These two
approaches implemented the same functionality, but their performance di�ers de-
pending of illumination conditions. We measured precision, recall, f-measurement
and computational time for these di�erent runs.

34https://protege.stanford.edu
35http://pascal.inrialpes.fr/data/human/ for people detection and measured pre-

cision, recall, f-measurement and computational time for the Haar-like features and HOG algorithms
36http://www.pomdp.org/code/index.html

https://protege.stanford.edu
http://pascal.inrialpes.fr/data/human/
http://www.pomdp.org/code/index.html
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De�ning POMDP components

The POMDP relies on de�ning the set of states, the expected observations from
those states, the action transition matrix and the reward structure.

In our experiment, without restricting generalization, we consider a simple ex-
ample that we de�ned as:

• S = {s0 = person detected, s1 = person not detected}

• A = {a0 = haar detection, a1 = hog detection, a2 = check light}

• O = {o0 = dark light, o1 = good light, o2 = bright light}

The state transitions T (s, a, s0) can be de�ned as:

Ta0 =

"
s0, s0 s0, s1
s1, s0 s1, s1

#

=

"
0.9 0.1
0.9 0.1

#

Ta1 =

"
s0, s0 s0, s1
s1, s0 s1, s1

#

=

"
0.9 0.1
0.9 0.1

#

Ta2 =

"
s0, s0 s0, s1
s1, s0 s1, s1

#

=

"
1.0 0.0
0.0 1.0

#

The observation probabilities O(a, s, o) can be de�ned as:

Oa0 =

"
s0, o0 s0, o1 s0, o2
s1, o0 s1, o1 s1, o2

#

=

"
0.494 0.402 0.104
0.388 0.418 0.194

#

Oa1 =

"
s0, o0 s0, o1 s0, o2
s1, o0 s1, o1 s1, o2

#

=

"
0.450 0.435 0.115
0.395 0.395 0.210

#

Oa2 =

"
s0, o0 s0, o1 s0, o2
s1, o0 s1, o1 s1, o2

#

=

"
0.000 0.500 0.500
0.000 0.500 0.500

#

The rewards R(s, a, s0, o) can be de�ned in such a way that a positive reward
is given to an action that leads to the state of a person detected, but penalizes
otherwise. Penalties were set as to encourage the action of checking context (i.e.
light conditions) before we achieve the state of person not detected. This scheme of
rewards is described as:

R(s0, a0, s
0, o) = 20 R(s1, a0, s

0, o) = -100
R(s0, a1, s

0, o) = 20 R(s1, a1, s
0, o) = -100

R(s, a2, s
0, o) = -5
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5.6.5 Results

The results obtained revealed that, initially for the selected dataset, both algorithms
work correctly in 80% of the situations, and in the remaining 20% at least one fails
in detecting people (19% one fails, 1% both fail).

The results for HOG features detection showed that it is more precise than
Haar-like features detection overall (49.6% more precise, 27% increased recall and
improvement of f-measurement of 43.5%). However, for the cases of low light con-
ditions, HOG detection performed poorly, not being capable of detecting in most of
the cases (failing in 12% of the dataset). On the other hand, the same applies for
Haar-like features detection for cases with high light conditions (failing in 9% of the
dataset). Figure 5.27 illustrates an example of the results obtained in the dataset.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5.27: Example of images with detected persons and image histograms. HOG
detection performing better in brighter images and Haar detection performing better
in darker images.

For the cases where algorithms made at least one detection, we analysed com-
putational time, precision, recall and f-measurement. The results are depicted in
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Figure 5.28.
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Figure 5.28: Experimental results for the di�erent approaches. On the left, lines
represent the results for precision, recall and f-measurement. On the right, line
represents computational time taken to complete detection.

Attending to the obtained results, we conclude that when performing the exper-
iment using both algorithms running concurrently (i.e., logical OR), we were able to
improve the precision in 8.1%. However, this approach incurs added computational
time (increase of 89.5%), as one algorithm executed after the other lengthened both
computational times. Our approach mitigates this problem (increase of 4.7%) while
achieving equivalent improvements in terms of precision and recall (precision = 66%,
recall = 75%). The lower computational time results from the decision process select-
ing the optimal algorithm to be executed for a given image. The computational time
until detecting a person includes the cases when the selected action is check-light,
but this can be neglected compared to the computational time required for executing
each algorithm.

In spite of the results described above, we must identify limitations for the ap-
proach that we followed in this experiment. Given that our results support only the
applicability of our approach to an experimental setup for the most simple case, we
assume that for some simple examples like in our example scenario, we could have
achieved similar results by using threshold for light conditions. However, for more
complex systems, this approach would be di�cult to implement because it would
require expert analysis and it would be impractical for systems with a large set of
conditions. On the other hand, the proposed approach inherits the limitations often
identi�ed for POMDP. These limitations are associated with a greater computational
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Table 5.4: Statistical measures of the overall performance for decision process com-
pared to single selection of body detection algorithms.

Metric DP Haar Hog
Recall 0,19 0,15 0,48

Speci�city 0,60 0,31 0,20
Precision 0,44 0,18 0,49

Negative predictive value 0,31 0,28 0,19
Fall-out 0,40 0,69 0,80

False negative rate 0,81 0,85 0,52
False discovery rate 0,56 0,82 0,51

Accuracy 0,34 0,23 0,37
F1 score 0,27 0,16 0,48

DP Haar HOG
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Figure 5.29: Box plot for Speci�city.

complexity for models that consider more than two states or that require contin-
uous spaces, which result in unfeasible implementations. However, provided these
limitations are solved, for example, by using distributed programming, this approach
bene�ts from being scalable and �exible to change. The model can be adapted to
incorporate new variables and trained to generate updated policies (i.e., course of
actions). Extrapolating our case study for more complex setups, the improvement in
performance and autonomy will prove to be signi�cant.

We analyzed the data that corresponded to three runs for each video. In the �rst
run, we used the selected action for decision process; in the second run, we used
only the Haar detection algorithm; and in the third run, we used only HOG detection.

The results for the statistical analysis of the detections outcomes were compiled
into Table 5.4 and Figure 5.29.
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Figure 5.30: Examples of frames from the scenario dataset. From top-left to bottom-
right: we see the �rst two frames and the last, where we have false positives for Haar
and HOG algorithms, but the action from the decision process is “Check-light”, which
contributes with less errors; the next three frames represent examples of correct
detections by the Haar or Hog algorithms and the action selected by the decision
process corresponding to most probable algorithm to work under the detected light
conditions; at the bottom we summarize the overall results for true positives/neg-
atives in light green, False positives in light red and False negatives in yellow. The
�rst row represents the periods where light conditions were considered normal or
dark. The following rows group the results for the decision process, Haar and HOG
algorithms.

In Figure 5.30, we present some examples of frames acquired and a visualization
of the recorded hits, misses and errors for each run.

The experimental setup described before allowed us to obtain results that con-
�rm the second objective. From the obtained results, two main advantages can be
observed from the statistical measures: �rst, the speci�city value for DP is on aver-
age 2.5 times the speci�city for the Haar and HOG algorithms when used in single
operation (i.e., getting less errors resulted in a higher value for the true negative
rate); second, precision for the DP is 11% less than that of the HOG algorithm, which
showed the best overall performance. Attending to these results, we con�rmed the
second statement in our hypothesis.
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Figure 5.31: Graphics of performance metrics.

Nevertheless, the main limitation observed from the statistical measures is that
our approach resulted in lower recall. This limitation may be due to limited variations
in the environment conditions, which may have not covered in su�cient detail the
behavior of the overall system (i.e., our test focused mainly the operation in a room
with normal and dimmed light conditions). Analyzing Figure 5.30, we observe that for
constant “dark-light” conditions, these observations resulted in the decision process
constantly selecting action “Check-light” (i.e., using the policy graph from interac-
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tionPolicy1). This action corresponds to a sensing action instead of trying to perform
detection. Comparing the outcome of this action with the two other options, we
observe that performing Haar detection would result in an equivalent recall rate but
with much less precision and speci�city. Alternatively, using HOG detection would
result in higher recall but at the same time lose speci�city. Overall, assuming the is-
sues involved in interactive features and based on the lessons learned from previous
works [5], preventing erroneous detections is as relevant as the hit rate. By proving
our second objective, we can claim the implicit demonstration of the �rst part of our
hypothesis. Given that the usability of an agent is intrinsically related with not only
performing the correct action but also not performing the wrong one, it becomes
trivial that our approach can achieve this �rst objective. Nevertheless, we will plan
for future work gathering more information to better corroborate this claim.

This experiment was designed with a clear intention of proo�ng the concept
that incorporating redundancy and fall-back strategies in interaction functionalities
should result in the agent’s self-adaptation to its context. Therefore, these results
are compared mainly in terms of the speci�city of using our framework in relation
to the previous results of mainstream research projects in this �eld – CaMeLi and
GrowMeUp. In these particular examples, the feature for person detection was im-
plemented using only the Haar-like features algorithm. Hence, using our framework
can improve their speci�city for this feature in near 2.5 times. Because we did not
focus on implementing new classi�cation methods that could be compared to other
mainstream approaches (e.g., classi�ers for people detection), a thorough comparison
between the performances of di�erent classi�cation approaches was not covered in
our study. Nevertheless, we foresee that existing systems and mainstream research
results may improve using the proposed framework. For example, in a related work in
progress experiment, we are using YOLO [180] for practical assisted living applications
in a home environment. In this setting, we are observing YOLO has high recall for
person recognition. However, regarding object recognition it falls lower than required
for practical application. We believe this situation could be improved if each neural
network is previously trained to perform in a speci�c context and then we use our
framework to select the best neural network for the context of operation.

5.7 Summary discussion

In this chapter, we proposed a framework for improving the design of ASCs, which we
previously identi�ed as being extremely challenging due to the limitations imposed
by current system architectures and availability of perception features that operate
correctly in multiple environments (i.e. contexts). Therefore, the agents’ perception
features and knowledge representation need to take into account how to represent
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a context model. To attain this, we proposed a sequence of steps to describe the
agent’s behaviour, create the upper ontology (classes, properties), which captures
the information that is common across the domains of all scenarios were the agent
operates, create the speci�c scenario ontologies and �nally use this knowledge to
model interaction work�ows that will be used in the decision process.

The goal of the proposed approach was to test our hypothesis stating that if
the scenario (i.e.context) where the agent is operating changes, then the interaction
work�ow should automatically adapt to the new scenario, 1) to improve the usability
of an interactive agent; 2) to make the human-machine interaction component of
the system more robust (i.e. less fails). The experimental setup described before
allowed us to obtain results that con�rm the second objective. From the obtained
results, two main advantages can be observed from the statistical measures. First,
we obtained a similar precision to the best performing algorithm overall (i.e. HOG).
Second, we achieved a higher speci�city (i.e. less errors), which proves the second
statement in our hypothesis. Nevertheless, the main limitation observed from the
statistical measures is that our approach resulted in a lower recall. However, this may
be due to limited variations in the environment conditions, which may have not cov-
ered in su�cient detail the behaviour of the overall system (i.e. as our test focused
mainly the operation in a room with normal and dimmed light conditions). From an-
alyzing �gure 5.30 we observed that for the second half of data, which corresponds
essentially to a continuously observed "dark-light" conditions. This observations re-
sulted in the decision process constantly selecting action "Check-light" (i.e. using
the policy graph from interactionPolicy1). This action correspond to a sensing action
instead of trying to perform a detection. Comparing the outcome of this action with
the two other options we observe that performing Haar detection would result in
an equivalent recall rate, but with much less precision and speci�city. On the other
hand, using HOG detection would result in higher recall but at the same time losing
speci�city. Overall, assuming the issues involved in interactive features, and based
on the lessons learned from previous works [5], preventing erroneous detections is
as relevant as the hit rate. By proving our second objective, we can claim the im-
plicit demonstration of the �rst part of our hypothesis. Given that the usability of
an agent is intrinsically related with not only performing the correct action but also
not performing the wrong one, it becomes trivial that our approach can achieve this
�rst objective. Nevertheless, we will plan for future work gathering more information
to corroborate this claim.



Chapter 6

Sharing knowledge between multiple
Arti�cial Social Companions

Reaching to this point, if we consider an agent working standalone, we clearly identify
some limitations on our framework. Particularly, what regards sharing knowledge
between arti�cial social companions and with supporting infrastructures (i.e. related
with integration and interoperability with other systems) and how we could o�oad
computationally intensive tasks that are not required to be executed during runtime
(e.g. calculating POMDP policy graphs - interaction wor�ows).

In this sense, we conceptualized our framework in a cloud based approach to
tackle these constrains [28, 163].

6.1 Cloud Computing

Buyya et.al, in [181] considered that "Cloud computing refers to the provision of com-
putational resources on demand via a computer network". An example of how this
concept works is found in everyday services provided by companies like Google when
they provide a word processing service to clients without actually possessing the
software to do it locally in their machines. Since the cloud is the underlying delivery
mechanism, cloud based applications and services may support any type of software
application or service in use today.

Extending that concept, cloud computing allows a functional separation between
the resources used and the user’s computer, usually residing outside the local net-
work. Consumers now routinely use data intensive applications driven by cloud tech-
nology which were previously unavailable due to cost and deployment complexity.

133
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In many companies’ employees and company departments are bringing a �ood of
consumer technology into the workplace which raises legal compliance and security
concerns for the corporation. These issues could be tackled using cloud computing,
where the company would contract one service that could be used by each one of
its employees.

The technical foundations of Cloud Computing are tightly coupled with the Service-
Oriented Architecture (SOA) vision and web services. There refer to well-known and
widely recognized and accepted as a suitable architectural style for developing mod-
ern web-based applications [182].

SOA proposes an architectural model which objectives are: improve e�ciency,
improve agility, and improve productivity of an enterprise considering services as the
principal means over which solution logic is represented for supporting the realization
of strategic aims related with service-oriented computing. A SOA implementation can
involve a mixture of technologies, Application Programming Interface (API), auxiliary
infrastructure extensions, and various other products.

Service-oriented computing concept becomes a distinct architectural model that
has been considered by the community as one that can fully leverage the open
interoperability potential of web services. For instance, if applications reusable logic
is exposed as web services, the reuse potential is signi�cantly increased.

Since service logic is now possible to be accessed through open communications
framework, it becomes available to a wider range of service consumers. Given that
web services provide a communications framework based on physically decoupled
contracts it allows services communication to be fully standardized independently
from its implementation. This allows a potentially high level of service abstraction
while rising the possibility to decouple the service from proprietary implementation
details.

6.2 Cloud Robotics

Cloud computing is now so popular that distinct research groups are exploring this
idea applied to robotics. Robots are being prepared to connect to a cloud computing
infrastructure and access vast amounts of processing power and data. This approach,
which some are calling "cloud robotics," would allow robots to o�-load more compu-
tational intensive tasks and even originate a more �exible and cooperative machine
learning mechanism. The Cloud Robotics concept is depicted in Figure 6.1.

Currently conventional robots are limited to the built-in hardware and software,
and usually dedicated to a specialized task operating a well-known and structured
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Figure 6.1: Cloud Robotics concept
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environment. To these robots, every task from moving a foot to recognizing a face
requires a signi�cant amount of processing and pre-programmed information.

Robotic systems are advantageous when physical operations are required, but
due to some technological and major economic reasons, there is still a gap until
we can �nd service and assistive robots working together with the common con-
sumer people. Nevertheless, more speci�c systems can be implemented and tested
in some speci�c domains. In this section we presented some initial remarks regarding
the principles of SOA and Cloud Computing as well as Cloud Robotics and in which
terms the usefulness of the robotic systems can be found. Thus, our motivation is
to present the bene�ts of applying SOA principles in the design of an infrastructure
to support a robot undertaking more complex tasks. Hence, appling these princi-
ples to the implementation of arti�cial cognitive systems aiming to address some
of the challenges in the domains of developmental robotics and behavior analysis
for the next 5 to 10 years [183]. Thereby, the paper presents the conceptual design
for a service robot system supported by cloud computed services focused on the
exchange and learning of relevant information that might be applied in human-robot
cooperative tasks.

Cloud Robotics and similar subjects (e.g. Internet Robots, Robots as Web Ser-
vices, etc.) are assisting to an increase of interest by the scienti�c community. In
one hand the basic concepts related with these topics are very attractive for the
future developments in robotics, which will demand more computational resources
as the tasks complexity increases. This is particularly expected to occur in the �eld
of smart social robots. In the other hand, although these concepts are not new, with
some works dated back in the 1990s, we are now in better conditions to give these
approaches a renewed try.

6.2.1 The cloud robotics hype

According to James Ku�ner [184], who introduced the term "cloud robotics" in 2010,
"cloud-oriented robots could switch computationally heavy tasks to remote servers,
relying on smaller and less power hungry on-board computers".

Steve Cousins of Willow Garage aptly summarized the idea: "No robot is an
island." Cloud Robotics recognizes the wide availability of networking, incorporates
elements of open-source, open-access, and crowd sourcing to greatly extend earlier
concepts of "Online Robots" and "Networked Robots".

C. Costea in [185], included cloud robotics in a recently published survey on the
state-of-the-art for applications and trends in mobile cloud computing.

Cloud robotics has the potential to improve performance in at least �ve areas:
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1. Dealing with large amounts of data: indexing a global library of images, maps,
and object data,

2. Cloud Computing: parallel grid computing on demand for statistical analysis,
learning, and motion planning,

3. Open-Source / Open-Access: humans sharing code, data, algorithms, and hard-
ware designs,

4. Collective Robot Learning: robots sharing trajectories, control policies, and out-
comes, and

5. Crowd sourcing and call-centres: o�ine and on-demand human guidance for
evaluation, learning, and error recovery.

6.2.2 Cloud robotics related work

B. Kim et al. [186] , discussed a ubiquitous control platform for an autonomous robot
that can access distributed application logic based on recent network technologies
like XML, SOAP, WSDL and UDDI. To solve the ad hoc problem of how the distributed
application logic can be invoked by the robot "Web Services" are presented as the
best solution. Web services can speed development with a more �exible infrastruc-
ture where multiple services can work together to provide data and services for the
application.

L. Vasiliu et al. [187], proposed a solution demonstrating how semantic web and
web services could be applied on robotics in order to facilitate cooperation between
robots for joint tasks execution. By implementing Semantic Web Services for isolated
robots within a network viewpoint they can be regarded as distributed web services
that communicate between each other semantically, allowing a real time operation.

Y. Chen et al [188], presented research on service-oriented robotics computing
and their design, and the implementation and evaluation of Robot as a Service (RaaS)
unit. Similarly, we presented in [28, 29], a conceptual design for a service robot sys-
tem supported by cloud computed services. The mobile robot acted as a service
provider and consumer. Services were published into a common service repository,
thus making them discoverable by other remote services. A service could corre-
spond to a skill learned by the robot, which would be published in the cloud and be
usable by other robotic agents. The robot relied on the cloud to obtain new services,
downloading the requested skill from the cloud repository.

Follow a presentation of some well-known Cloud Robotics projects. In a larger
scale, RoboEarth [189] is a European project led by the Eindhoven University of
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Technology, in the Netherlands, to develop a "World Wide Web for robots", a gi-
ant database where robots can share information about objects, environments, and
tasks. Considering the large amount of information shared on such a vast scale, and
with businesses and academics contributing independently on a common language
platform, RoboEarth has the potential to provide a powerful source to leverage any
robot’s 3D sensing, acting and learning capabilities.

As for using cloud robotics to decrease the demand on local computational re-
sources, DAvinCi [190] is a software framework attempting to o�oad data and com-
putationally intensive workloads from the onboard resources of robots to a back-
end cluster system shared by multiple clients. This framework performs compu-
tationally intensive tasks and enables the exchanging of useful data obtained from
local preprocessing. Sharing the same motivation, ASORO (A-Star Social Robotics
Laboratory) (http://www.asoro.astar.edu.sg/research_main.html) from a Singapore re-
searchers group tries built a cloud-computing infrastructure that allows robots to
generate 3-D maps of their environments much faster than they could with their
onboard computers.

Google engineers developed Android-powered robot software that allows a smart-
phone to control robots based on platforms like Lego Mindstorms, iRobot create, and
Vex Pro.

Researchers at the Laboratory of Analysis and Architecture of Systems, in Toul-
ouse, France, are creating "user manual" repositories of everyday objects to help
robots with manipulation tasks.

Finally, at a children’s hospital in Italy, NAO (http://www.aldebaran-robotics.com/)
humanoid robots, created by the French �rm Aldebaran Robotics, will rely on a cloud
infrastructure to perform speech recognition, face detection, and other tasks that
might help improve their interaction with patients.

Cloud robotics allows for the bidirectional interchange of information about the
local context of the robot and the global smart space context, involving the robotic
nodes, the smart environment and also the end-user. However, robotic integration
and interoperability within the smart space involves the actual understanding of the
events, sequences of events and the collection of episodes composing each context,
and, concurrently, the deliberate blurring of the di�erentiation between the smart
environment and the robotic nodes - this represents the "inside-out robot" paradigm
introduced by Crowley et al. [60, 191, 192].
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Figure 6.2: Context Awareness System general overview

6.3 Technical Adaptations for Context Awareness

In spite of important breakthroughs and progresses assisted in service robotics, there
are challenges still need to be tackled in order to obtain sophisticated solutions like
the one described above. The proposed scenario would require that all the involved
robotic systems could be capable of networking and sharing contextual information
about the user.

The importance of context awareness in service robots is motivated by the
dynamical characteristics of the information related with a person’s activities. In
order to obtain a ubiquitous robotized environment the capability of being sensitive
to changes in context is determinant to correctly adapt system’s reaction to the
moment intentions of the user.

Context awareness has being studied in the scope of mobility systems, usu-
ally related with personal devices like Personal Digital Assistants and Smart Phones,
and how they adapt to changes in network connections. The application of context
awareness in robotics will require the integration of much more information sources
than the ones available in the �rst examples.

However, the particular case of sharing context information between distinct and
heterogeneous networks without having to develop an entire system from scratch is
still a challenge.

In Figure 6.2, a schematic is presented illustrating the concept behind the con-
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text information sharing and management between di�erent Context Management
Systems (CMS). In the �gure the CMSs represent the di�erent systems correspond-
ing to a robot and the smartroom, which manage their own contextual information
and share that information between them using a bridge like adapter called Context
Discovery Adapter (CDA). This approach was �rstly proposed by P. Pawar, et.al in
[193], where a Context Discovery Adapter was presented as a solution to bridge two
di�erent CMSs in two distinct and heterogeneous networks (one dedicated to ad-hoc
connections and other focused on mobile networks). In the scope of the cooperation
between the network of robots and the smart-room, an approach like CDA could
prove advantageous, although it would require extending the current implementation
to a more diversi�ed group of devices.

In order to satisfy the needs of similar scenarios, the system could be though as
the composition of a set of services provided by each robot, thus making it following
service oriented architecture. We propose a service oriented architecture that will
address the collaboration between a group of robots and a smart-room taking into
consideration context sharing and management.

The contextual information available in each robot will be combined to produce
a representation of the user’s situation. In Figure 6.3 we provide a representation
of the system’s architecture design. The objective of distribute the robots workload
according to di�erent infrastructural nodes, the routing mechanism should consist
in a set of brokers, according to the type of data to be processed. The brokers
encapsulate a group of messaging queues for distributing the load among di�erent
nodes. The architecture proposed in this paper aims to integrate the mobile robot
and associated functional capabilities as services. The mobile robot will act as service
provider and consumer. Services will be published into a common service repository,
thus making them discoverable by other remote services. A service could corre-
spond to a skill learned by the robot, which would be published in the cloud and be
usable/learned by other robotic agents (even in a remote location).

In order to keep up with user’s service requests and for the sake of the system’s
“evolution”, the robot will rely on the cloud to obtain new services. In case it cannot
ful�ll its user request the robot will connect to the cloud skill repository and download
the requested skill. This mechanism will allow for a dynamic behavior, and will allow
for a lower degree of computational requirement in the robots hardware, since the
services can be loaded and unloaded according to needs of the user. Figure 6.4
illustrates the mechanism of reacting to a service request that is unknown to the
robot. Besides the possibility of fetching new skills from the cloud, the robot will
have mechanisms of learning. The learning mechanism will allow the user to teach
him new skills that may be very speci�c or may not be present in the cloud skills
repository. In Figure 6.5 we illustrate the learning and publish procedure. The cloud
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Figure 6.3: Generic framework for cloud robotics

skills repository consists in a public area where di�erent robotic systems would load
their di�erent learned skills in order to share them with sibling robotic platforms.

6.4 Knowledge matching

According to Kalfoglou and Schorlemmer in [194], knowledge matching is the process
of determining the intersections between two distinct representations (e.g. ontolo-
gies), with the main goal of �nding a mapping function between various represen-
tations in order to enable a common understanding that support communication
among existing and new domains. The Knowledge Matching problem arises from
the conjugation of two prime conditions. On one hand, describing all the things and
stu� in one unique knowledge representation is unattainable. On the other hand,
the distributed essence of the knowledge, allow an increasing number of representa-
tions to be created using di�erent terms and taxonomies that may represent similar
domains. Therefore, the knowledge matching problem address the interoperability
between knowledge representations (e.g. ontologies), which can only be possible if
correspondences between their concepts have been identi�ed and established. This
procedure was partially presented by Ehrig et al. in [195] on their ontology match-
ing approach and corresponds to a canonical technique that is typically followed by
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Figure 6.6: Ontology matching process

Figure 6.6 illustrates the six main steps for the process. The ontology match-
ing process is started with two ontologies, which are going to be mapped onto one
another, at the end of the approach. Feature Engineering transforms the initial rep-
resentation of ontologies into a format digestible for the similarity calculations. The
derivation of ontology mappings takes place in a search space of candidate mappings
realized through the Selection of Next Search Steps. This step may choose, to com-
pute the similarity of a restricted subset of candidate concepts pairs {(e, f)|e 2 O1, f
2 O2} and to ignore others. The Similarity Computation determines similarity values
between candidate mappings based on their de�nitions in two matching ontologies.
These di�erent similarity values for one candidate pair must be aggregated into a
single aggregated similarity value during the Similarity Aggregation step. Interpretation
uses the individual or aggregated similarity values to derive mappings between enti-
ties from the two comparing ontologies and then several algorithms perform Iteration
over the whole process in order to bootstrap the amount of structural knowledge.
Iteration may stop when no new mappings are proposed.

Because ontologies can be compared from many di�erent points of view, many
tools and methods have been proposed over the recent decade. Following, we will
summarize the relevant works related to this topic.

6.4.1 Ontology matching tools and heuristic methods

Most of the survey presented in [194] can be used as a starting point to our study
and a summary of their conclusions will be presented here.
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Tools

Noy and Musen developed a series of tools for performing ontology mapping, align-
ment and versioning. These tools are SMART [196], PROMPT [197] and PROMPTDIFF
[198]. The tools used linguistic similarity matches between concepts for initiating the
merging or alignment process, and then used the underlying ontological structures
of the Protégé–2000 environment (classes, slots, facets) to inform a set of heuristics
for identifying further matches between the ontologies.

McGuinness et al. [199] developed a similar tool for the Ontolingua editor. Chi-
maera would analyze the ontologies to be merged, and if linguistic matches were
found, the merge would be done automatically, otherwise the user would be prompted
for further action.

Doan et al. [200] developed a system, GLUE, which employed machine learning
techniques to �nd mappings. Given two ontologies, for each concept in one ontology,
GLUE would �nd the most similar concept in the other ontology using probabilistic
de�nitions of several practical similarity measures.

Lacher and Groh [201] presented CAIMAN, another system which used machine-
learning for ontology mapping. The authors elaborated on a scenario where members
of a community would like to keep their own perspective on a community repository.
Their mapping mechanism used machine learning techniques for text classi�cation.

Prasad et al. [202] presented a mapping mechanism which used text classi�-
cation techniques as part of their web-based system for automatic noti�cation of
information technology talks (ITTalks).

Mitra andWiederhold [203] developed the ONtology compositION system (ONION)
which provides an articulation generator for resolving heterogeneity in di�erent on-
tologies.

Compatangelo and Meisel [204] developed a system, ConcepTool, which adopts a
description logic approach to formalize a class-centred, enhanced entity-relationship
model. Their work aims to facilitate knowledge sharing, and ConcepTool is an inter-
active analysis tool that guides the analyst in aligning two ontologies.

Heuristics and Ontology Matching

According to [194] they found that using heuristics was among the most popular
techniques for performing ontology matching. In their study they claimed "heuristics
are cheap to develop and easy to deploy, and support automation. However, the main
problem with heuristics is that they are easily defeasible. Even well-crafted heuristics for
a particular case can fail in similar situations". Heuristic methods refer to experience-
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based techniques to problem solving. These methods are advantageous in �nding
acceptable approximations, when an exhaustive search for a solution is impractical
[205]. Heuristic methods can be either deterministic or probabilistic. For determin-
istic methods, given a search space and an evaluation function, some would always
return the same solution (e.g. dynamic programming), while others could generate
di�erent solutions based on the initial con�guration or starting point (e.g. a greedy
algorithm or the hill-climbing technique). Probabilistic methods incorporate random
variation into the search for optimal solutions. These methods (e.g. simulated an-
nealing) could return di�erent �nal solutions even when given the same initial con�g-
uration. Modern heuristic methods were given a special attention, including simulated
annealing, tabu search and genetic algorithms. These techniques can be divided in
non-population and population approaches. In non-population approaches (i.e. sim-
ulating annealing, tabu search) each method relies on a single solution as the basis
for future exploration. They either process complete solutions in their entirety, or
they construct the �nal solution from smaller building blocks. Simulated annealing
and tabu search process complete solutions, and you could obtain a potential answer
(although quite likely a sub-optimal one) by stopping any of these methods at any
particular iteration. They always have a single "current best" solution stored that they
try to improve in the next step. In population methods (i.e. genetic algorithms) a dif-
ferent idea has been followed. These approaches abandon the idea of processing only
a single solution, and consider a population of solutions. In spite of giving the idea
that these only perform a parallel computation of solutions, an additional component
that can make population-based algorithms essentially di�erent from other problem-
solving methods. These methods use the concept of competition between solutions
in a population, simulating the evolutionary process similar to natural evolution.

The application of heuristic methods, on ontology matching, could be observed
for example in [206], where the authors presented a genetic algorithm-based opti-
mization procedure for the ontology matching problem. They modeled the problem of
ontology matching as an optimization problem of the mapping between two distinct
ontologies. In their approach, they considered each solution as a one-dimensional
integer array, representing the mapping between the two ontologies (i.e. concept i in
Ontology1 map concept j in Ontology2). Each generated solution was then evaluated
for the Tversk’s similarity [207] function as �tness function, and the best solution
was chosen to create the next generation of solutions. They conducted their experi-
ments on OAEI2005 benchmark test suit, and used standard evaluation measures to
assess the results (i.e. Precision, Recall and FMeasure) [208]. Another example, in the
work conducted by Ehrig and Staab in [195], the Quick Ontology Mapping (QOM) was
implemented as a way to trade o� between e�ectiveness and e�ciency of the map-
ping generation algorithms. They showed QOM to have a lower run-time complexity
than existing prominent approaches like PROMPT, Anchor-PROMPT and GLUE.
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6.5 Experimenting with Knowledge Matching

In the scope of this thesis, we conducted a comparison experiment between two
di�erent meta-heuristic techniques applied to the problem of Knowledge Matching.
The objectives for this experiment were the implementation, simulation, evaluation
and comparison between the Simulated Annealing and Genetic Algorithm approaches
for the Knowledge Matching problem.

6.5.1 Environment

Much of the experimental results depend on the systems where simulations are
executed. For the sake of future benchmarking we will provide a general description
of our system con�guration.

Hardware speci�cations The simulations were executed in a personal computer
with a Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU Q720 @1.60Ghz, and 6GB of installed memory (RAM).
Other details about the hardware would be redundant, since these two characteristics
are most in�uential. This is easily explained due to the fact that we loaded the
ontology statement into a memory repository, avoiding hard drive reads and writes.
The computational processing was provided by the group of the CPU 8 cores, avoiding
any kind of additional parallel computing technology.

Programming Environment The algorithms were implemented using Java. The
operative system was Microsoft Windows 7 64-bits Professional. For the sake of
development agility we used the integrated development environment (IDE) Eclipse
Indigo with the Maven extension, for project automation. The choice of programming
language was much motivated because of the existence of tools and libraries that
could help in the implementation. For the ontology parsing, storage and query we
used Sesame from openrdf. The genetic algorithm implementation used WatchMaker
Framework, provided with Apache Mahout. This pair of tools were very helpful in the
implementation stage of this work. Regarding the simulated annealing algorithm no
additional tool was used, its implementation followed the pseudo-code provided in
the literature.

6.5.2 Ontology abstract model

Before understanding how to solve the knowledge matching problem, we need to �rst
understand in more detail what are the building blocks of an ontology representation,
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which we have seen in the previous section that these correspond to concepts.

The matching problem resides on �nding out what concepts are equivalent in
two di�erent representations. Hence, a simpli�ed approach to compare two di�erent
ontologies will be to analyse the features of each concept. They are three main
features for each and every concept: Name, Property and Intance, which according
to some authors, as proposed in [206], are known as Intention for local information.

Overall, by adopting the same notation as these authors proposed, we will
have that an ontology with n concepts is modelled as a tuple : OntologyModel =
(VC , OntoInT ), where VC = {vci |vci = i, 1 <= i <= n} is a set of sequence num-
ber of concept, where vci denotes that the ith concept in the ontology is ranked with
a sequence number of i; and OntoInTVC =< vci , Type, xci > is a set of intentional
features of the ontology, where 1 <= i <= n , Type = 0N0,0 P0,0 I0 and

xci =

8
>><

>>:

nci 2 Nci , if Type is ’N’
pci 2 Pci , if Type is ’P’
ici 2 Ici , if Type is ’I’

The ontology matching problem then becomes a search for a suitable mapping
function that maximizes the similarity between two distinct ontology representations.

6.5.3 Ontology matching algorithms

In order to address this problem, we were inspired by previous approaches used by
Rodríguez and Egenhofer in [209] to address the problem of determining the semantic
similarity among entity classes from di�erent ontologies; and by Junli Wang et.al in
[206], where they took into consideration the intentional and extensional features
for a given concept. Consequently, we followed an evolutionary algorithm were each
individual in the population (i.e. candidate solutions) was represented as an array of
integer numbers obtained by a stochastic process.

Simulated Annealing

Simulated Annealing – also known as Monte Carlo annealing, statistical cooling, prob-
abilistic hill-climbing, stochastic relaxation, and probabilistic exchange algorithm – is
a local search algorithm, based on an analogy taken from thermodynamics. Often
it is introduced as an improved version of hill-climbing algorithm, i.e., a hill-climbing
algorithm that is capable of randomly move dowhill in such way that yields both com-
pleteness and e�ciency. In [149, 205] this algorithm is introduced with the examples
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of crystal formation and metallurgy, i.e., annealing is the process used to temper
or harden metals by heating them to a high temperature and then gradually cooling
them, thus allowing a the material to reach a low-energy crystalline state. Each step
of the algorithm attempts to replace the current solution by a random solution. The
new solution may then be accepted with a probability that depends both on the dif-
ference between the corresponding function values and also on a global parameter T
(called the temperature), that is gradually decreased during the process. The depen-
dency is such that the choice between the previous and current solution is almost
random when T is large, but increasingly selects the better or “downhill” solution (for
a minimization problem) as T goes to zero. The allowance for “uphill” moves poten-
tially saves the method from becoming stuck at local optima — which are the bane
of greedier methods. Most implementations of simulated annealing follow a simple
sequence of steps that is described in [205]. We start by referring the number of
iterations, i.e. number of candidate solutions tested for each value of temperature.
We chose this value as 400, in order to generate enough random candidate solu-
tions and converge to a better solution, i.e. evaluating a larger number of candidate
solution would increase the chance of �nding the best candidate. The Temperature
parameter is used to determine the probability of acceptance of a worse candidate
solution. In our experiment, we used a very simple cool down function, where we
considered the Temperature decrease at a rate 1/time.

Genetic Algorithm

Genetic algorithms, as described for example in [205], provide a conceptual simplicity
that is distinctly di�erent for solving problems when compared to classical methods.
We start with a population of initial solutions, which could have been generated
by sampling randomly from the search space S. The candidate solutions can be
described as vectors, or whatever representation and data structure we select. The
evaluation function can be used to determine the relative merit of each of our initial
solutions. The chosen evaluation function must be capable of di�erentiating between
two individuals and rank one solution ahead of another. Those solutions that are
better, as determined by the evaluation function, are favoured to become parents
for the next generation of o�spring. The approach used, to create this o�spring, often
takes parts of two parents and put them together to form an o�spring. Another way
of using two solutions to generate a new possibility occurs when facing continuous
optimization problems. In these cases we can blend parameters of both parents,
essentially performing a weighted average component by component. Our Genetic
Algorithm (GA) implementation used the WatchMaker Framework37, provided with
Apache Mahout. The Elitist strategy was utilized to keep unchanged for the next

37http://watchmaker.uncommons.org

http://watchmaker.uncommons.org
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generation the 5% of the population with best �tness score. Moreover, we used
as parameters for the genetic algorithm: population size of 1000; 3 crossover points;
90% of crossover probability; 0.1% of mutation probability; and allowed the algorithm
to iterate through a maximum of 400 generations. For the �tness function 6.1, we
used ↵ = 0.8 and � = 0.2, as the weights for each component of the unmatched
elements. The parameters for both algorithms were determined heuristically.

Solution preparation

The search space for generating a given individual was bounded by number of con-
cepts of both ontologies. Each candidate solution was an array of length given by the
number of concepts in the �rst ontology O1 whilst the values for element could vary
between 0 and the number of concepts in the second ontology O2. Value repetition
throughout the candidate solution is allowed. Each concept in one ontology could be
mapped in more than one concept in the other. For the simulated annealing a single
candidate solution was computed at the time, being randomly generated at each it-
eration. For the genetic algorithm, given its population characteristics, a number of
candidate solutions were computed at the beginning, according the population size,
and then changed according the mutation and cross-over parameters.

Concepts similarity based evaluation/�tness functions

The evaluation/�tness function was based in the implementation of the Tversky’s
Similarity. Amos Tversky proposed a new set-theoretical approach to similarity in
which objects are represented as collection of features, and similarity is described
as a feature-matching process. The motivation and detailed description of Tversky’s
method is presented in [207]. This approach have been adopted in several works to
measure the matching level between two di�erent ontologies [195, 206, 209]. In his
method he proposed that any function f that satis�es the Matching and Monotonicity
assumptions [207] can be called a matching function. This function measures the
matching degree to which two objects/concepts – viewed as a set of features –
match each other. Thus, the assessment of similarity is presented as a feature-
matching process, formulated in terms of the mathematical set-theory rather than in
terms of a geometrical concept of distance. In [207] he presented the contrast model
and the ratio model for a matching function. In spite of a more detailed explanation
was presented for the contrast model, the ratio model holds the advantage to our
application, since the similarity is normalized so that S lies between 0 and 1. The
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ratio model we applied is modeled according to the equation 6.1,

SimilarityO1,O2(M) =

=
f((FO1 2 FO2)|M)

f((FO1 2 FO2)|M) + ↵⇥ f((FO1 � FO2)|M) + � ⇥ f((FO2 � FO1)|M)

(6.1)

where f((FO1FO2)|M) are the matched elements of both ontologies for the map-
ping M, f((FO1 � FO2)|M) and f((FO2 � FO1)|M) are respectively two sets of the
unmatched elements with respect to the mapping M. The relative importance of the
two unmatched feature sets is given by the parameters ↵ and �, which range be-
tween 0 and 1. Function f de�nes the cardinality of set. This model encompasses
a wide variety of similarity models, which di�er in the form of the matching func-
tion f and in the weights assigned to its arguments, hence it generalizes for several
set-theoretical models of similarity proposed in literature. An additional considera-
tion, that consider also Additive Clustering Models [210] can be advantageous to the
problem of Ontology Matching. We assume that the weighted addition of the prop-
erties of any two objects is su�cient to determine the e�ective similarity between
them. This particularity allows us to divide the problem of matching a complex set
of features into several of minor complexity. Moreover, we de�ned a matching rule
to verify that FO1 and FO2 will be matched according f((FO1FO2)|M). This rule re-
gards lexical matching as a direct correspondence matching between strings in the
intentional features sets, avoiding for now using thesaurus or other more complex
methods for determining synonyms between words.

6.5.4 Benchmarks

The data used for benchmarking was the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative
(OAEI) 2005 benchmark test suit [211]. The OAEI is a coordinated international initia-
tive that has been set up for organizing evaluation of ontology matching algorithms.
This initiative found motivation in the need to assess the increasing number of meth-
ods available for schema matching and ontology integration. The main goal of OAEI is
to be able to compare systems and algorithms on the same basis and trace conclu-
sions about the best approaches. The detailed description of the benchmark test suit
is available in [211]38. We selected the domain of its �rst test, which is Bibliographic
references, represented by an ontology containing 33 named classes, 24 object prop-
erties, 40 data properties, 56 named individuals and 20 anonymous individuals.

38http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2015/benchmarks/index.html

http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2015/benchmarks/index.html
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6.5.5 Performance assessment

Performance assessment is an important step to any study involving comparison with
other results. In our study, we based our metrics in three performance assessment
measures often used in pattern recognition and information retrieval, namely Preci-
sion (Pre), Recall (Rec) and the traditional f-measure (F1) [208]. Precision can be seen as
a measure of exactness or quality, whereas Recall can be considered as a measure of
completeness or quantity. In other words, a high precision means that an algorithm
returned more relevant results than irrelevant, whereas high recall means that an
algorithm returned most of the relevant results. The two measures are sometimes
used together in the F1 Score (or f-measure) to provide a single measurement for
a system. Precision and Recall are the quotient of the matched region by respec-
tively the right red circled group and the left green circled group. These assessment
measures are given by:

Pre =
f(FO1 \ FO2 |M)

f(FO1 \ FO2 |M) + (FO2 � FO1 |M)
(6.2)

Rec =
f(FO1 \ FO2 |M)

f(FO1 \ FO2 |M) + (FO1 � FO2 |M)
(6.3)

F1 = 2⇥ (Pre⇥Rec)

(Pre+Rec)
(6.4)

The obtained results are summarized in Table 6.1 and depicted in Figure 6.7.

Table 6.1: Simulations results table

Measure Benchmark Falcon Dublin20 Foam GAOM Genetic Int SimAnneal
1xx 1.00 1.00 0.98 1.00 0.96 0.53

Precision 2xx 0.90 0.94 0.89 0.92 0.75 0.47
3xx 0.93 0.67 0.92 0.89 0.59 0.25

1xx 1.00 0.99 0.65 1.00 0.94 0.57
Recall 2xx 0.89 0.71 0.69 0.80 0.51 0.35

3xx 0.83 0.60 0.69 0.82 0.28 0.15

1xx 1.00 0.99 0.78 1.00 0.95 0.55
F1 2xx 0.89 0.81 0.78 0.86 0.59 0.39

3xx 0.88 0.63 0.79 0.85 0.38 0.19

The last �gures present the obtained results for our simulated annealing and
genetic algorithms and for several algorithms, in which falcon, dublin20 and foam are
the three best matching algorithms mentioned in [211].
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Figure 6.7: Simulation results for: 6.7a Precision, 6.7b Recall and 6.7c F1

6.6 Summary discussion

In this chapter, we introduced a potential approach to share knowledge between
multiple ASCs, which could bene�t from sharing information or in cases that het-
erogeneous teams would be required to cooperate regarding a common objective.
This led to us in the direction of cloud computing technologies, and the recently
introduced concept of cloud robotics. However, a fundamental concern in these
approaches is regarding interoperability. It would be improbable two agents could
cooperate without a common understanding of the “world”. Therefore, it was rele-
vant to understand and explore solutions for the knowledge matching problem. To
this avail, we conducted an experiment where we compared some algorithm imple-
mentations and how they perform in a common dataset. From Table 6.1 and Figure
6.7, we can observe an overall better performance from the genetic algorithm regard-
ing the simulated annealing algorithm. However, it shall be expected an improvement
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in the outputs for both approaches if their parameters were �ne tuned by an expert.
Disregarding this particularity, in practical terms, the genetic algorithm revealed to
be much more prone to converge for better candidate solutions in shorter time and
requiring less human intervention. Nevertheless, both algorithms can provide a solu-
tion for the problem. The simulated annealing could be advantageous in a scenario
where time is not a constrain but computational power is limited. A slight evaluation
to computational resources usage, while both algorithms were running, revealed a
usage of approximately 90% of the 8 available cores, for the genetic algorithm exe-
cution, whilst a 50% usage of 1 core for the simulated annealing algorithm execution.
Our algorithm implementations obtained very good results, outperforming Foam in
Recall and F1 scores. The slight disparity in the results observed for datasets 2xx and
3xx may be related with our imposed restriction of modelling the ontology using the
intentional features only. The extension of the model to take into consideration the
relationship between concepts could be considered for future work.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work

The problem addressed in this thesis was that of achieving natural interaction be-
tween humans and machines. Our main purpose was to study how arti�cial social
companions’ performance is a�ected when interaction work�ows are incorporated
in its information model and decision-making process.

To achieve such objective, we must overcome current limitations of information
sharing in decision processes and �nd computational e�ective ways to build complex
decision processes involved in the interaction process.

We thought that part of our solution could incorporate redundancy and fall-back
strategies in terms of interaction functionalities that could result in the agent’s self-
adaptation to its context (e.g. user model and environment conditions). This would
also result in less errors during operation.

We designed and implemented two di�erent approaches of arti�cial social com-
panions [4–8]. Both approaches aimed to operate as assistive technology in real-world
indoor environments. Their primary mission was to help older adults in managing
activities of their daily life and connected with their social circle. In CaMeLi39, we de-
signed and implemented a Virtual Partner (ViP) able to show a wide variety of human-
like understanding and responding and solicit the appropriate services to answer the
user’s needs/requests o�ering real time complimentary feedback through voice and
a wide spectrum of animated facial expressions. On the other hand, in GrowMeUp40
we designed and implemented an a�ordable service robotic system able to learn
the older persons needs and habits over time and enhance (‘grow up’/scale up) its
functionality to compensate for the elder’s degradation of abilities, to support, en-
courage and engage the older persons to stay longer active, independent and socially

39http://www.cameli.eu/
40http://www.growmeup.eu/
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involved, in carrying out their daily life at home.

In both systems, we implemented various degrees of human interaction and au-
tonomy that aimed to perform cognitive-like functions and accomplish real-time time
goals in terms of interaction and self-su�ciency. This means, user and agent could
interact through multiple modalities, which included speech commands, gestures,
touch screen, and human interface devices (e.g. keyboard and computer mouse).
In both cases, we dedicated most of our e�orts developing perception capabilities,
user interfaces and integration of these core components that resulted in two fully
functional systems.

The results, from our di�erent experiments, con�rmed that our approach can
improve agent’s performance, maintaining precision while improving speci�city. Al-
though, we have still some challenges in designing and implementing interaction work-
�ows. Involving the users during the design process allowed us capturing relevant
needs and requirements that would tailor the functionalities of the agents. However,
implementing interactivity based on pre-de�ned user scenarios and action scripts is
not su�cient to take into account uncertainty associated with noisy inputs, variation
in the conditions of the operating environment, or unclear expectations from the
user. It is not realistic to expect that users always use the same interaction patterns,
never commit a mistake or the environment conditions are unchangeable.

7.1 Contributions

The most relevant contributions of this work are the proposed knowledge model
and the decision process model. The integration of these two models results, con-
ceptually, in automatizing the representation of knowledge and in auto-adapting the
decision process. We recall the conclusions from our literature survey, in which we
observed that current approaches addressing the problem of HMI still �nd limita-
tions at di�erent levels. Moreover, the lack of redundancy and fall-back strategies
in terms of interaction functionalities result often in unexpected system behaviours
(e.g. faults, errors or fails) creating barriers introducing new interaction modalities
and making interaction more natural.

7.1.1 Publications

The list of publications regarding the relevant topics for this work can be enumerated
as follows:
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in IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man and Cybernetics, PP(99), May 2018, DOI:
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Interaction", RoMan 2014 Workshop on Interactive Robots for aging and/or im-
paired people (WIRAIP2014) held at 23rd IEEE International Symposium on Robot
And Human Interactive Communication (IEEE RO-MAN 2014), Edinburgh, August,
2014.
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7.1.2 Collaborations

During the course of the PhD, other works have been carried out that were aligned
with the topics of this thesis. In particular, regarding the development of ICT-based
solution for improving Health and Quality of Life. The list below summarizes the
results from collaboration on research and development projects that aimed at de-
veloping digital solutions for the domain of Active and Assisted Living, which included:

• within the scope of CaMeLi41 AAL project, as previously presented in this the-
sis, we developed a virtual assistant for supporting elderly living alone at home.
The main relation of this collaboration to the thesis was the direct contribu-
tion in terms of understanding the users and building a virtual arti�cial social
companion.

• within the scope of CogniWin42 AAL project, we developed an instrumented
computer mouse capable of measuring electro-physiological data that was in-
tegrated with an context-aware intelligent virtual assistant for workplace inter-
ventions. The main relation of this collaboration to the thesis was the direct
contribution in terms of understanding the users and extending our knowledge
about the information domain related with arti�cial social companions.

• within the scope of two large-size national projects TICE.Healthy43 and AAL4ALL44,
we participated in the development of two digital platforms for building appli-
cation ecosystems related with Health and Quality of Life. The main relation

41www.cameli.eu
42www.cogniwin.eu
43http://tice.healthy.ipn.pt
44http://tice.healthy.ipn.pt/index.php/en/
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of this collaboration to the thesis was the direct contribution in terms of un-
derstanding the users, extending our knowledge about the information domain
related with other possible context of operation for arti�cial social companions.

Furthermore, all these collaborations contributed directly to understand the diversity
of methodologies adopted for project development and building ICT-based solutions
for elderly, which impose challenging barriers to achieve e�ective system integration
that will have a negative repercussion in terms of human-machine interaction.

This thesis, gathered all these challenges, di�culties, experiences and solutions
into a framework that addresses, in a integrated way, the understanding of users, the
understanding of contexts of operation and methods for technical implementation.
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7.2 Future Work

Our future work will continue to mature this framework and will focus on usability
validation and implementation of a distributed processing approach for planning algo-
rithms. Moreover, we are interested in exploring a parallel based implementation
for the decision process (i.e. using for example the MapReduce programming
model), thus taking more advantage of the paradigm of cloud robotics.

7.2.1 Parallel implementation

We identify that the most computational intensive part of the POMDP is the calcu-
lation of optimal policies for a given model, with the Value Iteration Algorithm (VIA)
being the most common choice. Therefore, we are interested in using parallel com-
puting to compute this part, again pushing towards the paradigm of cloud robotics.
To achieve this implementation, we are considering to explore the MapReduce pro-
gramming model [212,213] to implement the VIA part in the decision process adopted
in our approach. The basic idea is to de�ne the Map and Reduce functions that allow
to implement matrix-vector multiplication in a parallel method.

7.2.2 Distributed implementation

In fact, we identi�ed that the mathematical formalism of POMDPs present two main
issues that can cause a bottleneck in our approach: �rst, if we have to deal with a
large amount of contexts, we might not have an e�ective approach (i.e. the robot
could need information before it is available) and second if the decision model must
take into account with a large belief space (i.e. more that two states with more than
three actions) this is proven to take a long period of time before converging to an
optimal policy. These assumptions lead us in the direction of considering distributed
processing to implement our approach, which will take advantage of the paradigm of
cloud robotics [28].
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Decentralized POMDP (Dec-POMDP) [214] is a distributed way to implement large
scale decision systems based on local information for multi-agent approaches. In
these approaches, each agent calculates a decision based on individualized infor-
mation (i.e. context of each agent) thus contributing to the overall decision that
optimized the action of the entire group. Nevertheless, the common assumption
is that planning is done in an o�-line phase, after which the plans are executed in
an on-line phase. In spite of the on-line phase is completely decentralized, the o�-
line planning phase is centralized; a single computer computes the joint plan and
subsequently distributes it to the agents.

However, in our approach we do not have collaborative decision making and Dec-
POMDP does not address the problem of high dimensionality that can be involved the
decision model. Therefore, this approach is not best suited to address our problems
and further investigation will be required to understand how this challenge may the
addressed in an e�ective way.
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Appendix A

Ontology Development

A.1 Ontology development life cycle

Capturing knowledge and representing by any means is an iterative process. On
the particular case of ontology based approaches, as discussed in several research
works [215, 216], there is no de�nitive methodology for developing ontologies and
several versions can model the same domain correctly. Hence, experts have agreed
on fundamental principles for ontology design:

• concepts in the ontology should be close to objects (physical or logical) and
their relationships in the domain of interest.

• there is no single way to model a domain correctly using ontologies.

• ontology development is essentially an iterative process.

Therefore, ontology development life cycle typically follow a pattern with starting
point in a rough �rst-pass at the ontology concepts and terminologies, then revise
and re�ne the evolving ontology, and �nally �ll in the details. The steps involved in
the ontology development life cycle are summarized in Figure A.1.

Some pragmatic heuristics can help us explaining, in more detail, the steps 3
and 4 of Figure A.1, which refer directly to the more practical part of the ontology
development life cycle. In step “3. Enumerate important terms in the ontology”, an
expert should list the main elements of the ontology; this list can be written down
“on paper”, sketched in a text editor, mind-map, concept map or whatever other tool
that allow to de�ne the ontology’s basic structure. The list will contain the following:

• Main categories (i.e. classes);
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1. Determine the
domain and scope
of the ontology

2. Consider re-using
existing ontologies

3. Enumerate important
terms in the ontology

4. De�ne classes
and properties

5. De�ne test cases
to validate
the ontology

6. Use
ontology

Figure A.1: Ontology development life cycle.

• Main topics (i.e. each type of main categories - sub-classes);

• List of properties and their domains and ranges (i.e. predicates).

In step “4. De�ne classes and properties”, an expert can start creating/building
the ontology based on the list resulting from the step 3. This fourth step can be
broken down into �ve operations, as the following:

1. Create the top hierarchy (i.e. start from the general concept Thing and create
the hierarchy as: domainEntity -> independentEntity -> Value);

2. Create the skeleton hierarchy (i.e. create the top classes; create each branch
of the taxonomy);

3. Create object properties (e.g. relational properties and modi�er properties);

4. Add the properties characteristics (e.g. functional, inverse, symmetric, transi-
tive, re�exive, etc.; domains and ranges for each characteristic);

5. Add values for object properties.
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A.2 Standard formats for describing an ontology

An ontology can be described using di�erent format types. Popular formats com-
prise Resource Description Framework (RDF), the Web Ontology Language (OWL) and
Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL).

The RDF [217] is a framework for representing information in the Web. RDF is a
family of World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) speci�cations originally designed as a
metadata data model. It has come to be used as a general method for conceptual
description or modeling of information that is implemented in web resources, using
a variety of syntax formats.

The OWL language is designed for use by applications that need to process
the content of information instead of just presenting information to humans. OWL
facilitates greater machine interpretability of Web content than that supported by
XML, RDF, and RDF Schema (RDF-S) by providing additional vocabulary along with a
formal semantics. OWL has three increasingly-expressive sub-languages: OWL Lite,
OWL DL, and OWL Full [218].

The Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) is a proposal for a Semantic Web rules-
language, combining sublanguages of the OWL (OWL DL and Lite) with those of the
Rule Markup Language (Unary/Binary Datalog) [219].

A.3 Building blocks for OWL Ontologies

From the previous formats, we noted OWL has a richer set of operators - e.g. in-
tersection, union and negation. In comparison to other formats, OWL is based on a
di�erent logical model that makes it possible for concepts to be de�ned as well as
described. Complex concepts can therefore be built up in de�nitions out of simpler
concepts. The main components of an ontology are described as Classes, Properties
and Individuals.

A.3.1 Classes

Classes are interpreted as sets that contain individuals. They are described using
formal (mathematical) descriptions that state precisely the requirements for mem-
bership of the class. For example, the class Cat would contain all the individuals
that are cats in our domain of interest. Classes may be organised into a superclass-
subclass hierarchy, which is also known as a taxonomy. Subclasses specialise (‘are
subsumed by’) their superclasses. One of the key features of OWL-DL is that these
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superclass-subclass relationships (subsumption relationships) can be computed au-
tomatically by a reasoner. The word concept is sometimes used in place of class.
Classes are a concrete representation of concepts.

Disjoint classes

OWL Classes are assumed to ‘overlap’. We therefore cannot assume that an individual
is not a member of a particular class simply because it has not been asserted to be
a member of that class. In order to ‘separate’ a group of classes we must make them
disjoint from one another. This ensures that an individual which has been asserted
to be a member of one of the classes in the group cannot be a member of any other
classes in that group.

Necessary and Su�cient Conditions - Primitive and De�ned Classes

Necessary conditions can be read as, “If something is a member of this class then it
is necessary to ful�l these conditions”. With necessary conditions alone, we cannot
say that, “If something ful�ls these conditions then it must be a member of this
class”. A class that only has necessary conditions is known as a Primitive Class. A
class that has at least one set of necessary and su�cient conditions is known as
a De�ned Class. In De�ned Classes, any individual that satis�es the de�nition will
belong to the class. In OWL it is possible to have multiple sets of necessary and
su�cient conditions (i.e. Equivalent classes).

Enumerated Classes

As well as describing classes through named super-classes and anonymous super-
classes such as restrictions, OWL allows classes to be de�ned by precisely listing the
individuals that are the members of the class. For example, we might de�ne a class
DaysOfTheWeek to contain the individuals (and only the individuals) Sunday, Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday. Classes such as this are known
as enumerated classes.

Intersection and Union classes

An intersection class is described by combining two or more classes using the AND
operator. A union class is created by combining two or more classes using the OR
operator.
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A.3.2 Properties

Properties are binary relationships on individuals - i.e. properties link two individuals
together. They are also known as roles in description logics and relations in Uni�ed
Modeling Language (UML) and other object oriented notions. There are three main
types of properties, Object properties, Datatype properties and Annotation properties.

Object Properties characteristics

Object properties link an individual to an individual. Although there is no strict nam-
ing convention for properties, we recommend that property names start with a lower
case letter, have no spaces and have the remaining words capitalised. We also recom-
mend that properties are pre�xed with the word ‘has’, or the word ‘is’, for example
hasPart, isPartOf, hasManufacturer, isProducerOf. Not only does this convention help
make the intent of the property clearer to humans, it is also taken advantage of
by the ‘English Prose Tooltip Generator’a, which uses this naming convention where
possible to generate more human readable expressions for class descriptions. Each
object property may have a corresponding Inverse property. If some property links
individual a to individual b then its inverse property will link individual b to individual
a. Futhermore, the complete set of Object Properties characteristics is summarized
in table A.1.

Datatype Properties characteristics

Datatype properties describe relationships between individuals and data values. Data-
type properties link an individual to an eXtensible Markup Language (XML) Schema
Datatype value or an rdf literal. In other words, they describe relationships between
an individual and data values. A datatype property can be used to relate an individual
to a concrete data value that may be typed or untyped. A datatype property can
also be used in a restriction to relate individuals to members of a given datatype.
Built in datatypes are speci�ed in the XML schema vocabulary and include integers,
oats, strings, booleans etc. In addition to using the prede�ned set of datatypes we
can further specialise the use of a datatype by specifying restrictions on the possible
values. For example, it is easy to specify a range of values for a number.

Annotation Properties characteristics

Annotation properties can be used to add information (meta-data - data about data)
to classes, individuals and object/ datatype properties. OWL allows classes, prop-
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Table A.1: Object Properties characteristics

Characteristic Description
Functional Functional properties are also known as single valued

properties and also features. If a property is functional,
for a given individual, there can be at most one individual
that is related to the individual via the property.

Inverse Functional If a property is inverse functional then it means that the
inverse property is functional. For a given individual, there
can be at most one individual related to that individual via
the property.

Transitive If a property is transitive, and the property relates individ-
ual a to individual b, and also individual b to individual c,
then we can infer that individual a is related to individual
c via property P. If a property is transitive then its inverse
property should also be transitive. Note that if a prop-
erty is transitive then it cannot be functional. The reason
for this is that transitive properties, by their nature, may
form ‘chains’ of individuals. Making a transitive property
functional would therefore not make sense.

Symmetric If a property P is symmetric, and the property relates in-
dividual a to individual b then individual b is also related to
individual a via property P. Put another way, the property
is its own inverse property.

Asymmetric If a property P is asymmetric, and the property relates
individual a to individual b then individual b cannot be
related to individual a via property P.

Re�exive A property P is said to be re�exive when the property
must relate individual a to itself.

Irre�exive If a property P is irre�exive, it can be described as a prop-
erty that relates an individual a to individual b, where in-
dividual a and individual b are not the same.

erties, individuals and the ontology itself (technically speaking the ontology header)
to be annotated with various pieces of information/ meta-data. OWL has �ve pre-
de�ned annotation properties that can be used to annotate classes (including anony-
mous classes such as restrictions), properties and individuals:

1. owl:versionInfo - in general the range of this property is a string.

2. rdfs:label - has a range of a string. This property may be used to add meaning-
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ful, human readable names to ontology elements such as classes, properties
and individuals. rdfs:label can also be used to provide multi-lingual names for
ontology elements.

3. rdfs:comment - has a range of a string.

4. rdfs:seeAlso - has a range of a URI45 which can be used to identify related
resources.

5. rdfs:isDe�nedBy - has a range of a URI reference which can be used to reference
an ontology that de�nes ontology elements such as classes, properties and
individuals.

Properties - Domain/Range

Properties may have a domain and a range speci�ed. Properties link individuals from
the domain to individuals from the range. It is important to realise that in OWL
domains and ranges should not be viewed as constraints to be checked. They are
used as ‘axioms’ in reasoning. It is possible to specify multiple classes as the range
for a property.

A.3.3 Restrictions (Describing vs De�ning Classes)

A Restriction describes an anonymous class (i.e. an unnamed class) of individuals
based on the relationships that members of the class participate in. The anonymous
class contains all of the individuals that satisfy the restriction (i.e. all of the individuals
that have the relationships required to be a member of the class). In OWL, restric-
tions can be divided into three main categories: Quanti�er Restrictions, Cardinality
Restrictions, hasValue Restrictions.

Quanti�er restrictions (Existential and Universal Restrictions)

Existential restrictions describe classes of individuals that participate in at least one
relationship along a speci�ed property to individuals that are members of a speci�ed
class. Existential restrictions are the most common type of restrictions in OWL on-
tologies. An existential restriction describes a class of individuals that have at least
one (some) relationship along a speci�ed property to an individual that is a member
of a speci�ed class. Existential restrictions are also known as Some Restrictions, or as

45Uniform Resource Identi�er (URI)
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some values from restrictions. Universal restrictions describe classes of individuals
that for a given property only have relationships along this property to individuals
that are members of a speci�ed class. Universal restrictions are given the symbol
8. They constrain the relationships along a given property to individuals that are
members of a speci�c class. Universal restrictions are also know as AllValuesFrom
Restrictions.

Cardinality restrictions

In OWL we can describe the class of individuals that have at least, at most or exactly
a speci�ed number of relationships with other individuals or datatype values. The
restrictions that describe these classes are known as Cardinality Restrictions. For a
given property P, a Minimum Cardinality Restriction speci�es the minimum number
of P relationships that an individual must participate in. A Maximum Cardinality
Restriction speci�es the maximum number of P relationships that an individual can
participate in. A Cardinality Restriction speci�es the exact number of P relationships
that an individual must participate in.

hasValue restrictions

A hasValue restriction, denoted by the symbol 3, describes the set of individuals that
have at least one relationship along a speci�ed property to a speci�c individual.

A.3.4 Individuals

Individuals, also known as instances, can be referred to as being the particular “ob-
jects” belonging to a class.

A.3.5 Testing the ontology

A strategy that is often used as a check, so that we can see that we have built
our ontology correctly, is to add classes known as Probe Classes in order to test the
integrity of the ontology. This process typically happens when classifying the ontology
using a reasoner.
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